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Abstract

Motivated by the desire for better understanding of nanoelectronic systems, we theoreti-
cally study the conductance and noise characteristics of current flow between superconduc-
tors, ferromagnets, and normal-metals. Such nanostructures can reveal information about
superconductor proximity effects, spin-relaxation processes, and spintronic effects with po-
tential applications for different areas of mesoscopic physics. We employ the quasiclassical
theory of superconductivity in the Keldysh formalism, and calculate the nonequilibrium
transport of spin and charge using various approaches like the circuit theory of quantum
transport and full counting statistics. For two of the studied structures, we have been able
to compare our theory to experimental data and obtain good agreement.

Transport and relaxation of spin polarized current in superconductors is governed by
energy-dependent transport coefficients and spin-flip rates which are determined by quan-
tum interference effects. We calculate the resulting temperature-dependent spin flow in
ferromagnet-superconductor devices. Experimental data for spin accumulation and spin
relaxation in a superconducting nanowire is in agreement with the theory, and allows for a
spin-flip spectroscopy that determines the dominant mechanism for spin-flip relaxation in
the studied samples. A ferromagnet precessing under resonance conditions can give rise to
pure spin current injection into superconductors. We find that the absorbed spin current is
measurable as a temperature dependent Gilbert damping, which we calculate and compare
to experimental data.

Crossed Andreev reflection denotes superconducting pairing of electrons flowing from dif-
ferent normal-metal or ferromagnet terminals into a superconductor. We calculate the
nonlocal currents resulting from this process in competition with direct electron transport
between the normal-metal terminals. We take dephasing into account, and study the non-
local current when the types of contact in the system varies from e.g. ballistic conductors
or tunnel barriers. In the tunneling case, we calculate the magnetization-dependent full
counting statistics, which determines all noise properties including the cross-correlations
that can resolve the contributions due to crossed Andreev reflection and direct electron
transport. We evaluate the magnetization-dependent two-particle probability that the
constituents of spin-entangled pairs from crossed Andreev reflection flow into different fer-
romagnetic contacts. This probability implies violation of a Bell inequality, and determines
the performance of a superconductor-ferromagnet entangler.
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Preface

This thesis is submitted as part of the requirement for the degree Philosophiae Doctor,
and concludes my studies at the Department of Physics, the Norwegian University of
Science and Technology (NTNU). My thesis work was carried out between August 2003
and January 2008, and has included teaching equivalent to one academic year. I have
also completed courses amounting to one full semester of study. Professor Arne Brataas
has been the supervisor of this work, which was financed by the NTNU Strategic area
Materials.

Throughout my studies, I have collaborated closely with Professor Wolfgang Belzig at
the University of Konstanz, Germany. During the last three years of the study, I have
enjoyed working together with Daniel Huertas-Hernando at the department. Moreover, I
have highly appreciated collaborations with Gerrit Bauer, Yaroslav Tserkovnyak, Ninos
Poli and Vladislav Korenivski.

In the first part of the thesis, we will provide a short introduction to the research field and
discuss the relevance and motivation to study the systems we have considered. Moreover,
we will briefly account for the theoretical tools that have been utilized in this research,
and summarize some of the research results. The main part of the research results are
presented in the second part of the thesis, where the papers produced during the thesis
work are appended.

In addition to the papers in the second part of this thesis, I have presented my research
and discussed it with other scientists at conferences and workshops. In particular, the con-
ferences “Electronic and Spin Transport in Superconductor/Ferromagnet Nanostructures”
(2005) in Leiden, The Netherlands, and “Spin physics of superconducting heterostructures”
(2006) in Bad Honnef, Germany, were very rewarding. Additionally, I have attended the
2004 Les Houches summer school “Nanophysics: Coherence and Transport” in France, and
the 2005 “Spring School on Mesoscopic Physics” in Kilpisjärvi, Finland. From November
2006 to January 2007, I enjoyed a very productive and interesting stay at the Centre for
Advanced Study in Oslo.
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1 Introduction

Quantum mechanics emerged in the early 20th century, and is the theory that describes
Nature on the microscopic scale. It was at first a controversial and much disputed theory,
since it did not comply with such concepts as determinism and locality [10]. These ideas
are important properties of classical mechanics, which was established before quantum
mechanics and explains phenomena on the macroscopic scale. However, the predictions
of quantum mechanics agreed well with the accumulating experimental observations, and
today this theory constitutes the basis of our understanding of the microscopic world
and even cosmological events like star formation and the Big Bang. Moreover, quantum
theory is the foundation of modern technologies like computers, nuclear power, and medical
imaging.

In the past, experimental studies of quantum phenomena were limited to atomic and molec-
ular properties like, e.g., the light emission spectra of the elements. Recent technological
developments have now made it possible to artificially fabricate structures of high qual-
ity and small size so that quantum properties become apparent. In electronic circuits,
components less than the mesoscopic scale of the order 100 nm in size are probing the
domain where inter-atomic interactions and quantum mechanical properties can determine
quantities like the conductance or a voltage drop. Nanoelectronics is the research field
aiming to take advantage of quantum properties in such electronic devices, and represents
the “marriage” of quantum physics with the engineering science of electronics. Examples
of nanoelectronic technologies are giant magnetoresistance read heads in hard drives, and
superconducting quantum interferometers that can accurately measure minute magnetic
fields.

Research in nanoelectronics is an interesting game to play on two levels. First, it holds the
potential to probe novel quantum mechanical effects like e.g. entanglement in electrical
circuits within a controlled environment. Second, nanoelectronics could lead to novel
technologies operating radically different from traditional electronics.
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2 Coherent and Correlated Spin Transport in Nanoscale Superconductors

In this thesis we have studied non-equilibrium spin transport in hybrid structures of su-
perconductors, normal-metals, and ferromagnets. The interplay between spin transport
and superconductivity is interesting due to the competing ferromagnetic and supercon-
ducting orders. In a superconductor, Cooper pairing between a spin up and a spin down
electron leads to condensation of electrons in a boson-like state. On the other hand, in
ferromagnets the electronic spins tend to align along the same direction so that there is an
excess of one spin species. The temperature-, voltage-, and magnetic field dependence of
superconductor-ferromagnet hybrid structures therefore reveal information about quantum
phenomena resulting from the competing spin-dependent effects.

In this chapter we will introduce some of the systems and concepts that are considered
in this thesis, and discuss some relevant applications. Finally, an outline of the following
content is given.

1.1 Superconductivity in nanoelectronic circuits

Below a critical temperature Tc, elements and alloys like Al, Nb, Nb3Al, and NbN become
superconducting and exhibit features such as dissipationless current flow and Meissner
effect [11,12,13,14]. A microscopic theory of these properties was developed by J. Bardeen,
L. N. Cooper and J. R. Schrieffer [15]. This work, now known as the BCS theory, was
awarded the 1972 Nobel prize in physics.

In the BCS theory, electrons are coupled in pairs via phonon interaction. The paired
electrons behave like a bosonic condensate, and the quantum mechanical state function of
the electrons becomes a macroscopic property of the superconductor over a length scale
known as the superconducting coherence length, ξ. In this thesis we will consider diffusive
superconductors for which ξ =

√

ℏD/∆ where D is the diffusion coefficient and ∆ the
superconducting order parameter. In the BCS ground state, the order parameter sets the
energy scale to break up Cooper pairs from the condensate. This property can be studied
by transport measurements at a superconductor|normal-metal (S|N) interface. For a tunnel
barrier interface, the superconducting energy gap manifests itself in that the current across
the interface vanishes when the applied bias voltage is smaller than ∆/e [16]. For the
experimental demonstration of this effect, former student at NTNU, Ivar Giæver, was
awarded the 1973 Nobel prize in physics.

The tunneling current at a S|N interface is modified in comparison to the case discussed
above when the the normal-metal part of the heterostructure is so small that its size is
comparable to the phase coherence length, lφ. This length is the typical distance electrons
can travel before they loose quantum mechanical phase coherence, and is limited by tem-
perature and interactions. Nanoelectronic structures can be fabricated such that lφ exceeds
the sample size L, and in this case quantum phase coherent effects become important. In
the case of S|N tunneling, the phase coherence of superconducting electrons can modify the
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properties of N close to the interface by the superconducting proximity effect [17]. In the
presence of proximity effect, electron transport across the tunnel barrier interface can take
place at energy below ∆ by Andreev reflection [18], where an electron incident on the su-
perconductor is retro-reflected as a hole with opposite spin and one Cooper pair is created
in S. Conversely, when the current flows into N, a Cooper pair from the superconductor is
transferred into N as an electron and hole pair with opposite spins.

When L is smaller than the phase coherence length, L . lφ, proximity effect can lead
to some remarkable phenomena in S|N heterostructures. One example is the so-called
reflectionless tunneling [19,20,21] in diffusive systems. This is a quantum interference effect
where the interplay between elastic impurity scatterings and Andreev reflections leads to
an effective resistance of the S|N interface of the order of the normal state resistance by
coherently redirecting outgoing trajectories of normally reflected particles at the N side
back to the interface. As a result, an electron will be normally reflected many times until
it is finally Andreev reflected at the interface and the conductance becomes the same as in
the normal state.

In the inverse proximity effect the properties of superconductors in hybrid structures are
modified by contacted non-superconducting materials. Such effects are important over
length scales of the order ξ from the interface to non-superconducting materials. Deep
inside the superconductor, the BCS state is recovered. The inverse proximity effect is
the basis of proposed superconducting spin switches, where the critical temperature of a
superconductor sandwiched between two ferromagnets is determined by the magnetization
configuration [22]. Close to Tc, a change from antiparallel to parallel magnetizations can
drive the superconductor into the normal state. This results in a large resistance difference
for current flow through the superconductor.

The superconducting state is characterized by a macroscopic quantum wavefunction that
determines the phase of the superconducting electrons. When two superconductors are
brought in electrical contact, a phase difference between them can lead e.g. to supercurrent
flow without the application of a voltage. For the discovery of this effect, B. D. Josephson
was awarded the 1973 Nobel prize in physics [23]. The Josephson effect is now the building
block of several superconductor technologies. In superconducting quantum interference de-
vices (SQUIDs), the phase sensitivity of Josephson junctions are utilized in high resolution
magnetic field detectors. Magnetoencephalography is an important example of the appli-
cation of this technology, where SQUIDs are used to study the magnetic fields induced by
activity in the human brain [24]. A more exotic application of Josephson junctions is the
realization of quantum bits (qubits) for quantum information processing [25, 26]. As an
example of the ongoing efforts in this field, the recently published Ref. [27] reports on the
communication of two distant superconducting qubits.



4 Coherent and Correlated Spin Transport in Nanoscale Superconductors

1.2 Magnetoelectronics

Magnetoelectronic circuits make use of the quantum spin of electrons in addition to their
charge. An important example is spin valves, where two ferromagnetic layers are separated
by a thin normal-metal (F|N|F). In such devices, the resistance can increase by up to 200%
when the configuration of the magnetizations of the two ferromagnetic layers changes from
parallel to antiparallel. This phenomenon is known as giant magnetoresistance (GMR)
[28, 29] in magnetic multilayers, and earned the discoverers A. Fert and P. Grünberg the
2007 Nobel prize in physics. GMR is the basis of the dominating technology used for read
heads in hard disk drives.

The GMR effect can be understood as the result of spin-dependent scattering rates and
density of states in the ferromagnets. When a current is passed through a ferromagnet,
the resistivity will be smaller for electrons with their spin aligned along the magnetization
direction of the ferromagnet than for electrons with their spin antiparallel to the magneti-
zation. As a result, a current passed through a ferromagnet becomes spin polarized. On the
other hand, the resistance of the spin polarized current flowing through the second F layer
of a spin valve depends on the angle between the spin polarization and the magnetization.
This gives the magnetization configuration-dependent resistance in the spin valve.

Magnetization dynamics in nanoscale ferromagnets is the subject of intensive investiga-
tion (see Ref. [30] and references within). When the magnetization of a ferromagnet is
driven in precessional motion, electronic spins will be emitted by the ferromagnet into
the surroundings. This effect is referred to as spin pumping, and is a way to induce spin
current flow in nanoelectronic devices. Conversely, a spin current flowing into a ferromag-
net can excite magnetization dynamics [31]. The possibility to manipulate magnetizations
by this so-called spin transfer torque can provide write functionality in future magnetic
random-access memory devices.

1.3 Superconductor|ferromagnet nanoelectronic circuits

As we have seen, nanoscale superconductor and ferromagnet devices display a variety of
interesting effects, and provides new functionality in modern technology. In combination,
the interplay of superconductivity and magnetism can be used to study the coherent trans-
port and relaxation of spins, with potential applications for different areas of mesoscopic
physics.

Ferromagnetic elements in nanoelectronic circuits can be used to create and control spin
accumulations in non-magnetic materials. In this thesis, we have considered ferromagnet
spin injection into superconductors. When the size of the superconductor is comparable
to the superconducting coherence length, there are interesting effects following from the
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interplay between superconducting order and the injected spin accumulation. For example,
when substituting the spacer in the spin valve discussed above with a superconducting
material (producing a F|S|F structure), a strong size- and temperature-dependence of the
magnetization-dependent resistance can be observed. The spin polarized current flowing
into the superconductor is inhibited by superconducting pairing which is only possible for
the opposite-spin ordered electrons. This means that the length scale for penetration of the
spin current into S is limited by the superconducting coherence length which for elemental
superconductors like Al is ξ ≈ 125 nm. Spin flow and relaxation in superconductors is
studied for various structures in Chapter 3.

When a Cooper pair from a superconductor flows into a non-superconducting material,
the quasiparticle pair thus transferred will be in a special quantum state. This state is
characterized by phase coherence between the two quasiparticles and quantum entangled
degrees of freedom. These properties have some very interesting potential applications if
the quasiparticles can be individually manipulated. The process in which the electrons
are transferred into two separate leads is known as crossed or nonlocal Andreev reflection
and has received considerable interest since it is an inherent mesoscopic phenomenon and
also because of the relevance for quantum information experiments. In Chapter 4 we
discuss some aspects and models of crossed Andreev reflection. In Chapter 6 we consider
the statistics of crossed Andreev reflection and related processes, and show how noise
properties can reveal the quantum entanglement of Andreev reflected electrons.

Mesoscopic superconductor|ferromagnet structures display very rich physics, and many
interesting effects that have not been mentioned above are currently under intensive in-
vestigation. One example is that the proximity effect can induce triplet superconducting
correlations in the F parts of a system (see Refs. [32, 33, 34, 35] and references therein).
This effect has been experimentally demonstrated, and can be utilized to produce super-
conducting π-junctions with possible application to qubits in quantum information science.

1.4 Outline

In Chapter 2 we introduce the formalisms and theoretical tools that are utilized. Then we
discuss the motivations for each of the systems studied and summarize the research results
in chapters according to the topic: In Chapter 3 we discuss transport equations for spin
flow in superconductors, which is the focus of papers [1,2,3,4]. Chapter 4 discusses crossed
Andreev reflection, and summarizes the results obtained in papers [5] and [6] using the
circuit theory of mesoscopic transport. In Chapter 5 we discuss some general aspects of
quantum entanglement which is the focus of the popular-scientific paper [7]. Entanglement
is an important concept in Chapter 6 where the full counting statistics results for the
beamsplitters studied in papers [8] and [9] are summarized. Finally, I provide some personal
thoughts on the outlook of my research and give my acknowledgements.





2 Theory toolbox

In this Chapter, we will describe the theoretical tools that are utilized for the calculations
and introduce the notation used in this thesis. A full account of these techniques are
beyond the scope of this text, but adequate reference is given to review articles.

We will first discuss the Usadel equation for Green functions in the Keldysh formalism,
which allows us to determine the nonequilibrium transport properties of superconducting
nanostructures. This formalism was extended and cast into the language of a finite-element
circuit theory by Yu. V. Nazarov, and Section 2.2 gives a brief account of this technique.
Subsequently, the circuit theory has been extended to allow calculations of full counting
statistics. This is discussed in Section 2.3.

2.1 Quasiclassical theory of superconductivity

The quasiclassical theory of superconductivity was developed between 1950 and 1980 and
has recently, due to advances in experimental physics, attained a lot of interest. This has
resulted in several excellent reviews, see [36, 37, 38, 39, 40] and references therein. In this
section, we will briefly reproduce the main results.

2.1.1 Eilenberger and Usadel equations

The Gor’kov equations [41] are a set of generalized Dyson equations for superconductors.
These equations determine e.g. the retarded Green function1

ĜR(r1, t1; r2, t2) = −iΘ(t1 − t2)1̄τ̂3〈[ψ(r1, t1), ψ
†(r2, t2)]−〉, (2.1)

1The (anti)commutator of A and B is denoted [A, B](+)−.

7



8 Coherent and Correlated Spin Transport in Nanoscale Superconductors

which is a matrix in spin⊗Nambu space (see Appendix A) and we have introduced the unit
matrix in spin space 1̄, the Pauli matrix in particle-hole space τ̂n, and the pseudo-spinor
ψ̂† = (ψ†↑, ψ

†
↓, ψ↑, ψ↓) where ψσ is the field annihilation operator for spin σ. The angular

brackets 〈· · · 〉 denote quantum statistical averaging. The Gor’kov equations incorporate
the BCS model and can in principle be used to describe most transport properties of
nonequilibrium superconductors.

To solve the Gor’kov equations for a real system can be a formidable task, and the solutions
often contain redundant information. A simplified equation was derived by Eilenberger [42]
by applying what is known as the quasiclassical approximation. This approximation is
valid when the characteristic length scales in the problem are large compared to inter-
atomic distances, so that rapid oscillations of the Green function on the scale of the Fermi
wavelength can be averaged out. It is then assumed that Green functions and self-energies
depend weakly on the magnitude of the momentum, and are determined by their values
on the Fermi surface. In this case, it is possible to perform an average over the kinetic
energy to eliminate the dependence on the magnitude of the momentum, but keeping the
dependence on the direction in the equation obtained by subtracting the Gor’kov equation
with its conjugate. This approximation scheme can be incorporated conveniently after a
Wigner transformation of the Gor’kov equations, which is basically a Fourier transform
of the difference coordinates r1 − r2 and t1 − t2. The quasiclassical Green functions in
the spin⊗Nambu matrix space can be written Ĝ(r, t,pF, E) where r = (r1 + r2)/2 and
t = (t1 + t2)/2 are the center-of-mass position and time, pF is the momentum on the
Fermi surface, and E the quasiparticle energy. The Wigner transformation also reduces
the convolutions in the Gor’kov equation into Taylor series in derivatives with respect to
center-of-mass coordinates and momentum. We will consider problems where short range
oscillations can be neglected [43, 44], so it is possible to terminate these series after linear
order in derivatives with respect to r. This is known as the gradient approximation. The
Eilenberger equation for the retarded Green function, derived under the above approxima-
tions, can in the stationary state be written

[

(E + i0)τ̂3 + i
pF

m
· ∂̂ − eφ1̂− ∆̂− Σ̂, ĜR

]

−
= 0. (2.2)

Here ∂̂ = ∇1̂ − ieAτ̂3 is the gauge invariant derivative, φ is the electromagnetic scalar
potential, ∆̂ = offdiag(∆,−∆,∆∗,−∆∗) contains the superconducting order parameter
and Σ̂ is the quasiclassical self-energy in which we will include effects from elastic impurity
scattering and spin-flip scattering. Mean-field theory for the BCS Hamiltonian determines
the superconducting gap by a self-consistency relation in terms of the anomalous propagator
contained in the off-diagonal matrix block of ĜR (see Eq. (2.5)). The anomalous propagator
describes nonvanishing electron-hole correlations of the type 〈ψ↑ψ↓〉 that are the hallmark
of superconductivity. For vanishing ∆, Eq. (2.2) reduces to the Boltzmann transport
equation. An additional constraint on quasiclassical Green functions is the normalization
condition

ĜRĜR = 1̂. (2.3)
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The limit of strong elastic impurity scattering2 (the dirty limit) is often the most exper-
imentally relevant. In the Born approximation, the quasiclassical elastic impurity scat-
tering self-energy becomes Σ̂imp = 〈ĜR〉Ω/2τ where 〈· · · 〉Ω denotes angular averaging and
τ is the elastic impurity scattering time [40]. To obtain the dirty limit, we expand the
quasiclassical Green functions in spherical harmonics to first order, i.e. ĜR(r,pF, E) =
ĜR(r, pF, E) + pF · ĜR(r,pF, E). The equation that determines the dominating isotropic
contribution (s-wave) ĜR(r, pF, E) following from Eq. (2.2) becomes

D

[

∂̂, ĜR
[

∂̂, ĜR
]

−

]

−

+
[

(E + i0)τ̂3 − eφ1̂− ∆̂− Σ̂, ĜR
]

−
= 0, (2.4)

where Σ̂ now denotes the remaining contributions to the self energy like e.g. spin flip
scattering. This equation is known as the Usadel equation [45], which has been successfully
applied to describe superconducting proximity effects and is the starting point for most of
the calculations in this thesis. We now supply the self-consistency relation that determines
the superconducting order parameter,3

∆(r) =
N0λ

2

∫ ED

0

dE tanh

(

E

2kBT

)

Re
(

ĜR(r, pF, E)
)

1,4
. (2.5)

Here N0 is the density of states at the Fermi level, λ is the effective electron-electron
interaction parameter, T is the temperature and the integration is cut off at the Debye
energy ED. The quantities λ and ED are determined by the microscopic mechanism that
results in the effective electron-electron attraction in the BCS model. Inside a normal
metal, the interaction parameter λ vanishes, but the anomalous propagator contained in
ĜR can be nonzero because of boundary conditions to superconducting parts of the system.
This gives rise to proximity effect.

Interfaces between different parts of a nanostructure can be atomically sharp and the sud-
den changes in the Green functions are thus not captured by the quasiclassical theory
described above, which is only valid when properties of the system vary on length scales
much larger than the Fermi wavelength. However, boundary conditions for the quasiclas-
sical Green functions can be derived from scattering theory [46, 47], and allows practical
calculations for heterostructures containing constrictions, interfaces and boundaries be-
tween different materials. For the Green functions in the dirty limit discussed above, the
boundary conditions for a tunneling interface in the yz-plane between two regions 1 and 2
are

σ1Ĝ1
∂Ĝ1

∂x
= σ2

∂Ǧ2

∂x
=

g

2A
[

Ǧ1, Ǧ2

]

−
, (2.6)

2We are considering the semiclassical regime where the mean free path l is much larger than the Fermi
wavelength λF, but smaller than other relevant length-scales in the problem. Thus Anderson localization
effects are disregarded

3The notation (A)m,n denotes the matrix element in the m-th row and n-th column of A.
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where σ is the conductivity of the materials, g is the tunnel conductance and A the cross
section area.

The equilibrium properties of proximity superconducting systems can be determined by the
equations discussed in this Section, and has been successfully applied to model experimental
data. As an example, the normalized density of states is obtained from the retarded Green
function

N(r, E) = Re
(

ĜR(r, pF, E)
)

1,1
. (2.7)

This relation can be used, e.g., to determine proximity induced suppression of the density
of states in normal metals.4 Another important application is the evaluation of the critical
temperature and field for superconducting heterostructures, where the properties of the
superconductor are influenced by the environment in the so-called inverse proximity effect.

2.1.2 Keldysh Green functions

The construction of the equilibrium many-body Green functions introduced above involves
the procedure of adiabatically turning interactions on from a noninteracting ground state
at t = −∞. Then, at times (t1, t2) the Heisenberg field operator averages in the Green
functions are evaluated before the interactions are turned off adiabatically, recovering the
noninteracting ground state at t = ∞ [48, 49]. This scheme allows calculation of linear
response transport properties by the use of the Kubo formula. A critical assumption is
that the states obtained by adiabatically switching interactions on and off are unique up
to some phase factor. Out of equilibrium, this can break down as the quantum system can
evolve into an unpredictable state that depends on the switching procedure as interactions
are turned on and off, and in particular the final state can be different from the initial
state.

In the Keldysh diagrammatic technique, the quantum system first evolves in the forward
direction in time, and then the effect of turning on interactions is “unwound” by evolving
the system in the backwards time direction [50]. The gain is that one avoids references
to the state at t = ∞ so that quantum averages are calculated only with reference to
the initial state at t = −∞. The structure of the resulting theory is more complicated
since field operators residing on both forward and backward branches of the Keldysh time
evolution contour must be defined, leading to a doubling of the degrees of freedom.

Taking advantage of the internal symmetries of the theory, one can define nonequilibrium
Green functions in Keldysh matrix space (denoted by ˇ accents) where the elements are

4See http://www-drecam.cea.fr/drecam/spec/Pres/Quantro/Qsite/archives/· · ·
preprints/AFM-STMProximity.pdf for some impressive applications of the theory to S|N|S systems.
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linear combinations of averages from different parts of the Keldysh contour,

Ǧ =

(

ĜR ĜK

0 ĜA

)

; ǦǦ = 1. (2.8)

In this matrix space, superscripts denote Retarded, Keldysh, and Advanced Green func-
tions. A diagrammatic theory can be formulated for the Ǧ matrix Green functions that
has the same structure as the equilibrium diagrammatic technique. Thus we obtain Usadel
equations for Ǧ that allow calculation of nonequilibrium transport effects. Moreover, the
quasiclassical normalization condition of the Green function applies also in the Keldysh
space, as indicated in (2.8). Generally, the Green functions ǦR and ǦA contain information
about dispersion relations (spectral properties) in the system like e.g. the energy-dependent
density of states, whereas the Keldysh Green function ǦK describes the occupation of states
in the system i.e. distribution functions. This facilitates a reduction of the problem into
quantum kinetic equations as will be discussed in Chapter 3. An important advantage of
this approach is that the resulting equations have the structure of continuity equations for
the physical currents of e.g. charge and spin which allow straightforward interpretations.

2.2 Circuit theory

An important achievement in the study of nanostructures is the circuit theory of mesoscopic
transport. This circuit theory can be formulated in much the same way as the circuit theory
of conventional electronics, and incorporates not only the flow of charge, energy and spin
in the system, but also describes quantum coherence effects.

By discretizing the Usadel equation for the matrix Green functions in Keldysh space, and
deriving a very general boundary condition [see (2.9)], Nazarov was able to formulate a
circuit theory that reduces the solution of a nonequilibrium transport problem into an
exercise of applying a set of generalized “Kirchhoff’s rules” [51, 52] for a finite-element
representation of the nanostructure under consideration. The theory has been extended to
treat F|N [53] and S|F (see Sec. 2.2.3) heterostructures, and is reviewed in Ref. [54].

2.2.1 Finite element description

The first step in the circuit theory approach is to define the circuit in terms of reser-
voirs (voltage or current sources), connectors (contacts, interfaces), and nodes (islands
or discrete lattice points of wires). The reservoirs are described by thermal equilib-
rium Green functions that depend on temperature (T ) and voltage (V ). A normal-
metal terminal has quasiclassical Green function ǦN = τ̂3 + (τ̂3hL + hT)(τ̌1 + iτ̌2), where
we have introduced the charge- and energy-distribution functions that can be written
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hT = 1 − fFD(E) − fFD(−E) and hL = −fFD(E) + fFD(−E) in terms of the Fermi-Dirac
distribution function fFD([E − eV ]/kBT ). The Green function of a conventional supercon-

ductor reservoir is given by Ĝ
R(A)
S = ([E ± i0]τ̂3 + ∆iτ̄2)/Ω, where Ω =

√

(E ± i0)2 −∆2,

and ĜK
S = ĜR

S ĥS − ĥSĜ
A
S where ĥS = τ̂3hL + hT. Connectors will be described by their

scattering transmission and reflection amplitudes, which gives the matrix current flow. The
conservation of matrix current in the nodes will determine the node Green functions. This
will be discussed in the next sections.

Gσσ′
c1

F1 Gσσ′

F1

f̄F1 f̄N f̄F2

F2Gσσ′

F2

Gσσ′
c2

Figure 2.1: Circuit theory diagram for the angular magnetoresistance effect in a ferromagnetic
heterostructure. Adapted from Ref. [55].

A complicated nanostructures is thus represented by a simple circuit theory diagram. As
an example of such a system, we show in Figure 2.1 the equivalent circuit of a ferromagnetic
spin valve [55] that exhibits the behaviour discussed in Chapter 1. Here, ferromagnetic
reservoirs F1 and F2 are connected to the nanostructure by contacts (boxes) that are
described by spin-dependent conductance parameters Gσσ′

determined by the transmission
eigenvalues. Associated with the nodes (circles) that represent the ferromagnetic layers
and the normal-metal spacer are 2×2 distribution function matrices in spin space f̄ that
parametrize the Green functions.

2.2.2 Matrix currents

Once the nanostructure under consideration has been defined in terms of its equivalent
circuit, a set of generalized Kirchhoff’s rules for each node will determine the unknown
Green functions of the nodes. The conserved quantity for the quantum transport theory
that we consider, are matrix currents Ǐ that depend on the properties of the connectors
and the Green functions of the adjacent nodes or reservoirs. This current describes not
only the particle flow, obtained from

∫

dE Tr τ̌1τ̂3Ǐ, but also the flow of energy, spin, and
coherence. The matrix current in a S|N heterostructure through a connector described

by the set of transmission eigenvalues {T (n)
k } between a node with Green function Ǧc and

another element with Green function Ǧn is [52]

Ǐn = −2e2

πℏ

∑

k

T
(n)
k

[

Ǧn, Ǧc

]

−

4 + T
(n)
k

(

[

Ǧn, Ǧc

]

+
− 2
) . (2.9)
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A powerful feature of the circuit theory technique is that the general expression for the
matrix current (2.9) can be used to model many different types of contacts. For e.g. tunnel

junctions all transmission eigenvalues are small T
(n)
k ≪ 1, and for a diffusive connector

the transmission probability distribution has peaks at low and high probability, with few
transport channels at intermediate transmission probability (bimodal distribution). [56].

The generalized Kirchhoff’s rules state that conservation of matrix current at each energy
should be imposed at each node,

∑

n

Ǐn + Ǐleakage = 0, (2.10)

where the sum runs over all connectors to the node and we have included the possibility of a
“coherence leakage” current which can generally be written Ǐleakage = −ie2N0Vc[Ǧc, Ȟc]−/ℏ
where N0 is the density of states at the Fermi level, Vc is the volume of the node, and Ȟc

is the quasiclassical Hamiltonian that describes interactions inside the node. The leakage
current can describe a variety of effects like dephasing of Andreev reflected electron-hole
pairs due to mismatching wavevectors or spin-dependent reflection at interfaces, supercon-
ducting pairing, or spin-flip scattering.

The matrix current conservation equations for the circuit will determine the unknown
Green functions of the nodes. When these have been obtained, we can extract the physical
transport properties of the system from the matrix currents and Green functions.

2.2.3 Spin-active interfaces

Due to the noncommutativity of Green functions that describe superconducting corre-
lations with the scattering matrix [57] describing a spin-active connector, the algebraic
structure of the matrix current in S|F systems [58, 59, 60, 61] is much more complicated
than the result for S|N interfaces (2.9). However, in the limit of a weakly polarizing tunnel
barrier, a tractable expression was found in Ref. [62]. The spin-active connector is de-
scribed by spin dependent transmission and reflection amplitudes tnk,σ and rn

k,σ for particles
incident on the interface n from the cavity side in channel k with spin σ. The matrix
current Ǐn is

Ǐn =
[gn

2
Ǧn +

gMRn

4

[

mn · τ̄ τ̂3, Ǧn

]

+
+ i

gφn

2
mn · τ̄ τ̂3, Ǧc

]

−
. (2.11)

Here, gn = gQ

∑

k,σ

∣

∣tnk,σ

∣

∣

2
is the tunnel conductance and gQ = e2/h the conductance

quantum. The unit vector mn points in the direction of the magnetization of the spin
polarizing contact, gMRn = gQ

∑

k(|tnk,↑|2 − |tnk,↓|2) is the conductance spin polarization,
and gφn = 2gQ

∑

k Im {rn
k,↑r

n∗
k,↓} induces spin-dependent phase shifts upon reflection at the

interface.
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2.3 Full counting statistics

The terminology full counting statistics (FCS) was adopted by Levitov and Lesovik in
the context of mesoscopic electron transport, and refers to a “counting” of individual
electrons into a certain lead in the system. A famous result due to Levitov and Lesovik is
the probability distribution to transfer N charges between electronic reservoirs through a
quantum channel of transmission probability Tk and applied bias voltage eV ≫ kBT (shot
noise limit) [63],

Pk(N ; t0) =

(

Nat

N

)

TN
k (1− Tk)

Nat−N . (2.12)

Here, t0 is the time interval for the electron counting and Nat = 2t0eV/h. For integer
values of Nat this result can be interpreted as follows: Electrons attempt to traverse the
channel Nat times, and for each attempt the probability for transmission is Tk and the
probability to be reflected is (1− Tk). The probability distribution (2.12) is binomial, and
the mean current becomes I = eNatTk. Going to the limit of small Tk and large Nat, the
binomial distribution may be approximated by a Poisson distribution. In this limit, there
is no temporal correlation between two subsequent electron transfers, and from (2.12) we
obtain the Schottky formula for incoherent transport, C2 = 2eI, for the current noise power
defined as

C2 =
2e2

t0

〈

(N − 〈N〉)2〉 =

∫ ∞

−∞

dt′
〈

[δI (t′) , δI(0)]+
〉

. (2.13)

The Schottky result shows that a noise measurement gives access to the charge e of the
discrete carriers responsible for the current. In the case of general Tk, the current noise
following from (2.12) is C2 = 2eI(1 − Tk), i.e. a current noise measurement also pro-
vides information about the transmission probability of the quantum channel. This simple
example illustrates how studies of noise and FCS can be used to understand the micro-
scopic details of the electron transport, and that the noise properties of quantum transport
reveals information about the transport which is not accessible from average current mea-
surements.

Full counting statistics [63, 64] is a useful tool to compute currents and noise in a multi-
terminal structure [65], and also provides the higher statistical moments that may become
experimentally accessible in these systems [66]. Additionally, one can obtain information
about the elementary charge transport processes by studying the probability distributions,
as seen in the example of transport in a quantum channel above. An extension of the
circuit theory discussed in Section 2.2 which facilitates calculation of FCS is reviewed in
Refs. [67,54]. Below, we will reproduce some of the main results that are used in Chapter
6.

The cumulant generating function (CGF) S({χn}) of a multiterminal probability distribu-
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tion is directly accessible by the Green function method, and is defined by the relations

e−S({χn}) =
∑

Nn

P ({Nn}; t0) e−i
P

n
χnNn

P ({Nn}; t0) =
1

(2π)M

∫ π

−π

dMχ e−S({χn})+i
P

n
Nnχn.

(2.14)

Here, M = max(n) is the number of terminals, and P ({Nn}; t0) is the probability to
transfer Nn electrons into terminal Nn in time t0. The CGF depends on the set of counting
fields {χn} that are fictitious quantum fields coupled to the current operator at interfaces
where we would like to count the particle flow. These can be embedded in the Green
function at each terminal by the transformation

Ǧn → eiχnτ̌K/2Ǧne
−iχnτ̌K/2 (2.15)

where τ̌K = τ̂3τ̌1. The CGF will be determined by the following relation [65]

ie

t0

∂S({χn})
∂χn

=

∫

dE In({χn}), (2.16)

where In({χn}) is the particle (counting) current through connector n in presence of the
counting fields.

The cumulants of the transport probability distribution are obtained by successively differ-
entiating the CGF with respect to the counting fields, and subsequently setting all χn = 0.
Specifically, we obtain the mean current into terminal n from

In = − ie

t0

∂S({χ})
∂χn

∣

∣

∣

∣

{χ=0}

. (2.17)

The current noise power defined in (2.13) is given by

Cm,n = 2
e2

t0

∂2S({χ})
∂χm∂χn

∣

∣

∣

∣

{χ=0}

, (2.18)

where in the multiterminal structure, the autocorrelation noise at terminal n is given by
Cn,n. When m 6= n, (2.18) gives the noise cross-correlations.

The higher order moments of the CGF ∂kS/∂χk|{χ=0} give additional information about
the probability distribution. For example, the k = 3 and k = 4 moments describe the
skewness and sharpness of the probability distribution, respectively.





3 Spin injection into superconductors

Spin injection and manipulation in normal metals was recently demonstrated [68, 69] and
has the prospect of providing new functionality in electronic devices. Fundamental insight
into the transport processes relevant for such systems can be obtained by considering spin
injection into superconductors. The energy-dependent spin-flip processes and supercon-
ducting proximity physics modifies the spin transport properties and provides information
that would not be accessible in the normal state.

In papers [1, 2, 3] and [4] we have studied transport of spin polarized current in super-
conductors. Paper [2] was in part motivated by experimental studies on superconducting
spin valves [70]. The formalism that was developed in papers [1] and [2] was successfully
applied to model experimental data for spin injection into superconductors obtained by ex-
perimentalists at the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm, Sweden, and the results
of this collaboration is reported in [3]. Paper [4] was motivated by a recent experimental
study of magnetization dynamics in F|S bilayers [71], which was modeled by our theory of
energy-dependent spin pumping into superconductors [4].

In Section 3.1, we will outline the formalism and numerical technique developed in papers
[1,2,3,4], and describe some properties of the systems that have been studied. Finally, the
results in papers [1, 2, 3] and [4] are summarized in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.

3.1 Quantum kinetic equations

From the field theory of superconductors introduced in Chapter 2, we derive the Usadel
equation for Green functions in spin⊗Nambu⊗Keldysh space. This equation describes the
flow not only of charge and energy, but also the spin polarized flow. The algebraic structure
of the 8×8 matrix equations makes practical calculations difficult, and in this section we
will obtain a reduced description in terms of quantum kinetic equations. We will include

17
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spin-flip effects, and these interactions are discussed in Section 3.1.1. We will use the same
notation as Ref. [72].

3.1.1 Spin-flip scattering

The “dirty limit” was introduced in Section 2.1.1. Assuming a dominant contribution to
the self-energy from elastic impurity scattering and employing the Born approximation,
we obtained the Usadel equation for the isotropic part of the quasiclassical Green function
Ǧ(r, E). Another type of impurity interaction is spin-flip scattering, in which the spin
of a conduction electron is randomized. This interaction is significant in studies of spin
transport, and causes spin polarization decay of a spin current injected into a nonmagnetic
material.

We have considered two different types of spin-flip scattering and the interplay with super-
conducting correlations, spin-flip by interaction with magnetic impurities and spin-orbit
interaction with nonmagnetic impurities. Due to quantum interference effects, the energy-
dependent spin-flip scattering rate and the effect on the spectral properties of the super-
conductor associated with these interactions differ below Tc. This fact can be understood
from the symmetry of the spin-flip Hamiltonians under time-reversal [73]. Cooper pairs
consist of opposite spin electron and hole quasiparticles which are related by time-reversal,
and therefore the Cooper pairs have time-reversal symmetry. A spin-flip Hamiltonian
that respects this symmetry is not pair-breaking. Moreover, the spin-flip relaxation rate
of quasiparticles in the superconducting state will be modified by quantum interference
effects. When the spin-flip Hamiltonian has time-reversal symmetry, the so-called type
I BCS coherence factor modifies the spin-flip rate in the superconducting state [13, 74].
When the spin-flip Hamiltonian breaks time-reversal symmetry, we instead obtain a type
II BCS coherence factor. An important difference between the type I and type II coherence
factors is the energy-dependence at energy close to ∆. The type I BCS coherence factor
does not modify the spin-flip rate significantly at E > ∆, whereas the type II BCS coher-
ence factor diverges as E → ∆. This has important consequences which we have studied
in papers [2, 3] and [4].

Magnetic impurities

In the ferromagnet|superconductor heterostructures that we aim to describe, we expect
that magnetic impurity atoms will be introduced to the superconductor in the fabrication
process. These impurities result in localized magnetic moments inside the superconductor,
which can interact with the spin of conduction electrons. The Hamiltonian that describes
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this interaction is

Hm =
∑

σσ′

∫

drψ†σ(r) (τ̄ · S(r))σσ′ Vm(r)ψσ′(r), (3.1)

where S is the impurity spin operator and Vm the magnetic impurity interaction potential.
Spin operators are odd under time-reversal, T τ̄nT −1 = −τ̄n, where T is the time-reversal
symmetry operator. Therefore, Hm is odd under time-reversal and we expect the type II
BCS coherence factor.

The BCS state renormalization of the spin-flip rate following from Hm can be found by
introducing the Bogoliubov transformation of the field operators ψσ, and using the Fermi
golden rule [11, 13]. The spin-flip transition rate then becomes

αs =
2π

ℏ
|Tm|2N2

0

∫ ∞

∆

dE
E2 + ∆2

E2 −∆2
(f↑(E)− f↓(E)) , (3.2)

where |Tm|2 is the energy independent part of the matrix element for the interaction. The
integrand in (3.2) diverges at E = ∆, so that the spin-flip rate for quasiparticles injected
into the superconductor at E & ∆ is much larger than in the normal state.

The contribution from Hm to the quasiclassical self-energy in (2.4) is found employing the
Born approximation as in the case of elastic impurity scattering. Assuming that the spin
configuration of the impurities is random, the leading contribution becomes

Σ̌m(r, E) = − i

8τm
α̂Ǧ(r, E)α̂, (3.3)

where α̂ is a vector of 4×4 matrices in spin⊗Nambu space α̂ = diag(τ̄ , τ̄ T ), and the spin-
flip relaxation time is τ−1

m = 8πnmN0S(S+1)|vm|2/3. This relaxation time depends on the
magnetic impurity concentration nm, the Fourier transformed spin-flip impurity potential
vm and the impurity spin quantum number S. For the elemental superconductors we have
studied, this timescale is usually τm ∼ 100 ps [3] which is consistent with magnetic impurity
concentrations of the order 0.01 % of the atoms [75].

Spin-orbit coupling

The relativistic interaction of the spin with the electrical potential of nonmagnetic impuri-
ties through spin-orbit coupling can induce spin-flip scattering. The spin-orbit interaction
Hamiltonian is

Hso =
γ

2

∑

σ′σ

∫

drψ†σ′

{

(τ̄ ×∇Vimp)σ′σ · p
}

ψσ + H.c., (3.4)

where γ is the interaction strength, Vimp the nonmagnetic impurity scattering potential,
p the momentum operator and H.c. denotes the Hermitian conjugate operator. The
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momentum operator is odd under time reversal, T pT −1 = −p. The operator in (3.4) is
therefore time-reversal symmetric,

T τ̄ · (∇Vimp × p) T −1 = τ̄ · (∇Vimp × p) . (3.5)

This shows that Hso is time-reversal symmetric, and thus the coherence factor for this
interaction is type I. Therefore, we do not expect Hso to give pair-breaking perturbations
in the superconducting state.

Using the Bogoliubov transformation and the Fermi golden rule as above, the net spin-flip
transition rate becomes

αs =
2π

~
|Tso|2N2

0

∫ ∞

∆

(f↑(E)− f↓(E)) dE, (3.6)

where |Tso|2 is the energy independent part of the matrix element. In contrast to the case
of magnetic impurity spin-flip scattering (3.2), there is no divergence in the integral for
energies close to the gap. Therefore, the spin-flip scattering rate by spin-orbit coupling is
different in the superconducting state than the spin-flip rate by interaction with magnetic
impurities, even if the normal-state transition rates are equal.

In the Born approximation, the spin-flip contribution from the spin-orbit interaction Hso

to the quasiclassical self-energy becomes

Σ̌so(r, E) = − i

8τso
α̂τ̂3Ǧ(r, E)τ̂3α̂, (3.7)

where we have defined the spin-orbit scattering time τ−1
so = 8γ2p4

F/9τ . Here, τ is the
elastic scattering time. The different Nambu-space matrix structure of Σ̌so and Σ̌m takes
into account the difference in time-reversal properties and its effect on superconductivity.

3.1.2 Transport theory

We will now introduce a parametrization of the Green function that allows us to reduce the
complexity of the matrix equations. The parametrization takes into account the internal
symmetries of the theory and the normalization condition. We then obtain simplified scalar
equations from the Usadel equation.

Parametrization of Ĝ
R

One possible representation of the retarded Green function that respects the normalization
condition (2.3) is [38]

ĜR =

(

1̄ cosh(θ) iτ̄2 sinh(θ)eiχ

iτ̄2 sinh(θ)e−iχ −1̄ cosh(θ)

)

, (3.8)
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where we have introduced the complex functions θ(r, E) and χ(r, E). The symmetries
of the superconducting retarded Green function implies that θ∗(r,−E) = −θ(r, E) and
χ∗(r,−E) = χ(r, E). For systems with non-collinear magnetizations, off-diagonal struc-
ture in the diagonal blocks of ĜR would have to be taken into account. Moreover, the ansatz
(3.8) has the symmetry of singlet superconductivity and does not describe triplet super-
conducting correlations. From (3.8) the corresponding parametrization of the advanced
Green function is found using the symmetry ĜA = −(τ̂3Ĝ

Rτ̂3)
†.

Two independent equations that determine θ and χ are obtained from the retarded part
of the Usadel equation. The first relation is

ℏD∇2θ + 2iE sinh(θ)− 2i|∆| cosh(θ)− ℏ

(

D

2
(∇χ− 2eA)2 +

3

4τm

)

sinh(2θ) = 0, (3.9a)

and defining the spectral supercurrent density jE = D(∇χ− 2eA) sinh2(θ),

∇ · jE = 0. (3.9b)

These equations should be solved together with the self-consistency relation (3.14) to
be discussed below. The solution for θ and χ determine all spectral properties like e.g.
the local superconducting order parameter ∆(r), and the density of states. For vanishing
superconducting correlations, these equations give θ = 0 which is the solution for a normal-
metal reservoir. The spin-flip term proportional to τ−1

m describes the pair-breaking effect
of magnetic impurities [76].

Let us now consider boundary conditions for the differential equations (3.9) at interfaces
to normal-metal or superconducting reservoirs. At interfaces with good, metallic contact
between the adjacent materials, the interface resistance can in some cases be disregarded.
At such boundaries, the functions θ and χ are continuous. At the interface to a supercon-
ducting reservoir, the boundary conditions then become

θ = Arctanh

(

∆0

E

)

; χ = ϕ0, (3.10)

where ∆0 is the energy gap and ϕ0 the phase of the superconducting reservoir. At the
interface to normal reservoir, we have that θ = 0 and χ can be arbitrary. When the interface
resistance is significant, equations following from (2.9) determine boundary conditions for
θ and χ.

Parametrization of Ĝ
K

A representation of the Keldysh block in the Green function Ǧ that satisfies the normal-
ization (2.8) is

ĜK = ĜRĥ− ĥĜA, (3.11)
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where ĥ will be a diagonal matrix determined by the distribution functions in the system.
We represent this matrix by the following decomposition,

ĥ = hL + τ̄3hLS + τ̂3hT + τ̄3τ̂3hTS. (3.12)

The notation L,T refers to “longitudinal” and “transverse” changes of ∆ in the complex
plane and stems from Ref. [77]. However, we will refer to the hL and hT components
as energy- and charge-distribution functions for electrons and holes. The spin-resolved
distribution functions hLS and hTS describe spin-energy and spin-charge distributions re-
spectively. To illustrate these features, we express the distribution functions in terms of
the conventional, spin resolved electron distribution functions fσ(E),

hL = − [f↑(E) + f↓(E)− f↑(−E)− f↓(−E)] /2,

hT = 1− [f↑(E) + f↓(E) + f↑(−E) + f↓(−E)] /2,

hLS = − [f↑(E)− f↓(E)− f↑(−E) + f↓(−E)] /2,

hTS = − [f↑(E)− f↓(E) + f↑(−E)− f↓(−E)] /2. (3.13)

The L-components are odd as function of energy, and the T-components are even. In
equilibrium, only the L-component in nonzero, h

(0)
L = tanh(E/2kBT ).

Self-consistency relation

The self-consistency relation, given in (2.5) for the equilibrium case, will be modified
under nonequilibrium conditions [78,79]. This is described by the Keldysh Green function,
which depends on the nonequilibrium distributions introduced above. It is convenient
to choose a gauge where the superconducting order parameter is a real number. This
is possible when there is only one superconducting reservoir in the system, such that
Josephson effects can be disregarded, and more generally through a gauge transformation of
the electromagnetic potentials and field operators. In such a gauge, supercurrents and the
chemical potential of Cooper pairs are described by contributions in the vector potential A
and the electromagnetic potential φ [36]. When ∆ is real, inspection of the self-consistency
relation reveals that we can choose χ = 0 in (3.8) and the resulting self-consistency relation
becomes

∆(r) =
1

2
sgn(∆0)N0λ

∫ ED

0

dE hL(r, E) Re sinh [θ(r, E)] , (3.14)

where the factor sgn(∆0) is determined by boundary conditions at superconducting reser-
voirs. A purely imaginary contribution to (3.14) has been neglected as a consequence of
charge conservation. This condition follows from the continuity equation for the charge,
which must be supplemented by corrections beyond the quasiclassical approximation far
from equilibrium [36].
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Kinetic equations

Generalizing the definition of the quantum mechanical current operator, we construct a
matrix current in terms of the isotropic Green functions, ̂ = DǦ[∂̂, Ǧ]−. The current flow
of interest is obtained from this matrix by multiplying with a suitable matrix and taking
the trace. We obtain the spectral current components associated with the h distributions
(3.13) from the Keldysh matrix block of ̂ (upper right block, see (2.8)), e.g. jT = Tr τ̂3̂

K/4
and jTS = Tr τ̄3τ̂3̂

K/4. In terms of the distributions and parametrization functions θ and
χ that determine the Green function, the currents become

jL =−DL∇hL + Im jEhT, (3.15a)

jT =−DT∇hT + Im jEhL, (3.15b)

jLS =−DT∇hLS + Im jEhTS, (3.15c)

jTS =−DL∇hTS + Im jEhLS. (3.15d)

Here, we have defined generalized diffusion coefficients that depend on position and energy,

DL =D
[

(Re cosh(θ))2 − (Re sinh(θ))2] , (3.16a)

DT =D
[

(Re cosh(θ))2 + (Im sinh(θ))2] . (3.16b)

The terms in (3.15) proportional to gradients in the distributions describe current carried
by quasiparticles, and the terms proportional to jE describe the supercurrent contributions.
From the current components defined above, we can obtain the total charge (spin-charge)
current from Icharge(spin)(r) = −eAN0

∫∞

−∞
dEjT(TS)/2. The energy (spin-energy) current is

obtained from Ienergy(spin)(r) = −eAN0

∫∞

−∞
dE EjL(LS)/2.

The Keldysh matrix block of the Usadel equation gives four coupled transport equations
that determine the distribution functions (3.13). These equations describe the diffusive
transport of charge, energy and spin, and can be presented like continuity equations,

∇ · jL = 0, (3.17a)

∇ · jT = −2|∆|αTT hT, (3.17b)

∇ · jLS = −
(

2|∆|αTT +
αm

LSLS

τm
+
αso

LSLS

τso

)

hLS, (3.17c)

∇ · jTS = −
(

αm
TSTS

τm
+
αso

TSTS

τso

)

hTS. (3.17d)

where we have defined renormalization factors in terms of θ(r, E),

αTT =Im sinh(θ), (3.18a)

αm
LSLS = [Re cosh(θ)]2 − [Im sinh(θ)]2 , (3.18b)

αm
TSTS = [Re cosh(θ)]2 + [Re sinh(θ)]2 , (3.18c)

αso
LSLS = [Re cosh(θ)]2 + [Im sinh(θ)]2 , (3.18d)

αso
TSTS = [Re cosh(θ)]2 − [Re sinh(θ)]2 . (3.18e)
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The equation for the jL component (3.17a) describes the conservation of energy at each
energy E for the elastic transport we are considering. The terms in (3.17b) and (3.17c)
proportional to ∆ describe the effect of superconducting pairing that converts quasiparticle
current into supercurrent. Charge conservation in (3.17b) far from equilibrium is ensured
by additional terms beyond the quasiclassical approximation that are not included here,
see the discussion in Ref. [36]. Spin-flip scattering leads to the “sink-terms” in (3.17c)
and (3.17d). Note that spin-flip scattering due to magnetic impurities and spin-orbit
coupling are renormalized by different factors αm and αso in the superconducting state, in
correspondence with the results of Section 3.1.1.

Linear response

When deviation from equilibrium is small, e.g. when the applied bias in the system is
smaller than relevant energy scales like ∆, we can linearize the equations above. The
equations following from the retarded part of the Usadel equation (3.9) then decouple
from the kinetic equations (3.17) since the perturbations on the system from current flow
are small. Moreover, the deviation from equilibrium in the energy distribution function
hL − h

(0)
L is of second order so that the self-consistency relation (3.14) reduces to the

equilibrium result (2.5). The resulting equations describe the first order nonequilibrium
contributions to the distribution functions, and spectral properties are determined by their
equilibrium values.

3.1.3 Numerical solution of the Usadel equation

A numerical code to solve the Usadel equations self-consistently has been developed for the
spin and charge flow studies in papers [2] and [4]. The code benefits from several routines
in the NAG C library.1 The self-consistency relation is taken into account by an iterative
procedure that can be summarized with the following algorithm [38],

1. Start with a given ∆(r) and obtain θ(r), χ(r) from equilibrium theory (3.10)

2. With θ(r), χ(r) as ansatz to differential equations solver, solve the retarded part of
the Usadel equation (3.9) to obtain new solution θ′(r), χ′(r)

3. Calculate spectral properties in kinetic equations (3.16) and (3.18) from new solution
θ′(r), χ′(r)

4. Solve the kinetic equations (3.17) and obtain distribution functions (3.13)

5. Calculate new ∆′(r) using (3.14)

1http://www.nag.co.uk/numeric/CL/CLdescription.asp
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6. If new (primed) solutions differ from ansatz, iterate from step 2 using θ′(r), χ′(r) and
∆′(r) as input

In linear response, the spectral properties are independent of the nonequilibrium contribu-
tion to the distribution functions as discussed above. This simplifies the iteration procedure
since step 4 can be performed independently after self-consistency has been achieved. The
nonequilibrium distribution functions are in this case calculated using the self-consistent
equilibrium solutions for θ(r), χ(r) and ∆(r).

3.1.4 Gapless superconductivity

The superconducting order parameter and energy gap are two different concepts [80]. The
energy gap can be observed e.g. in the vanishing low-energy density of states in large, bulk
superconductors. However, in mesoscopic superconductors containing magnetic impurities
or suffering from the inverse proximity effect, there is a finite density of states even at very
low temperature. Still, the superconducting order parameter sets the energy scale for basic
features of superconductivity like, e.g., Meissner effect and vanishing electrical resistance.
Such systems are referred to as gapless superconductors. In a gapless superconductor,
electrons in quasiparticle states coexist with superconducting condensate at low energy
due to pair-breaking perturbations.

The superconducting systems considered in this chapter are gapless either due to the inverse
proximity effect, presence of magnetic impurities, or both. Some features of a gapless Al
superconductor sandwiched between a strong ferromagnet (F) at x = 0 and a normal
metal reservoir (R) at x = L = 1.7 µm is shown in Figure 3.1. The main panel shows the
superconducting order parameter given by (2.5) normalized to the bulk, zero-temperature
superconducting gap ∆0. The boundary conditions used in the calculation are as follows.
At the F|S interface the superconducting order parameter is completely suppressed. This
boundary condition was used in paper [4], and is due to the large exchange energy in F
and the pair-breaking effect of spin-dependent interface scattering. At the S|R interface,
partial suppression of ∆(x) follows from the boundary condition (2.6). We see that the
order parameter recovers to values close to ∆0 deep inside S over a length scale given by ξ.
The inset shows the energy- and position-dependent density of states given by (2.7) which
is finite even at very low energy. The superconducting order parameter shown in the main
panel sets the energy scale for the peak in the density of states.

Renormalization factors for the spin-dependent transport properties in the superconduct-
ing state was introduced in Section 3.1 in terms of the effective spin-charge current diffusion
coefficient DL, and the renormalization factors αm and αso for spin-flip scattering by mag-
netic impurities and spin-orbit coupling. The energy-dependence of these quantities in a
gapped BCS state was discussed in Section 3.1.1, and is studied in paper [1]. Here, we will
consider the spatial evolution and energy-dependence of these transport properties in the
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Figure 3.1: Main panel: Spatially dependent superconducting order parameter in a F|S|R
trilayer. The S layer is Al with bulk critical temperature Tc = 1.26 K and superconducting
gap at T = 0, ∆0 = 192 µeV . The length of S is L = 1.7 µm. Inset: Density of states in S at
different positions x/L.

gapless superconductor discussed above where spin transport below ∆ is possible.

Comparison of the renormalization factors αm
TSTS and αso

TSTS in Figure 3.2 a) and b) shows
that for quasiparticles with energy close to ∆, the spin-flip rate differs dramatically when
spin-flip is induced by magnetic impurities or spin-orbit coupling. This will be discussed
in more detail in Section 3.3. By comparing panels b) and d) with regard to the diffusion
coefficients in the expressions for the spin-charge current (3.15d) and the usual charge
current (3.15b), we see that a superconductor is a low carrier system for spin but not for
charge. Some consequences of this will be discussed in Section 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Energy- and position-dependent renormalization factors for the transport properties
of the superconducting system considered in Fig. 3.1. Note that the ordinate scale differs in all
plots. Key in c) shows position in S and applies to all panels. a) Renormalization factor for
spin-flip scattering by magnetic impurities, see (3.18c). b) Renormalization factor for spin-flip
scattering induced by spin-orbit coupling, see (3.18e). This factor coincides with the renormal-
ization for the spin-charge current diffusion coefficient, see (3.16a). c) Superconducting pairing
strength, see (3.17b). d) Renormalization of the charge current diffusion coefficient, see (3.16b).
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3.2 Spin polarized current injection

The theory of spin transport in superconductors introduced in Section 3.1 was reported in
papers [1] and [2]. Using suitable subsets of this formalism, we have shown in papers [1,2]
and [3] how superconducting correlations determine the transport in systems where spin
currents are injected into superconductors. In this section we will summarize some of these
results.

3.2.1 Gapped BCS superconductor

In paper [1] we considered the spectral properties and renormalization factors of a gapped
BCS superconductor. To demonstrate the effect of the energy-dependent renormalization of
spin-flip scattering from magnetic impurities (3.18c), we proposed a device where a bias-
controlled spin-accumulation generated by two ferromagnets with opposite polarization
could flow into a superconductor. Effects from the spin-flip renormalization is measurable
by a magnetization-dependent voltage detection scheme. The measured spin signal shows
a temperature- and bias-dependent spin-accumulation along a superconducting nanowire
following from the energy-dependent renormalization.

3.2.2 F|S|F spin valves

In paper [2] we used the spin-transport formalism in the linear response to study the mag-
netoresistance of F|S|F spin valves. We calculated the spectral properties self-consistently
using realistic material parameters. Our results agree qualitatively with experimental re-
sults in Ref. [70], but in the experiment the materials considered were Py and Nb as
opposed to Co and Al in our model. The Py|Nb interface resistance probably contributes
substantially to the magnetoresistance, and since boundary conditions for such spin-active
interfaces are generally not known, modeling of the experimental system is complicated.

When a bias is applied on the F|S|F structure, spin-polarized quasiparticles are injected
into the superconducting layer. Due to the superconducting pairing potential, the charge-
current component (jT) will be converted into supercurrent inside S. This conversion of
currents is governed by the renormalization factor αTT which is shown in Figure 3.2 panel
c). Upon exiting S, the supercurrent is converted back into quasiparticle current. This
conversion process is shown in Figure 3.3. In this Figure we have also indicated the level of
the spatially constant quasiparticle charge current in the normal state. The total resistance
of the structure in the superconducting state is lower due to the dissipationless flow of the
supercurrent.

Due to the ferromagnet spin-dependent conductivity, the current flowing through the F
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Figure 3.3: Spatial dependence of charge current in a biased and symmetric F|S|F spin valve.
S is located in the interval (0, 1.2) µm. Solid line (red) shows the quasiparticle current which is
converted into supercurrent in S shown by dashed (green) line. Dotted line (purple) shows the
current in the normal state. Adapted from [2].

parts of the spin valve will be spin-polarized. Spin-current can not be converted into super-
current in the singlet superconductor, but will decay due to spin-flip scattering governed
by (3.17d). In Figure 3.4 we show the spatial dependence of the spin current in the F|S|F
structure both in the normal and superconducting state. The trilayer is symmetric and
the magnetizations are in parallel alignment. The magnitude of spin current flowing in S
in the superconducting state is reduced since the system becomes a low carrier system for
spin current. This effect is described by the diffusion coefficient for spin current DL which
is shown in Figure 3.2 panel b).

The magnetoresistance, defined as the difference of the total resistance when the F parts
of the trilayer have antiparallel (RAP) and parallel magnetizations (RP), is a measure of
the spin-dependent transport properties of the spin valve. In Figure 3.5 we show the
temperature dependence of RAP − RP for two systems where the length of S is either 900
or 1200 nm. In each case we show calculations when spin-flip is induced by magnetic
impurities or spin-orbit coupling. Generally, we see that the magnetoresistance decreases
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Figure 3.4: Spatial dependence of spin current in biased F|S|F spin valve with magnetizations in
parallel alignment. S is located in the interval (0, 1.2) µm. Solid line (red) shows the quasiparticle
spin current in the superconducting state, and dotted line (purple) in the normal state. Adapted
from [2].

with increasing length of the superconductor and decreasing temperature. This behaviour
is due to the resilience of the superconductor for spin transport. Moreover, we see that the
critical temperature of the superconductor depends on the spin-flip scattering mechanism.
This is due to the pair-breaking effect of the magnetic impurities discussed in Section 3.1.1.

3.2.3 Spin-flip spectroscopy

The different renormalization of the spin-flip rates induced by magnetic impurities and
spin-orbit scattering facilitates a novel spin-flip spectroscopy. In paper [3] we used the spin
transport theory of Section 3.1 to model experimental data for spin-current injection from
Co into an Al superconducting nanowire by tunnel junctions. The superconducting state
is assumed to be weakly modified by the contacts and small concentrations of magnetic
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Figure 3.5: Temperature dependence of the magnetoresistance for spin-orbit (solid lines) and
magnetic impurity (dashed lines) induced spin flip. The top set of curves is a system with Al
length 900 nm, and the lower curves with Al length 1200 nm. Adapted from [2].

impurities. In this case, the spectral properties can be approximated by the gapped BCS
equilibrium solutions studied in paper [1]. The microscopic mechanisms that gives rise
to spin-flip scattering can be distinguished in the superconducting state as seen from the
BCS renormalization factors αm

TSTS = (E2 + ∆2)/(E2 − ∆2) and αso
TSTS = 1 that differ

strongly at the gap edge E & ∆ where quasiparticle injection takes place. We use the
parameter β = (τso − τm)/(τso + τm) to quantify the difference of spin-flip due to magnetic
impurities and spin-orbit coupling. In paper [3] the effective spin-flip length is extracted
from measurements of the spatial decay of the spin-accumulation in the nanowire at sev-
eral temperatures. Using β as a fitting parameter, we obtain good agreement with the
measurements, see Figure 3.6. The numerical analysis of the energy-dependent transport
shows that τ−1

m = 3τ−1
so , thus spin-flip scattering by magnetic impurities is three times more

efficient in the normal state than spin-flip scattering induced by spin-orbit coupling in the
system.
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Figure 3.6: Temperature dependence of the effective spin-flip length λsf for two samples 20-25 nm
in thickness. Tc ≈ 1.6 K and λsf(4 K) ≈ 1 µm. Adapted from [3].

3.3 Magnetization dynamics in F|S heterostructures

In the systems studied in Section 3.2, a spin-polarized current was generated by pass-
ing a charge current through a bulk ferromagnet. This current will in addition to the
spin-polarized part described by the TS-component, be accompanied by a charge current
described by the T current component. In the experiments reported in Ref. [71], a pure spin
current was injected into a superconductor by the magnetization dynamics of ferromagnet-
superconductor heterostructures under ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) conditions. The
ferromagnet acts as a “spin pump” [30], and the magnitude of the spin current leaving F is
measured as an enhanced broadening of the FMR spectrum. Thus the magnitude of spin
current absorbed in the superconductor in contact with the ferromagnet can be directly
measured.
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Magnetization dynamics experiments facilitates studies of spin relaxation and pure spin
current flow through superconductors. In paper [4] we developed a theory of energy-
dependent spin pumping and calculated the resulting spin flow and relaxation in F|S het-
erostructures. We also show that under typical experimental conditions, the FMR spectral
broadening is directly related to phenomenological Gilbert damping of the magnetiza-
tion dynamics. This allowed us to numerically study the enhanced Gilbert damping by
spin current absorption and transport in superconductors of F|S bilayers and ferromagnet|
superconductor|spin-reservoir (F|S|R) trilayer proximity heterostructures. We obtained
quantitative agreement with experimental data from Ref. [71], and studied the magnetiza-
tion dynamics as a function of the nature and strength of spin-flip scattering, temperature
and system size.

The quasiparticle energy of the spin-current carriers emitted by the ferromagnet in FMR
experiments is typically lower than the bulk superconducting gap. This means that the
low-energy behaviour of the spectral quantities in the spin-charge diffusion equation (3.17d)
determine the spin flow in the superconducting part of the system. To illustrate the effect of
the reduced spin current conductivity of superconductors described by DL, let us consider
the magnetization dynamics in a F|S|R trilayer in the simplified situation where spin-flip
in S can be disregarded. The spin-reservoir is a material with efficient spin-flip scattering
so that any spin current reaching this layer is dissipated immediately. Thus magnetization
damping due to enhanced Gilbert damping will be determined by the magnitude of the
spin flow out of F that reaches R. We further simplify the description by assuming that the
spin current pumped out of F is stationary. The diffusion equation (3.17d) can be solved
analytically in this case and shows that the spin flow through S into R is limited by the
series resistance of the spin-mixing resistance of the F|S interface r⊥, the spin transport
resistance of S described by the resistivity ρL = 1/hN0DL, and the conventional resistance
of the S|R interface r,

R⊥
eff(E) =

r⊥

N(0, E)
+

∫ L

0

dx′
ρL(x′, E)

A +
r

N(L,E)
. (3.19)

Here R⊥
eff is the effective spin transport resistance in units of e2/h, and L is the width of

the superconducting layer. The resistance at the interfaces also depends on the energy-
dependent density of states of S at the contact points x = 0 and x = L. The Gilbert
damping is explicitly given

G = G0 +
(gLµB)2

2π~

1

d

∫

dE
− dfFD(E)/ dE

AR⊥
eff(E)

, (3.20)

where gL is the g-factor, µB is the Bohr magneton, fFD is the Fermi-Dirac distribution func-
tion and G0 the intrinsic Gilbert damping. As we have seen in Figure 3.2 b), the diffusion
coefficient DL is very small for energy less than ∆. Thus we expect a monotonous decrease
of the enhanced Gilbert damping with decreasing temperature as ∆(x, T ) grows. The spin
transport resistivity and thus R⊥

eff then become large inside S. Numerical calculations for
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the temperature dependence of the enhanced Gilbert damping G−G0 confirms this picture
as seen in Figure 3.7. The Figure also shows some effects from the inverse proximity effect.
For short L, the inverse proximity effect suppresses superconductivity more efficiently than
for the longer S. This gives the increasing Tc with increasing L.
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Figure 3.7: Temperature dependence of the enhanced Gilbert damping in F|S|R trilayers given
by (3.20) for different S thickness L. Lines are guides to the eye. The superconductor is Al, and
the parameters of the calculation are the bulk critical temperature Tc0 = 1.26 K, D = 160 cm2s−1.
Spin flip in S is disregarded.

In an F|S bilayer, the spin-current dissipation in S by spin-flip determines the damping of
the magnetization dynamics by spin current transport out of F. As a consequence of the
different renormalization of the spin-flip scattering rates shown in Figure 3.2 a) and b),
we expect different temperature dependence of the enhanced Gilbert damping close to Tc

where the energy of the pumped quasiparticles, which is set by the temperature, is close
to ∆. Numerical calculations of the enhanced Gilbert damping are shown in Figure 3.8.
We see that the Gilbert damping at T . Tc can exceed the Gilbert damping in the normal
state as a consequence of the large renormalization factor αm

TSTS at energies E & ∆, see
Figure 3.2 a).
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solid line (red) shows a system where spin-flip scattering is induced by magnetic impurities, and
dotted line (green) shows a system with spin-orbit coupling induced spin-flip. The thickness of
S is L = 900 nm and the spin-flip length in the normal state is lsf = 1.1 µm. Other material
parameters for S correspond to those listed in the caption of Figure 3.7. Adapted from paper [4].

3.4 Conclusion

In conclusion, we have studied spin injection into superconductors and seen that the energy-
dependent transport properties of superconductors facilitates studies of spin-flip mecha-
nisms. The results agree with experimental data in [3] and [71].

We have also found that superconducting layers in in FMR driven spin pumping experi-
ments can reveal information about the spin transport properties of the heterostructures
that is not available in the normal state. Therefore, such systems may become useful to
understand physics beyond the proximity superconductivity studied here.





4 Crossed Andreev reflection

Andreev reflection was introduced in Section 1.1. This is the the process where two quasi-
particles at subgap energy are transferred across an interface between a non-superconducting
material and a superconductor (S), thus creating or removing a Cooper pair in S. Cooper
pairs are in quantum coherent states on the spatial scale ξ, which can exceed the reso-
lution of state-of-the-art nanofabrication techniques. Thus it was suggested that the two
quasiparticles that combine as a Cooper pair can flow from different normal metal (N) or
ferromagnet (F) electrodes contacted with shorter separation than ξ to the superconduc-
tor [81,82]. This process is known as nonlocal or crossed Andreev (CA) reflection. It is an
inherently mesoscopic phenomenon, with the prospect of creating entangled electrons (see
Chapter 6).

Electron transfer (ET) between the two non-superconducting electrodes competes with
crossed Andreev reflection, and is a parasitic process for purposes of quantum information
experiments. An important challenge is therefore to understand and control the relative
rates of these two processes in a given nanostructure. Theoretically, it was calculated by
second order perturbation theory in the tunneling probability that the rates for CA and
ET are equal when the electrodes are normal-metals [83]. Subsequently, it was shown that
ET dominates to the next order of perturbation theory for normal-metal electrodes [84].
Recently, several theoretical papers have studied the competition between CA and ET, see
references within papers [6] and [9].

Use of ferromagnetic leads is a way to control the relative rates of CA and ET, and was
also considered in Ref. [83]. In CA, the spin of the transferred quasiparticles must be
opposite to create a Cooper pair in singlet superconductors. Thus we expect the rate of
CA to be favoured by an antiparallel alignment of the magnetization directions of the two
ferromagnetic electrodes. In ET on the other hand, a single particle with a definite spin
is transferred across both S|F interfaces and we expect this process to be favoured in a
parallel alignment.

37
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The experimental studies of crossed Andreev reflection in S|N systems reported in Refs.
[85, 86, 87] have not enabled a clear conclusion for the relative strengths of CA and ET.
In Ref. [85] a bias dependent nonlocal conductance was observed in metallic multilayers.
For bias voltages corresponding to energies below the Thouless energy associated with the
distance between the two normal terminals, a nonlocal signal with sign corresponding to
ET was measured. The sign of the nonlocal signal in Ref. [85] changed for bias voltage
exceeding the Thouless energy, and this was interpreted as a consequence of dominating
crossed Andreev reflection. A dominating contribution from ET was measured in Ref. [86]
where Au probes were contacted to a wire of superconducting Al by transparent interfaces.
For ferromagnetic electrodes, the experimental data of Refs. [88, 89] have been modeled
using the theory of Ref. [83], and agrees with the qualitative picture of the magnetization-
configuration dependence discussed above.

In papers [5] and [6] we have studied crossed Andreev reflection in S|N systems using the
circuit theory described in Section 2.2. We take into account the proximity effect and
dephasing, and study the dependence on the type of contact which in our model can range
from i.e. ballistic conductor to tunnel barrier.

In Section 4.1 we describe our circuit theory model and how the conductances associated
with the various charge transfer processes can be determined. Some of the main results
contained in papers [5] and [6] are presented in Section 4.2.

4.1 Circuit theory model

According to the “rules” of circuit theory [52], the first step is to define a discrete circuit
representation for the system we would like to study. We will first give a short description
of the systems we have in mind, and present a generic circuit capable of describing a
range of different experimental realizations. We then go on by applying the generalized
Kirchhoff’s rules and determine the nonlocal conductance due to CA and ET.

4.1.1 Equivalent circuit

The experimental studies of CA discussed above were performed on Al|Nb|Al multilayers
with by tunnel barriers [85], and on systems where Fe or Au nanowires were contacted
to an Al bar [88, 86]. In the future, experimental results for crossed Andreev reflection in
gated semiconductor systems coupled to superconductors are expected.

We have studied the generic circuit theory model shown in Figure 4.1. The circuit theory
representation consists of two normal-metal terminals (Nn) and one superconducting ter-
minal (S) that are connected to a node (c). The terminals are assumed to be equilibrium
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reservoirs, and we assume that isotropization in c results from scattering by impurities or
chaotic interface scattering. Furthermore, we assume that charging effects can be disre-
garded. The coupling to “ground” in the figure represents a “coherence leakage current”
which will be discussed below.

c

{T (1)
k }

{T (2)
k }

{T (S)
k }

N1 S

N2

Figure 4.1: Equivalent circuit for the studies of crossed Andreev reflection and electron transfer
in superconductor|normal-metal hybrid structures. Adapted from paper [6].

The boundary condition for the quasiclassical Green functions (2.9) that describes the

connectors between the node and the terminals in terms of transmission probabilities T
(n)
k

is very general and allows us to model a wide range of experimental systems. We will
now discuss the correspondence between the circuit theory model and the experimental
systems mentioned above. In the systems where normal metal wires are connected to a
mesoscopic superconductor, the terminals of the circuit correspond to regions away from
the contact. Transparent contacts between the normal-metal electrodes and the supercon-
ductor is described by transmission probabilities close to unity for the open channels, and
for tunnel barriers the probabilities are close to zero for all channels. The node describes a
small region of the superconductor adjacent to the normal-metal electrodes where we must
take into account inverse proximity effects and nonequilibrium distribution functions. The
diffusive transport between the node and the bulk superconducting reservoir (terminal S)
is described by a bimodal distribution of transmission probabilities [56] in the boundary
condition (2.9). In a superconductor-semiconductor heterostructure, S could be coupled
to a ballistic cavity with point contacts to the leads N1 and N2. The node describes the
nonequilibrium state of the cavity, and the point contacts are modeled by T

(n)
k = 1 for the

open channels k and zero otherwise. The transparency and number of conducting modes
of the contact to the superconductor can be determined experimentally.
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4.1.2 Generalized Kirchhoff’s law

The matrix current conservation (2.10) determines the Green function of the node in terms
of the known, equilibrium Green functions of the reservoirs which are given in terms of
electrochemical potential, temperature and the superconducting gap ∆0. The leakage
current in (2.10) will describe dephasing on the node and superconducting pairing. In the
circuit diagram shown in Figure 4.1, it is represented by the coupling to “ground”. The
leakage current is determined by the Hamiltonian on the node which is Ȟc = Eτ̂3 + iτ̂2∆c

with ∆c the superconducting order parameter in the node, see Section 2.2.2.1

We have found the parametrization of the Green function used in Section 3.1 useful since it
allows us to get analytical results for the transport properties.2 The retarded and advanced
parts of the node Green function Ĝ

R(A)
c is thus given by a complex function θ(E) (we use

χ = 0) determined by equations following from (2.10). For E ≪ ∆0, this equation becomes

(

i
e2

~
N0VcE − e2

π~

∑

k,n

T
(n)
k

2 + T
(n)
k (cosh(θ)− 1)

)

sinh(θ)

−i

(

e2

~
N0Vc∆c +

e2

π~

∑

k

T
(S)
k

2− T
(S)
k (i sinh(θ) + 1)

)

cosh(θ)

−3

4

e2

~
N0Vc

~

τm
sinh(θ) cosh(θ) = 0. (4.1)

This equation follows from the retarded matrix block of the Kirchhoff equation and has sim-
ilar structure as the retarded Usadel equation (3.9). We have included the effect of spin-flip
scattering in the last line for illustration, this effect will not be studied here. Comparison
with the known results for the retarded Usadel equation (3.9) from e.g. Ref. [36] allows us
to determine the physical effect on the spectral properties of the different contacts. The
normal-metal terminals give quasiparticles a finite life-time, similar to inelastic scatter-
ings, and the superconducting terminal induces superconducting correlations. The effect
of pairing on the node induced by ∆c will be taken into account as renormalization of the
coupling to the superconductor, thus we omit the term proportional to ∆c in the following.
For tunnel barriers T

(n)
k ≪ 1, the equation can be expanded and solved analytically. Also,

at high energy E →∞ we see that the only acceptable solution is θ = 0 which corresponds
to an incoherent normal-metal state. In the general case however, (4.1) must be solved
numerically at each energy.

The Keldysh matrix block of the Kirchhoff equation gives linear equations in the distri-
bution functions that describe the conservation of charge and energy at each energy. The

1In the case of S|N transport considered here, we may project the spin⊗Nambu matrix structure of the

Green functions defined in Section 2.1.2 onto the basis spanned by (ψ↑, ψ
†
↓).

2In paper [5] we have used a variation of the parametrization discussed in Chapter 3 which is obtained
by the transformation θ → iθ and χ→ χ− π/2.
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equations for the spin currents also include sinks given by spin-flip similar to (3.17).3 The
node Keldysh Green function is parametrized ĜK

c = ĜR
c ĥ− ĥĜA

c where ĥ = hL,c + τ̂3hT,c.
The equations that determine hT,c and hL,c in the node become

∑

n

GL,n (hL,c − hL,n) +GL,S (hL,c − hL,s) = 0, (4.2a)

∑

n

GT,n (hT,c − hT,n) +GT,S (hT,c − 0) = 0, (4.2b)

where hT(L),n are the distribution functions in the reservoirs and we have defined effective,

energy-dependent conductances GT(L) that are determined by θ(E) and T
(n)
k . These ex-

pressions are generally quite complicated, but when E ≪ ∆0 they can be written (n = 1, 2)

GL,n = 2
e2

π~

∑

k

T
(n)
k

(2− T
(n)
k )Re cosh(θ) + T

(n)
k DL,c

∣

∣

∣
2 + T

(n)
k (cosh(θ)− 1)

∣

∣

∣

2 . (4.3a)

GT,n = 2
e2

π~

∑

k

T
(n)
k

(2− T
(n)
k )Re cosh(θ) + T

(n)
k DT,c

∣

∣

∣
2 + T

(n)
k (cosh(θ)− 1)

∣

∣

∣

2 , (4.3b)

GT,S = 2
e2

π~

∑

k

T
(S)
k

−(2− T
(S)
k )Im sinh(θ) + T

(S)
k DT,c

∣

∣

∣
2− T

(S)
k (i sinh(θ) + 1)

∣

∣

∣

2 , (4.3c)

where DT,c = [Re cosh(θ)]2 + [Im sinh(θ)]2 and DL,c = [Re cosh(θ)]2 − [Re sinh(θ)]2. The
conductance GT,S describes Andreev reflection at the interface to the superconducting
terminal, which is the only accessible transport channel into S at subgap energy. Since
no net energy is transferred in an Andreev reflection, the conductance GL,S vanishes when
E < ∆0.

4.1.3 Currents and conductances

When the properties of the node have been determined by solving the Kirchhoff equations of
the type (4.1) and (4.2), all currents and transport properties of the system can in principle
be accessed. We would like to resolve the conductance associated with each of the charge
transfer processes in the system, and to that end we study the energy-dependent current
between N1 and c. The possible processes are ET and CA as well as direct Andreev (DA)
reflection where two quasiparticles from N1 is transferred into S. Also, at energy above
∆0 we must take into account quasiparticle transfer (QP) into S. Semiclassical probability

3Since we will not consider spin-polarized transport in this chapter, we omit the equations for the TS
and LS modes here.
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arguments then show that the current can be written

I1(E) =
GET(E)

e
[f2(E)− f1(E)] +

GCA(E)

e
[1− f1(E)− f2(−E)]

+
GQP(E)

e
[fS(E)− f1(E)] + 2

GDA(E)

e
[1− f1(E)− f1(−E)] . (4.4)

Here, the functions fn(±E) denote the Fermi-Dirac distribution functions in the terminals
(n = 1, 2, S) at energy ±E, and we have defined energy dependent conductances G(E) for
the transport processes discussed above. The total charge current is given by Icharge,1 =
∫

dEI1(E). From (4.4) we find that the nonlocal differential conductance which relates to
the competition between ET and CA discussed above is

∂Icharge,1

∂V2
= −

∫

dE [GET(E)−GCA(E)]
∂f(E − eV2)

∂E
. (4.5)

This result shows how the sign of an induced voltage in N1 by a current flowing from
N2 into S is determined by competing contributions from crossed Andreev reflections and
electron transfer.

The currents following from the circuit theory calculations can be compared to (4.4) in
order to determine the conductances associated with the various charge transfer processes,

GQP(E) =
GL,1GL,S

GL,1 +GL,2 +GL,S

, (4.6a)

GDA(E) =
1

4

(

GT,1 (GT,2 +GT,S)

GT,1 +GT,2 +GT,S

− GL,1 (GL,2 +GL,S)

GL,1 +GL,2 +GL,S

)

, (4.6b)

GET
CA

(E) =
1

2

(

GL,1GL,2

GL,1 +GL,2 +GL,S
± GT,1GT,2

GT,1 +GT,2 +GT,S

)

. (4.6c)

These expressions immediately demonstrate that the nonlocal conductance Gnl = GET −
GCA is positive and dominated by ET in our model, regardless of the contact parameters.
We interpret this result as the consequence of a symmetry between the CA and ET pro-
cesses. Both processes involve the transfer of quasiparticles through the contacts to the
normal metals and the network between them, but CA also involves Andreev reflection
at the interface to the superconducting terminal. Thus the resistance limiting CA can at
minimum be as small as the resistance for ET unless other physical processes affect these
quantities.

4.2 Results

The solution of the retarded part of the Kirchhoff equation determines the conductances
through the expressions (4.6) and the explicit dependence of the quantities GT(L) on θ
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(4.3). In this section we will discuss results for different types of interfaces. However, to
make contact with previous results in other papers, let us first consider tunnel interfaces
with conductance gn for n = 1, 2,S and zero energy. The retarded equation can then be
solved analytically and we obtain

GET =
g1g2

2

2g2 + g2
S

[g2 + g2
S]

3/2
, GCA =

g1g2

2

g2
S

[g2 + g2
S]

3/2
. (4.7)

The nonlocal conductance Gnl = GET − GCA is dominated by ET and is of order O(g4
n)

with n = 1, 2. This is in agreement with the vanishing nonlocal conductance obtained in
second order perturbation theory in Ref. [83], and the dominating contribution from ET
in higher order tunneling [84]. When gS/g ≫ 1 the nonlocal conductance vanishes due to
equal probability for ET and CA.

Let us now consider subgap transport E ≪ ∆0, but take into account the energy-dependence
induced by dephasing in the node. In the limit of large energy in (4.1), the spectral prop-
erties following from θ = 0 describe incoherent transport in c. In the case of tunnel barrier
interfaces, the subgap transport into S vanishes and the only transport channel in the
network is double-barrier tunneling between N1 and N2 described by

1/GET = 1/g1 + 1/g2. (4.8)

The Thouless energy is the relevant energy scale for the proximity effect in S|N systems
since it sets the scale for dephasing of electron-hole correlations. Let us illustrate this
by considering the diffusion of electrons and holes in the proximity coupled system. An
Andreev reflected electron-hole quasiparticle pair is initially in a quantum coherent state.
However, a phase difference develops due to their small difference in wavevector. The
wavevector of the electron (hole) is k = kF

√

1 + (−)E/EF where kF and EF are the
Fermi wavevector and energy respectively. The phase difference that evolves between
the electron and the hole in the system is ∆φ ∼ 2E τD/ℏ ≈ max(eV, kBT )/ETh where
the dwell time in the disordered system is τD and we have defined the effective Thouless
energy as ETh = ℏ/(2τD). This dephasing is represented by the leakage current above. We
now see that when the characteristic energy of the quasiparticles max(eV, kBT ) exceeds
the Thouless energy, phase coherence is lost in the system since ∆φ is large and indefinite.
This corresponds to θ = 0 considered above with transport given by (4.8). When the
quasiparticle energy is smaller than ETh on the other hand, ∆φ≪ 1 and phase coherence
induced by Andreev reflections persists. This gives the proximity effect regime governed
in the tunneling case by the conductances (4.7).

In a diffusive normal metal coupled to a superconductor through connectors with negli-
gible resistance, the Thouless energy can be defined as ETh = ℏD/(2L2) where L is a
characteristic size for the transport. This result is captured by the Usadel equation and is
recovered in the circuit theory by discretizing the diffusive system as a network of nodes.
The inter-node matrix currents are given by tunnel-like expressions parametrized by a re-
sistance ρd where ρ is the resistivity and d the lattice size in the discretized network. In the
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single-node model we are considering here, the dwell time in the effective Thouless energy
is determined by the resistances between the node and the reservoirs that limit the escape
rate from the node. Below, we will consider systems where gS ≫ g1, g2, and in this case
the effective Thouless energy becomes ETh ≈ ~gS/(2e

2ν0Vc)

The conductances for the various charge transfer processes are obtained numerically by
solving (4.1) with given connector parameters, and using the expressions for the conduc-
tances (4.6). In Figure 4.2 we show the energy-dependence of the conductances when all
connectors are of tunnel type. In the limiting cases of vanishing and high energy with
respect to ETh, the nonlocal conductance agrees with the analytical results (4.7) and (4.8).
In the intermediate regime, we see that the conductances for processes involving Andreev
reflection are peaked at E = ETh. This is a result of the interplay between the density of
states in the node and the Andreev reflection rate GT,S. The nonlocal conductance is a
positive, and monotonously increasing function of the energy.
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Figure 4.2: Conductances for the various charge transfer processes when all connectors are of
tunnel type. The input parameters for the calculation is the conductances g1/gS = g1/gS = 0.1
Adapted from paper [5].
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To demonstrate the dependence on the contact type, we present numerically calculated
conductances for the case when the normal terminals are connected by point contacts,
and the superconducting terminal either by a tunnel barrier (Figure 4.3(a))or a connector

with intermediate transparency T
(S)
k = 0.5 for the open channels (Figure 4.3(b)). We have

extended the model to account for energy comparable to the superconducting gap in S,
∆0. From Figure 4.3 we see that the nonlocal conductance is qualitatively different in the
two cases. In the tunneling case, the largest value for Gnl is at low energy, whereas in the
case of intermediate transparency the largest nonlocal conductance is at energy between
ETh and ∆0. If we consider the conductance for the individual processes, we see that the
contribution from CA is much larger in the case of intermediate transparency.
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(a) Tunnel connector to S.
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(b) Intermediate transparency connector to S.

Figure 4.3: Conductances for the various charge transfer processes. The connectors to Nn are
point contacts and the connector to S is (a) a tunnel barrier, or (b) an interface of intermediate

transparency. The conductivities are defined as gn = e2
∑

k T
(n)
k /(π~) and we have chosen gn/gS =

0.1 for n = 1, 2. The superconducting gap of the S terminal is at ∆0 = 6ETh. Adapted from
paper [6].
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4.3 Conclusion

In the model we have investigated above, we have seen that the conductance due to ET
dominates the nonlocal transport. While this general property seems to agree with the
experiments in Ref. [86], this does not comply with the results of Ref. [85] and specifically
the behaviour at the Thouless energy is not reproduced in our model. The latter experi-
mental data are still not completely understood, and it has been suggested that effects due
to interactions could be important [90].

In the context of the present calculations, it would be interesting to compare the predictions
to systematic, experimental investigations of the dependence on the type of contacts in the
system and the energy-dependence. Superconductor-semiconductor systems are promising
systems to pursue these questions since contact properties can be experimentally manipu-
lated by gate voltages.





5 Quantum mechanics and nonlocality

The seminal 1935 paper “Can Quantum-Mechanical Description of Physical Reality Be
Considered Complete?” by A. Einstein, B. Podolsky, and N. Rosen (EPR) proposed a
thought experiment that reveals how quantum mechanics implicates nonlocality and non-
classical correlations. In this paper, nonlocality refers to the possibility that two events
involving particles in so-called quantum entangled states can influence each other instan-
taneously even with arbitrarily large spatial separation of the particles.

Paper [7] is intended for readers who do not necessarily have a physics background, and is
published in the Interdisciplinary Communications book series of the Centre for Advanced
Study in Oslo. In this text, we first describe the thought experiment proposed by EPR and
provide some historical background. Then we discuss the formulation of a mathematical
inequality by J. S. Bell [91] that determines the conditions under which the outcomes of
EPR experiments can no longer be accounted for by a theory adhering to locality. Finally,
we review some of the work that has established that the Bell inequality is experimentally
violated. This demonstrates nonlocality, and comparison of the measurements and the
predictions following from quantum mechanics are in good agreement.

Bell’s inequality and entanglement is studied in paper [8], and is at the heart of quantum
information theory. In Chapter 6, we will summarize our results for the current noise
cross-correlations in multiterminal superconductor|ferromagnet beamsplitters which lead
to correlations that violate a Bell inequality. To demonstrate nonlocality, the measurements
would have to be performed with terminal spatial separation such that no information
can be transferred between them during the timescale set by the temporal resolution of
the measurement. The necessary length scale for this condition can not be met in a
condensed matter, electronic system. However, given a quantum mechanical description
of reality, violation of a Bell inequality is a demonstration of entanglement in the studied
system. The interest in entanglement in condensed matter physics is due to the fact that a
computer utilizing quantum entanglement can perform certain computational tasks faster
than classically possible.
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6 Supercurrent beamsplitter statistics

In Chapter 4 we studied nonlocal transport in systems where current flows between super-
conducting reservoirs and normal-metals by Andreev reflection. To this end we calculated
the conductances that determine mean currents in the network. Studies of current fluctua-
tions and noise properties in mesoscopic structures has become an important experimental
and theoretical method to understand the correlations and microscopic structure of the
transport processes. In this chapter we will consider the noise properties of Andreev re-
flection in multiterminal structures by calculating the full counting statistics (FCS). FCS
is of direct experimental interest since recent advances have enabled experimentalists to
measure the higher order moments of the noise, which is contained in the FCS [66]. More
important for the present discussion however, is the fact that the probability distribution
following from FCS can yield information about the elementary charge transfer processes
in the system (see Section 2.3). In the context of crossed Andreev (CA) reflection, we will
see that FCS also reveals entanglement of Andreev reflected electrons and holes. Some
aspects of entanglement and its experimental consequences were introduced in Chapter
5. Studies of entanglement in F|S systems have attained considerable interest lately, and
experimental results will probably follow in near future.

It was noted in the introduction to Chapter 4 that ferromagnetic electrodes in antipar-
allel alignment is a way to enhance crossed Andreev reflection in singlet superconductor|
ferromagnet heterostructures. A simplified explanation of this effect is the following: The
supercurrent flowing into the node in the circuit shown in Figure 6.1 gives rise to Andreev
reflected electron-hole quasiparticle pairs with opposite spin. Thus the transfer of each
spin into different leads with opposite magnetizations is enhanced since the conductance
is larger when the magnetization is parallel to the spin. This effect can be utilized to
produce currents of entangled electrons in separated leads by enhancing the CA process,
and constitutes one of the motivations to study CA. The transport into the separated leads
in CA is correlated, because of the coherence induced by the Andreev reflection process.
Thus we expect CA processes to lead to correlated current fluctuations in the two leads
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involved, i.e. the cross-correlation noise Cm,n (with m 6= n) is positive (see Section 2.3 for
a definition). This result was predicted using scattering theory [92,93], and received some
attention since cross-correlations for fermion transport is usually negative because of the
Pauli exclusion principle (for an interesting discussion of this point, see Ref. [94]). It is
now understood that positive cross-correlations in fermion transport can occur in various
systems due to interactions [95, and references therein].

In paper [8] we have studied the performance of a superconductor|ferromagnet entangler,
which is a circuit designed to produce currents of entangled electrons in different leads.
The understanding of such systems is important for the developing field of solid-state
quantum information technology. We show how the FCS provides information about the
microscopic processes in the proposed circuit, and discuss the experimentally accessible
transport properties. In paper [9] we study the FCS of crossed Andreev reflection in
competition with electron transport.

In Section 6.1 we will outline how the cumulant generating functions (CGFs) that are
considered in this chapter are calculated. Some of the main results in papers [8] and [9]
are then summarized in Sections 6.2 and 6.3 respectively.

6.1 Single-node tunnel barrier circuits

The circuit theory and its extension for calculations of FCS was briefly introduced in
Chapter 2. The circuits we will study in this chapter consist of a single node (c) con-
nected by tunnel barriers to one superconducting terminal (S) and several normal-metal
or ferromagnet terminals (Fn), see Figure 6.1.

The matrix current conservation (2.10) for these systems can be written

[

M̌, Ǧc

]

−
= 0. (6.1)

This relation defines the matrix M̌ which is independent of the Green function of the node
Ǧc. An analytic solution of (6.1) can be found taking into account the normalization of
the Green function (2.3) [96],

Ǧc =
M̌√
M̌2

. (6.2)

The matrix square root is defined in the standard way by diagonalizing M̌ ,
√
M̌2 =

X̌
√
Ď2X̌−1 where X̌ is the matrix composed of the column eigenvectors of M̌ and Ď

the diagonal eigenvalue matrix. The square root of Ď2 is defined by taking the square root
of each diagonal element.
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FnFm

gm, gm

gS

Figure 6.1: Circuit theory representation of a generic S|F entangler. Entangled electrons from
the singlet superconductor S enter the cavity c through a tunnel barrier with conductance gS
and escape through ferromagnetic tunnel barriers with conductance gn and spin polarization
gMRn/gn into drains Fn. Arrows indicate magnetization directions mn, and we have introduced
the notation gn = mngMRn. Adapted from paper [8].

The equation that determines the CGF of the multiterminal structure (2.16) can be inte-
grated using the solution for the Green function (6.2) by noticing that

In({χn}) =
1

8e
Tr τ̌KǏn =

1

4ie
∂χn

Tr
√

M̌2. (6.3)

Diagonalizing the matrix M̌ , we arrive at the very useful formula

S = − t0
4e2

∫

dE
∑

k

√

λ2
k, (6.4)

where the set {λk} are the eigenvalues of M̌ . This result is valid also in the presence of spin-
active tunnel contacts described by (2.11). The normalization condition S({χn = 0}) = 0
should be imposed to ensure normalization of the probability distribution P ({Nn}; t0)
(2.14).

We will consider the limit of negligible temperature. In this case, the Green functions
of the reservoirs are described by energy-independent matrices defined in the intervals
|E| > |eVn| and |E| ≤ |eVn| where Vn is the bias voltage applied on terminal n. The
Green function of a normal terminal is τ̂3τ̌3 + (τ̌1 + iτ̌2) in the former energy interval
and τ̂3τ̌3 + sgn(E)τ̂3(τ̌1 + iτ̌2) in the latter. When |eV | ≪ ∆0, where ∆0 is the gap of
superconducting terminal (S), the Green function of a singlet superconducting reservoir
becomes τ̂1 in the matrix representation used in papers [8] and [9]. The Green function
of the reservoirs and the connector parameters (2.11) determine M̌ . Finally, the CGF is
given by (6.4).
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6.2 S|F entangler

Solid-state entanglers have been studied by several authors [97,98,99,100,101] (for a review,
see [102]) and it has been established that entanglement can be experimentally detected
by constructing a Bell inequality from the measured cross correlations. Here, we will
consider the FCS of a superconductor|ferromagnet entangler, and show that the obtained
CGF provides direct access to the probabilities of elementary charge transfer processes in
terms of normal-state conductance parameters. We will then show how these probabil-
ities demonstrate entanglement by violation of a Bell inequality. Moreover, the positive
cross-correlation resulting from CA gives direct access to the two-particle probability that
Andreev reflected electron-hole pairs flow to different drains, in the limit of large asymme-
try between the conductance of the source and drain terminals.

In the circuit shown in Figure 6.1, a superconducting reservoir (S) at ground is connected
by a tunnel barrier with conductance gS to a node (c). The node is also connected to several
drain leads (Fn) at equal voltage V by ferromagnetic tunneling barriers described by their
conductance gn and conductance spin polarization mngMRn = gn (see Section 2.2.3).

6.2.1 Probability distributions

As a general property of CGFs with functional dependence on the counting fields given by

S = S
(

∑

m,n

pm,ne−iχm−iχn

)

, (6.5)

we have found that the probability distribution factorizes into two parts,

P ({Nn}) ≡
∫

dMχ

(2π)M
e−S({χn})+i

P

n
χnNn (6.6a)

= PS

(

∑

n
Nn

)

P
(

{Nn}
∣

∣

∣

∑

n
Nn

)

(6.6b)

for
∑

nNn even and positive. We have defined M as the total number of terminals in
the circuit. The interpretation of (6.6b) is that the charge transfer is given by two inde-
pendent processes: The first factor PS(2N) is the probability that N =

∑

nNn/2 pairs
of particles are transferred onto the node from the source terminal S. The second factor
P ({Nn}|2N) in (6.6b) is the conditional probability that Nn out of the 2N electrons are
subsequently transferred into terminal Fn. The factorization (6.6) holds regardless of the
specific expression for pm,n.

The factorization above will facilitate the interpretation of the FCS for the entangler in
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Figure 6.1. Using the equations described in Section 6.1, we calculate the CGF

S = − t0V√
2e

√

√

√

√g2
Σ +

√

(g2
S − g2 + g2)2 + 4g2

S(g
2 − g2)

∑

m,n

pm,ne2iχS−iχm−iχn , (6.7)

where we have defined g2
Σ = g2

S + g2 + g2, g =
∑

n gn, g =
∑

n gn, and the two-particle
probability

pm,n =
gmgn − gmgn

g2 − g2
. (6.8)

The interpretation of pm,n as the probability to detect the electrons from one Cooper pair
transferred out of S into terminals m and n follows from (6.6b) when we consider the CGFs
for the factors PS(2N) and P ({Nn}|2N).

The Cooper pair transfer probability distribution PS(2N) =
∫

dχS/(2π)exp(−SS(χS) +
iNSχS) in (6.6b) has a CGF given by

SS = − t0V√
2e

√

g2
Σ +

√

(g2
S − g2 + g2)2 + 4g2

S(g
2 − g2)e2iχS . (6.9)

The π-periodicity of this function on χS ensures that an even number of charges 2N are
transferred. The charges are then distributed among the Fn terminals according to a
multinomial distribution P ({Nn}|2N) =

∫

dM−1χ/(2π)M−1 exp(−SN ({χn})+ i
∑

n χnNn)
with a CGF

SN({χn}) = N ln

(

∑

m.n

pm,ne
−iχm−iχn

)

. (6.10)

The functional dependence of the multinomial probability distribution P ({Nn}|2N) on
pm,n shows that (6.8) gives the probability that the quasiparticles of an Andreev quasipar-
ticle pair are transferred into terminals Fm and Fn. The factorization of (6.7) in (6.6) can
be shown directly from the definition of the probability distribution in terms of the CGFs
(2.14) and the expressions for SS and SN .

6.2.2 Bell inequality violation

The entangled nature of the electrons flowing from the superconductor can be demon-
strated by utilizing the ferromagnetic drains of the circuit in Figure 6.1 as detectors for
spin [103]. Classically, there is a maximum for the correlation of the properties of two spa-
tially separated and individual particles. The Bell-Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt (BCHSH)
inequality [104] determines the conditions under which the correlation between measure-
ments on two separated particles cannot be explained by a classical and local theory (local
realism).
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Let us consider that there are four drains Fn (n = 1..4). Let pairs of drains F1, F2

(Left) and F3, F4 (Right) have pairwise equally large and antiparallel magnetizations, i.e.
g1 = −g2 = gL and g3 = −g4 = gR. We assume g1 = g2 and g3 = g4. The left and right
pairs of drains form spin detectors with respect to magnetizations mL,R: Spins up in left
detector are measured by the current in F1 etc. Experiments should be performed with
each spin detector in two different magnetization direction mL,R and m′

L,R.

The BCHSH inequality for the spin-entanglement setup in Figure 6.1 can be expressed
in the two-particle probability that a spin σ is measured in the left detector and a spin
σ′ is measured in the right detector, Pσ,σ′ . We discard events where both particles of a
Cooper pair flow to the same detector by normalizing the probabilities to go to different
detectors. The probability to measure e.g. spin up in the left and right detectors now
becomes P++ = p1,3/(p1,3 + p1,4 + p2,3 + p2,4) where pm,n is the probability to measure
simultaneously an electron into Fm and Fn given in (6.8). The Bell parameter is defined

E = |E(mL,mR) + E(m′
L,mR) + E(mL,m

′
R)− E(m′

L,m
′
R)| (6.11)

where the correlators are E(m,m′) = P+++P−−−P+−−P−+. Substituting the expressions
for the probabilities Pσ,σ′ we obtain E = −gLgR/g1g2. Thus E = E0 gMRLgMRR/g1g2 where
E0 = |mLmR +m′

LmR +mLm
′
R−m′

Lm
′
R| is the expression for fully efficient spin detection.

The largest possible value of E in a local theory is 2. Since the maximum of E0 is 2
√

2 in the
optimum orientation of the magnetizations, violation of the BCHSH inequality E ≤ 2 can
occur provided gMRL,R/gL,R ≥ 2−1/4. This condition on the efficiency of the detectors can
be satisfied with half-metallic ferromagnets or magnetically engineered magnetic tunnel
junctions [105].

Our counting statistics (6.7) describes how the two-particle probabilities are directly acces-
sible in an experimental system. When the magnitude of the conductances of source and
drains terminals are asymmetrically distributed (gS ≫ g or g ≫ gS), the cross-correlations
are a direct measure of the probabilities that electrons from a Cooper pair flow are trans-
ferred into different drains m and n,

Cmn

gngS/(g2+g2

S
)→0−−−−−−−−−→ 2eIpm,n. (6.12)

Here, I is the net current flowing out of S. Although nonlocality cannot be demonstrated
in a mesoscopic solid state device, our result for the cross-correlation above and the Bell
parameter determines the experimental conditions to construct an entanglement witness.
The result (6.12) also shows how the electron-hole pairs flowing into the ferromagnets give
positive cross correlations in a fermion system. A negative contribution due to the Pauli
principle is suppressed in the system with asymmetric conductances between source and
drain, since the incoming beam of particles is noisy such that temporal correlations between
different charge transfer events vanish.
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6.3 FCS of crossed Andreev reflection

and electron transfer

In Chapter 4 we considered the nonlocal conductance resulting from the competition be-
tween crossed Andreev reflection and electron transfer (ET) in circuits with one super-
conducting terminal and two normal-metal terminals N1 and N2. In paper [9] we have
calculated the full counting statistics for these processes, also considering spin polarizing
interfaces (ferromagnetic terminals).

In the limit of strong conductance asymmetry between the superconducting and the fer-
romagnet terminals (gS ≫ g or g1(2) ≫ gS, g2(1)), the CGF for the interesting energy range
where both CA and ET processes occur (eV1 < E < eV2) can be expanded and interpreta-
tion of the statistics is straightforward,

Sb = −t0(V2 − V1)

2eg3
Σ

{

[

g2
Σ + (g − gMR)2

]

(g1g2 + gMR1gMR2)e
iχ1−iχ2

+g2
S

∑

n

(gng2 − gMRngMR2)e
2iχS−iχn−iχ2

}

. (6.13)

Here, we have considered collinear magnetization directions and the sign of gMRn describes
magnetization directions up (positive) or down (negative) along the z quantization axis.
This CGF describes independent charge transfer by CA and ET according to Poissonian
statistics. The conductances for ET and CA following from (6.13) are

GET =(g1g2 + gMR1gMR2)
[g2

Σ + (g − gMR)2]

2g3
Σ

, (6.14a)

GCA =(g1g2 − gMR1gMR2)
g2
S

2g3
Σ

. (6.14b)

The magnetization dependence demonstrates that ET is favoured in a parallel configuration
of the magnetizations (gMR1gMR2 > 0) as the same spin in this case tunnels through both
interfaces. On the other hand, CA is favoured by antiparallel magnetizations (gMR1gMR2 <
0) since the opposite spins of a singlet tunnel through different interfaces.

The cross-correlation following from (6.13) is given by competing contributions from the
CA and ET processes. This is natural since CA events lead to correlated currents of
same sign in the two drain terminals, whereas ET events lead to correlated current flow of
opposite sign in the drains,

C1,2 = 2e(V2 + V1)GCA − 2e(V2 − V1)GET. (6.15)

The sign of cross correlations are determined by two experimentally controllable parame-
ters: The bias voltages in the prefactors and the relative magnetization directions through
GCA and GET. Thus the noise properties of the three-terminal circuit is a favourable
candidate to experimentally demonstrate crossed Andreev reflection.
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6.4 Conclusion

In conclusion, we have found the full counting statistics in systems where entangled quasi-
particle pairs are created by Andreev reflection at a superconducting terminal. The statis-
tics of the current flow into ferromagnet drains reveal the entangled nature of the Andreev
reflected pairs. Theoretically, such properties have been considered by many authors [102,
and references within] and experimental results are anticipated in the community.

The formalism to calculate the full counting statistics that we have used above is a powerful
tool to investigate quantum information properties in solid state systems. With appropriate
modifications and extensions, it may become useful in the study of more complicated
systems in the future.



7 Outlook

At the end of the PhD study, one possesses the tools and knowledge needed to take on
a bunch of relevant problems in the research field one has been working. In a way, your
research carrier is just beginning! But different challenges and new opportunities await.

A number of ideas have crystallized during the work on this thesis, which I have not been
able to pursue. Some of these project ideas are natural extensions of what we have con-
sidered so far, and some discussions have spawned ideas in completely different directions.
Other projects have not been completed yet.

A complete theory of circuit theory boundary conditions for spin-active interfaces in su-
perconducting systems is still lacking. During this study I spent months of effort together
with Daniel Huertas-Hernando to obtain a better understanding of this problem. However,
we have so far not reached this goal, but I hope our efforts can still bear fruits with the
help of Severin Sadjina.

Experimental work on systems where concepts from quantum information theory is tested
in a solid state environments will probably drive this research field forward in the near
future. Paper [8] in this PhD explores an aspect in this area. Continued work in such
directions would be very interesting.
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A Notation

Operators

For operators/matrices A and B,

• the (anti)commutator is denoted [A, B](+)−.

• the quantum statistical average is denoted 〈A〉.

Matrix notation

The Pauli matrices are τn where n = 1, 2, 3 and the vector of Pauli matrices is denoted τ =
(τ1, τ2, τ3). Matrices in spin⊗Nambu⊗Keldysh space are constructed by direct products
of these where we denote the relevant matrix subspace by accents:

• τ̄n is a matrix in spin subspace.

• τ̂n is a matrix in Nambu subspace.

• τ̌n is a matrix in Keldysh subspace.

Unit matrices are usually suppressed, so that i.e. τ̄m1̂1̌ + 1̄1̂τ̌n is written τ̄m + τ̌n.

The notation (A)m,n denotes the matrix element in the m-th row and n-th column of A.
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We employ the Keldysh formalism in the quasiclassical approximation to study transport in a diffusive
superconductor. The resulting 434 transport equations describe the flow of charge and energy as well as the
corresponding flow of spin and spin energy. Spin-flip scattering due to magnetic impurities is included. We find
that the spin-flip length is renormalized in the superconducting case and propose an experimental system to
measure the spin accumulation in a superconductor.
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Manipulation of spin-polarized currents can be used to
study fundamental transport processes and might also pro-
vide new functionality in electronic devices. In ferromagnets
(F), the current is spin-polarized due to the spin-dependent
density of states and the spin-dependent scattering potentials.
In contrast, ins-wave superconductors(S), electrons with
spin up and spin down and opposite momentum form Cooper
pairs with no net spin. Nanoscale superconductors therefore
display strikingly different properties when driven out of
equilibrium by spin transport than by charge transport.

Most of the recent activities on the transport properties of
F/S junctions have studied effects caused by the physical
properties on the F side of the junction. The zero spin Cooper
pairs prevent spin-polarized electrons to flow into S. Conse-
quently, a spin-polarized current from F injected into S can
result in nonequilibrium spin accumulation near the F/S in-
terface. The competition between electron-hole correlations
and spin accumulation on the F side has recently attracted
considerable interest.1 Possible influence of the ferromag-
netic order parameter on the superconductor has received
less attention. Singlet pairing does not allow a spin accumu-
lation in the superconductor. Consequently, spin accumula-
tion can reduce the superconducting gap and change the
transport properties both for transport via quasiparticles and
for the supercurrent. Experimentally, spin transport in diffu-
sive S has recently been studied.2 Here, the reduced quasi-
particle penetration due to spin accumulation results in loss
of spin memory which can be measured as a decreased mag-
netoresistance.

Although the theory of nonequilibrium superconductivity
is widely used and developed, it has not been completely
generalized to study spin transport. In this paper we thus use
the Keldysh formalism and the quasiclassical
approximation3–5 to rigorously obtain a set of equations de-
scribing the transport of charge and energy in a diffusive
weak coupling S, as well as the transport of spin. This will
describe the penetration of spins into S and the associated
suppression of the superconducting order parameter. Our de-
scription of the transport properties will be based on a 4
34 matrix equation formalism to include spin accumulation
as well as electron-hole correlations. Spin-flip scattering
from magnetic impurities is included as the dominant spin
relaxation process inside the superconductor. We find that the
spin-flip length is renormalized in the BCS case, and propose

an experimental system to measure the properties resulting
from the superconducting correlations. Many, but not all, ex-
perimental systems involving spin transport in superconduct-
ors are in theelastic transport regime,6 which is considered
here. Complementary studies based on the Boltzmann equa-
tion for spin-transport by quasiparticles in theinelastictrans-
port regime have recently been published.7 Note that spin
injection is qualitatively different in these opposite transport
regimes due to the strong energy dependence of quasiparticle
flow in superconductors.7

Let us now outline the derivation of our main results. We
use natural units so that"=kB=1, and the electron charge is
e=−ueu. To describe the out-of-equilibrium electron-hole cor-
relations as well as spin accumulation, we define the Keldysh
Green’s function as

Ĝij
Ks1,2d = o

k

s− idsr̂3dikkfscs1ddk,sc†s2dd jg−l, s1d

wherec=fc↑ ,c↓ ,c↑
†,c↓

†gT is a four-vector andc† the corre-
sponding adjoint vector. The matrixr̂3 is the third Pauli ma-
trix generalized to 434 space,r̂3=diags1,1,−1,−1d. The
coordinates are 1=sr 1,t1d and 2=sr 2,t2d. Similarly, we de-

fine 434 retarded and advanced Green’s functions(ĜR, ĜA)
in spin- and particle-hole space. 434 matrices are denoted
by a “hat” superscript. A compact notation can be obtained
by construction of an 838 matrix in the Keldysh space(de-
noted by a “check” superscript).5

The quasiclassical Green’s function is defined by

ǧsR ,T,pF ,Ed= i /pedjpǦsR ,T,p ,Ed. This function is deter-
mined by the Eilenberger equation which in the mixed rep-
resentation for a stationary state can be written

FEr̂3 + i
p

m
· ̂ − ef1̂ − D̂ − š,ǧG

−
= 0, s2d

wherê= ¹ 1̂− ieAr̂3 is the gauge invariant derivative, 1ˆ is
the 434 unit matrix,f is the electromagnetic scalar poten-

tial, D̂ contains the superconducting gap, andš is the self-
energy due to elastic impurity scattering and spin-flip scat-
tering by magnetic impurities in quasiclassical
approximation. In the case of strong impurity scattering
(dirty limit ) transport is diffusive. Expansion of the quasi-
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classical Green’s function in spherical harmonics then gives
the Usadel equations. The symmetries and normalization of
the Green’s function allows for a parameterization of the
quasiclassical, retarded component:4

ĝs
R = S 1̄ coshsud i t̄2 sinhsudeix

i t̄2 sinhsude−ix − 1̄ coshsud
D , s3d

where 1̄is the 232 unit matrix, t̄2 is the second Pauli ma-
trix, and u and x are position and energy dependent func-
tions. We assume colinear magnetizations along thez axis
ands-wave singlet superconducting state. We choose a gauge
where the superconducting order parameterD is real and
positive, and then the supercurrent is contained in the elec-
tromagnetic vector potentialA and the chemical potential of
the Cooper pairs is included inf. Inspection of the self-
consistency relation forD reveals thatx=0,p depending on
the boundary conditions. This ansatz simplifies the calcula-
tions considerably. The advanced Green’s function is related
to the retarded throughĝA =−fr̂3ĝ

Rr̂3g†. Because of normal-
ization, the Keldysh Green’s function can be expressed as

ĝK = ĝRĥ− ĥĝA where ĥ is a diagonal distribution function
matrix.

We will now consider a stationary state. A kinetic equa-
tion can be derived from the Usadel equations if we include
Keldysh components. The important quantities are the physi-
cal particle and energy currents(including particles and
holes), which we will denote byj T and j L, respectively, with
the corresponding distribution functions carrying the same
indices,hT andhL.4 The physical spin current is denotedj TS
and the spin energy currentj LS, with distribution functions
hTS andhLS. The spin-resolved distribution functions can be
expressed by the particle distribution function ashTSsLSd=
−ff↑sEd− f↓sEdg /2−s+dff↑s−Ed− f↓s−Edg /2. The current
componentsj T, etc. are spectral quantities, and the total
charge current is given as an integralj chargesr ,td
= ueuN0e−`

` dEj Tsr ,t ,Ed, and the spin current is obtained by a
similar integral of j TS. Energy current is given by
j energysr ,td= ueuN0e−`

` dEEj Lsr ,t ,Ed, and the difference in en-
ergy current carried by opposite spins by a similar integral of
j LS.

The equilibrium solutions for the distribution functions
arehL,0=tanhsbE/2d andhT,0=hLS,0=hTS,0=0. We derive ki-
netic equations and find:

¹ · j L = 0, s4ad

¹ · j T = − 2uDuaTThT, s4bd

¹ · j LS = − S2uDuaTT +
1

tsf
aLSLSDhLS, s4cd

¹ · j TS = −
1

tsf
aTSTShTS. s4dd

The right-hand side terms represent renormalized scattering
because of superconductivity:

aTT = Imfsinhsudg, s5ad

aLSLS = hRefcoshsudgj2 − hImfsinhsudgj2, s5bd

aTSTS= hRefcoshsudgj2 + hRefsinhsudgj2. s5cd

The uDuaTT terms on the right-hand side in Eq.(4) are due to
conversion of quasiparticle current into supercurrent, and the
aLSLS/tsf, aTSTS/tsf terms are due to spin flips. The spin-flip
time in the normal state istsf

−1=8pnsfN0SsS+1duvsfu2/3,
wherensf is the magnetic impurity density,N0 the density of
states at the Fermi level,S the impurity spin quantum num-
ber, andvsf is the Fourier transformed spin-flip impurity po-
tential. We assume isotropic scattering. Our definition oftsf
differs from the usual spin-flip lifetime by a renormalization
factor 4/3. This definition reproduces the diffusion equation
with a spin-flip lengthlsf

sNd=ÎDtsf in the normal state. Thus
there is a difference between the spin-flip lifetime measured
in, e.g., electron spin resonance and spin-flip transport time.

We introduce generalized energy-dependent diffusion co-
efficients

DL = DshRefcoshsudgj2 − hRefsinhsudgj2d, s6ad

DT = DshRefcoshsudgj2 + hImfsinhsudgj2d, s6bd

whereD=tvF
2 /3 is the diffusion constant. The currents can

then be expressed as

j L = − DL ¹ hL + Imhj EjhT, s7ad

j T = − DT ¹ hT + Imhj EjhL , s7bd

j LS = − DT ¹ hLS + Imhj EjhTS, s7cd

j TS = − DL ¹ hTS + Imhj EjhLS, s7dd

where we have defined the spectral supercurrent asj E
=Ds¹x−2eAdsinh2sud. The self-consistency relation is

Dsr d = −
1

2
sgnsD0dN0lE

−`

`

dEsinhsudhL , s8d

where the factor sgnsD0d is determined from the boundary
condition to give the correct sign andl is the interaction
parameter. The complex part of this equation is neglected as
a consequence of charge conservation.8

The functionsu and x are determined by the retarded
components of the Usadel equation. We obtain

¹ · j E = 0, s9d

DS¹2u −
1

2
s¹x − 2eAd2sinhs2udD

= − 2iEsinhsud − 2i coshsuduDu +
3

4

1

tsf
sinhs2ud,

s10d

where Eq.(9) implies that the spectral supercurrent is con-
served. In addition we have the following symmetry condi-
tions, u* s−Ed=−usEd, x* s−Ed=xsEd. Equations (4)–(10)
determine all transport properties of S.
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In general, in a hybrid F/S system, the superconductor
cannot be described as in terms of BCS formulas close to the
F/S interface due to the proximity effect. Nevertheless, to
gain insight into the physics implied by the abovementioned
formulas let us now consider the limit of a homogeneous
BCS superconductor, and selectx=0. This is relevant for the
proposed experiment below. For energiesuEu, uDu, aTT
=D /ÎD2−E2 and the spin-flip renormalization factors are
aTSTS=0, aLSLS=−D2/ sD2−E2d. The generalized diffusion
constantDL =0 while DT=DD2/ sD2−E2d. From Eq.(7a) this
means that there is no energy current carried by quasiparti-
cles with energyuEu, uDu. Gap scattering for quasiparticle
energies below the superconducting gap corresponds to a
transformation of the charge currentsj Td into supercurrent.
Such scattering is not possible for the physical spin current
sj TSd. Consequently, in the absence of spin-flip scattering the
quasiparticle spin current into the superconductor vanishes
for uEu, uDu since DL =0 in Eq. (7d) and aTSTS=0 in the
kinetic Eq. (4d). Note that this result relies on the fact that
there are different effective diffusion coefficients for charge
currentsDTd and for spin currentsDLd. We also observe that
the termaLSLS is negativebelow the gap, acting as a source
of spin energy.

Above the gapsuEu. uDud the factoraTT vanishes while
aLSLS=E2/ sE2−D2d, aTSTS=sE2+D2d / sE2−D2d. For the gen-
eralized diffusion coefficients we find thatDL =D and DT
=DE2/ sE2−D2d. Now consider the kinetic equations in the
BCS case. A charge current carried by quasiparticles with
energy uEu. uDu can propagate into S. For quasiparticles at
uEu. uDu we see that there is no renormalization for the spin-
energy diffusion length in Eq.(4c), whereas the spin diffu-
sion length in Eq.(4d) has an energy dependent renormaliza-
tion factor which diverges for energiesuEu= uDu causing
massive spin-flip scattering.

We will now apply this formalism to study spin diffusion,
and demonstrate the significance of the renormalization of
the spin diffusion length. Experimental studies of spin accu-
mulation and spin injection has recently been performed9 in
metallic spin valves. The spin accumulation in the physically
different inelasticregime for a superconductor in this experi-
mental system has also been calculated theoretically.7 We
will consider the simplified geometry shown in Fig. 1, where
there is no charge transport in the superconductor, and cal-
culate the spin-accumulation signal in theelasticregime. The
F1/N/F2 systems act as a spin battery which is connected via

a tunnel junction to the superconductor. A voltage bias be-
tween F1 and F2 induces a spin accumulation that can flow
into S. The superconducting wire is connected to an S reser-
voir in equilibrium BCS state by a good metallic contact at
distanceLsSd from the N/S interface. On top of the S wire
there is a ferromagnet connected by tunnel barrier which
upon switching of the magnetization direction acts as a de-
tector for the spin signal. Measurement of the relative volt-
age of this electrode between parallel and antiparallel(with
respect to the top F reservoir) magnetization givesDm
=msPd−msAPd which describes the difference between electro-
chemical potential of spin-up and spin-down quasiparticles
located a distanceL from the N/S interface. This quantity
can be calculatedDm=−e−`

` dEPsDdhTSsL ,Ed, wherePsDd is
the spin polarization of the tunnel barrier between S and the
F detector. We assume a homogeneous order parameter and
BCS spectral properties in the S wire since there are tunnel
barriers between the N, F, and S elements and perturbation
from current and spin-flip is weak.

We can express the difference between the spin-up and
spin-down distribution functions in N close to S asDf sNd

; f↑
sNd− f↓

sNd=PsFNdffsE−eV/2d− fsE+eV/2dg, where PsFNd

=sGmaj−Gmind / sGmaj+Gmind is the spin polarization between
the F reservoirs and N,fsE±eV/2d is the Fermi–Dirac dis-
tributions in the F reservoirs andGmajsmind is the conductance
of majority (minority) spin electrons from ferromagnetic res-
ervoir to the middle of N. There is thus no charge current or
supercurrent anywhere in S, however there may be a spin
current. Equation(7d) states that there is no spin-current for
energies below the gap, thus for these energies the N/S in-
terface is effectively insulating. Since the S wire is con-
nected to a reservoir in the other end foruEu,D the spin
distribution function equals the equilibrium valuehTS=0. We
solve the TS kinetic Eq.(4d) for energiesuEu.D. This equa-
tion reduces to a diffusion equation with renormalized spin-
flip length lsf

sSdsEd= lsfÎsE2−D2d / sE2+D2d, wherelsf=ÎDtsf is
the normal state spin-flip length. The boundary condition at
the S reservoir is that the distribution function attains the
equilibrium value, and at the S/N interface we match at each
energy the tunnel spin current to the spin current inside S,
ueuN0j TS. We assume thatLsSd / lsf

sSd@1 which is a relevant
physical situation.

The position and energy dependent solutionhTS is substi-
tuted into the expression for the measured difference in elec-
trochemical potential for parallel and antiparallel configura-
tion, and we obtain

Dm = 2PsDdE
D

`

dEDf sNde−L/lsf
sSd Rsf

sSd

Rsf
sSd + RsId , s11d

where RsIdsEd=1/fuTu2NBCSsEdN0g is the resistance of the
N/S tunnel barrier,uTu is the tunneling matrix element,
NBCSsEd is the BCS density of states,Rsf

sSdsEd= lsf
sSdsEdr /A is

the resistance of the S wire within a spin-flip length andr is
the resistivity of the material in S when in the normal state
sT.Tcd. This result can be understood as follows. The spin-
accumulation close to the tunnel interface is exponentially
attenuated by spin-flip scattering in S. The spin signal is also

FIG. 1. Spin battery connected to a superconductor. The thick
solid line indicates a tunnel barrier.
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decreased by the tunnel resistance, and since spin current is
strongly suppressed for energiesuEu,D only quasiparticles
with energies higher than the gap contribute. The effective
total resistance is a series of the tunnel interface resistance
with the resistance of S within one spin-flip length.

We will now consider some simplified limits for the quan-
tity Dm defined above. In the normal state whereD→0 we
find that Dm /eV=2PsDdPsFNdRsf

sSd exps−L / lsfd / sRsf
sSd+RsIdd

whereRsf
sSd and RsId assume their normal state(energy inde-

pendent) values. AtkBT!D the signal measured byDm van-
ishes when the bias is lower than the energy gapeV,D
since spin current is suppressed for quasiparticles below the
gap. For higher bias,eV.D, and at zero temperature when
the bulk resistance dominates,Rsf

sSd@RsId, an approximate so-
lution is Dm=2PsDdPsFNdDe−L/lsfhe−Lr2/2lsf/ r −e−L/2lsf

+ÎpL /2lsfserffrÎL /2lsfg−erffÎL /2lsfgdj, wherer =2D /eV. In
this case the relation between the energy gap and the bias
determines the magnitude of the spin signal, and the expo-
nential decrease of the signal.

The temperature dependence ofDm in the general case is
given by a decrease from a constant value aboveTc as the
temperature approaches zero. An example of this behavior is
shown in Fig. 2. Here we have used the approximate tem-
perature dependenceD=1.76Tc tanhs1.74ÎTc/T−1d. Our cal-
culations show that the spin signal decreases due to super-
conducting correlations. For a large energy gap the spin
accumulation vanishes completely at low temperatures.
These effects can be explained by suppressed subgap spin
current and massive spin-flip at energies close to the gap
because of the superconducting correlations.

In conclusion, we have presented a formalism to describe
elastic spin transport in superconductors with spin-flip scat-

tering. We find different effective diffusion coefficients for
charge- and spin-current. The spin-flip length is renormalized
in the superconducting case, and at energies close to the gap
there is massive spin-flip. As an illustration we compute the
difference in electrochemical potential due to spin-
accumulation in an experiment sensitive to the renormaliza-
tion of spin-flip length.
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of Norway, NANOMAT Grants No. 158518/431 and
158547/431, RTN Spintronics, the Swiss NSF and the NCCR
Nanoscience.
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We consider spin transport and spin relaxation in superconductors using the quasiclassical theory of super-
conductivity. We include spin relaxation due to spin-orbit interaction as well as magnetic impurities, and show
that the energy dependence of the spin-flip rate is different for these two mechanisms. In ferromagnet-
superconductor-ferromagnet systems made of Co and Al, interface resistances can be small compared to bulk
resistances. This simplifies the description of transport in Co/Al/Co spin valves, for which we numerically
calculate the temperature and Al length dependence of the magnetoresistance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ferromagnetism and superconductivity are two competing
phenomena in condensed matter physics. In conventional
low temperature superconductors, transport of spins beyond
the coherence length is prevented by the formation of spin
singlet Cooper pairs. Consequently, due to the competing
ordering of ferromagnets �F� and superconductors �S� in hy-
brid structures, many nontrivial physical effects occur1,2 and
there are interesting suggested applications such as an abso-
lute spin valve effect3 and solid state memory elements.4

Experimental studies of F/S contacts in the diffusive limit
showed that the resistance can both decrease and increase
relative to the resistance above the critical temperature �Tc�
of the superconductor.5–7 Theoretically it was shown that the
temperature dependence of this resistance depends sensi-
tively on the contact transparency.8–10 The resulting resis-
tance is determined by an interplay between the energy-
dependent interface resistance and spin accumulation at the
interfaces due to reduced spin transport into the supercon-
ductor.

Transport of spins through the bulk of superconductors
was recently studied experimentally in an F/S/F
heterostructure.11 Here, a decreased magnetoresistance �MR�
in the superconducting state was interpreted as a loss of spin
memory. Theoretical work on bulk spin transport in super-
conductors in the inelastic regime12 and the elastic regime13

describes the reduced penetration of spins by spin flipping
and reduced penetration of spin-polarized quasiparticles. The
F/S/F system of Ref. 11 has been analyzed by assuming a
spatially homogeneous superconducting order parameter and
neglecting spin flip.14 However, a thorough understanding of
spin transport in F/S systems requires a description of the
spatially dependent order parameter in each component as
well as the quasiparticles driven out of equilibrium. A theo-
retical description of the F/S/F system, where the spatial
variation of the order parameter, energy-dependent spin flip-
ping in the superconductor, and the effect of the interfaces is
taken into account, has to the best of our knowledge not been
published.

In order to study the bulk spin-transport properties, it is
important to have control over the influence of interfaces.

Typically, in spin valve structures both interface resistances
and bulk resistivities contribute to the MR and are affected
by superconductivity. In this paper, we study a superconduct-
ing spin valve system, where the interface resistances are
negligible. In that case, a simplified treatment of the F/S
boundaries is possible so that bulk effects can be studied
independently of interface effects. As we discuss later, a pos-
sible candidate to realize a spin valve with small interface
resistance could be a Co/Al/Co system. To describe the
transport through a superconducting spin valve, we present a
theoretical framework that describes the spin-dependent
transport in superconductors in linear response. Spin-flip
scattering from magnetic impurities as well as spin-orbit in-
teraction is included in our description, and the full spatial
dependence of the pairing potential is calculated self-
consistently. We use this formalism for numerical calcula-
tions of the magnetization-configuration dependent transport
of a Co/Al/Co spin valve. This demonstrates the suppres-
sion of spin transport through the superconductor.

The paper is organized in the following way: Section II
describes the equations governing elastic transport in a dif-
fusive superconductor. Section III outlines the specific geom-
etry studied and the approximations used. In Sec. IV we
discuss the numerical results. Section V summarizes and
concludes our work.

II. TRANSPORT THEORY

Using the Keldysh theory in the quasiclassical approxima-
tion, we have in Ref. 13 derived kinetic equations for trans-
port of charge, energy, spin, and spin energy in diffusive,
s-wave superconductors in the presence of spin-flip scatter-
ing by magnetic impurities. We will now supplement that
treatment with expressions for spin-orbit induced spin relax-
ation, and derive the resulting transport equations in the lin-
ear response limit. For an explanation of the notations used
below and more details on the derivations we refer to Ref.
13.

The spin-orbit interaction Hamiltonian is

Hso =
�

2 �
���

� dr ���
† ���̄ � � Vimp���� · p + H.c.���, �1�

where � is the interaction strength, �� is the destruction field
operator for spin �= ↑ ,↓, �̄ is the vector of Pauli matrices,
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Vimp is the impurity scattering potential and p the momen-
tum. The spin-orbit contribution to the self-energy in the
Eilenberger equation15 is

�̌so = −
i

2�so

1

4
�̂�̂3ǧs�X,E��̂3�̂ , �2�

where we have defined the spin-orbit scattering time 1/�so
=8�2pF

4 /9�. Here pF is the Fermi momentum, � is the elastic
scattering time, �̂ is a vector of 4�4 matrices with the Pauli
matrix and its transpose on the diagonal block, i.e., �̂
=diag��̄ , �̄T�, �̂3=diag�1,1 ,−1 ,−1�, and ǧs is the isotropic
part of the Green’s function in Keldysh-Nambu-spin-space.
Using a convenient representation of the Green’s functions,
we obtain equations that determine the distribution functions
and currents.

Linearized kinetic equations for charge transport in diffu-
sive superconductors were obtained by Schmid and Schön16

and have been successfully applied to describe various trans-
port phenomena. To study spin-dependent transport it is nec-
essary to include equations that determine the spin current.
The relevant equations in the linear response regime are de-
veloped below. The approximations are valid when devia-
tions from equilibrium values are small. We also assume that
any static supercurrent is small, i.e., that there is no Joseph-
son effect. The transport theory is formulated in terms of the
physical particle and energy currents �including particles and
holes�. These are given by the distribution functions hT and
hL �Ref. 17� and the spin-resolved functions hTS and hLS, as
well as generalized diffusion coefficients DT, DL and renor-
malization factors �TT, �TSTS for relaxation processes. The
spin-resolved distribution functions can be expressed by the
particle distribution functions f↑ and f↓ as

hTS
LS

= −
f↑�E� − f↓�E�

2
�

f↑�− E� − f↓�− E�
2

. �3�

The spectral �retarded� properties depend on the complex
function 	�E� which is determined by the so-called Usadel
equation.17 To describe spin-polarized transport in voltage
biased systems in linear response, it is unnecessary to calcu-
late hL and hLS, so the equations that determine these func-
tions have been omitted below.

The charge current and the spin current in S are given by
integrals over the spectral quantities. The charge and spin
current carried by quasiparticles is29

Icharge
qp �x� =

1

2
eAN0�

−





dEDT�E,x�
�hT

�x
, �4�

Ispin�x� =
1

2
eAN0�

−





dEDL�E,x�
�hTS

�x
, �5�

where A is the area of the wire and N0 is the density of states
at the Fermi level for both spins in the normal state. Addi-
tionally, charge current is carried by the supercurrent, so that
the total charge current is constant. The distribution functions
hT and hTS are determined by the diffusion equations

�

�x
�DT

�hT

�x
� − 2��TThT = 0, �6�

�

�x
�DL

�hTS

�x
� − � 1

�m
�TSTS

m +
1

�so
�TSTS

so �hTS = 0. �7�

Here �m is the spin-flip scattering time due to magnetic im-
purities and �so the spin-flip scattering time due to spin-orbit
coupling, both evaluated in the normal state. In the diffusive
limit ���m, �so. The spectral quantities are given in terms of
	�E ,x�. We compute that the renormalization of the scatter-
ing rates are

�TT = Im�sinh�	�� , �8a�

�TSTS
so = �Re�cosh�	���2 − �Re�sinh�	���2, �8b�

�TSTS
m = �Re�cosh�	���2 + �Re�sinh�	���2, �8c�

DL = D	�Re�cosh�	���2 − �Re�sinh�	���2
 , �8d�

DT = D	�Re�cosh�	���2 + �Im�sinh�	���2
 . �8e�

The effect of spin-flip scattering by spin-orbit interaction
with renormalization factor �TSTS

so is a result that did not ap-
pear in our previous paper.13 Its renormalization is different
from the renormalization of the spin-flip scattering by mag-
netic impurities. The complex function 	 is determined by
the Usadel equation,

D
�2	

�x2 = − 2i� cosh�	� − 2iE sinh�	� +
3

4



�m
sinh�2	� .

�9�

Note that the spin-flip term in �9� arises from magnetic im-
purities only since spin-orbit scattering does not lead to pair
breaking and consequently does not influence the spectral
properties of the superconductor. This equation must be
solved in conjunction with the self-consistency relation

� =
1

2
N0��

0

ED

dE Re�sinh�	��tanh��E

2
� , �10�

where � is the electron-electron interaction strength, ED the
Debye cutoff energy, and � the inverse temperature.

An applied voltage is taken into account as a boundary
condition for the distribution functions, hT and hTS. In a
reservoir with electrochemical potential � we have in
linear response the equilibrium distributions hT

0

=−�� / 	2 cosh2��E /2�
 and hTS
0 =0.

The different renormalization factors �TSTS
so and �TSTS

m

arise from spin flipping by spin-orbit interaction or magnetic
impurities. In general, �TSTS

so and �TSTS
m depend on the spec-

tral properties of the superconductor through 	. In the BCS
limit, valid for large bulk superconductors, the energy depen-
dence of these factors is completely different and correspond
to the so-called type-I or type-II coherence factors.18,19 Using
the BCS solution for the Green’s functions we find that for
energies below the gap �for which there are no quasiparticles
in the BCS limit�, both �TSTS

so and �TSTS
m vanish, and above
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the gap �TSTS
so =1 and �TSTS

m = �E2+�2� / �E2−�2��1. Further-
more, we see from Eqs. �8b� and �8c� that for any 	�E�,
�TSTS

so ��TSTS
m . This implies that for a given normal state

spin-flip length, the rate of spin flipping in the superconduct-
ing state is higher when the dominant spin-flip scattering
mechanism is caused by magnetic impurities than if it is
caused by spin-orbit interaction.

III. MODEL

We consider transport through an F/N/S/N/F hybrid wire
�N denotes a normal metal layer�. It is assumed that the
ferromagnets �Co� are connected via normal metals �Cu� to
the superconductor �Al�. The distribution functions in the
ferromagnet and the normal metal are determined by the
Valet-Fert transport theory20 and in the superconductor by
the theory described in the preceding section. An applied
bias causes spin-polarized quasiparticles to be injected into
the S layer. We assume that the magnetizations of the F parts
are either parallel �P� or antiparallel �AP�. Because of renor-
malized spin-flip rates and a reduction of the generalized
spin-diffusion coefficient �DL� in the superconductor, the
magnetoresistance MR��RAP−RP� /RP is reduced for tem-
peratures below Tc compared to the normal metal state.

In order to determine the dominant contributions to the
resistance of the system, we examine the magnitude of the
resistance of the F/N interface �RF/N� compared to the bulk
resistance in F within a spin-flip length �Rsf

F �. The latter quan-
tity is the largest resistance of the ferromagnet within its
spin-active part. To this end, consider the ratio

RF/N

Rsf
F =

ARF/N

�Flsf
F . �11�

We assume that F layers are made of Co, N layers of Cu, and
the S layer of Al. The bulk resistance of Cu as well as the
proximity effect is neglected since the Cu layer is very thin,
and in addition the typical resistivity of Cu is smaller than
that of Co or Al. The interface resistance �ARF/N�, resistivity
��F� and spin-diffusion length �lsf

F � for Co is reviewed in Ref.
21. It is found that ARCu/Co�0.5 f�m2 at 4.2 K where A is
the cross section area. The renormalized resistivity20 is �Co

*

�75 n�m, and lsf
Co=59 nm at 77 K.22 Thus we can conclude

that for Co RF/N /Rsf
F 0.1 as a least estimate since the spin-

diffusion length should be longer at 4.2 K. This means that it
is a valid approximation to disregard the interface resistances
for long enough samples. The N/S interface resistance be-
tween Cu and Nb above the critical temperature is found to
be larger than the F/N resistance,23 ARCu/Nb�1.10 f�m2,
and would give RN/S /Rsf

F 0.2. With Al as the superconduct-
ing layer we expect no higher interface resistance. We may
also argue that the bulk resistance for dirty Cu/Co layers
scales as ARbulk

Co �0.1L �nm� f�m2,24 where L is the length
of the layers expressed in nm. Thus the bulk resistance for a
slice of length lsf should be much larger than the interface
resistance. Note that the resistance of a direct F/S interface
is probably higher than the F/N/S structure in our model
�ARNb/Co�3 f�m2, Ref. 21�, but since we include the Cu
layers we can use only well-known parameters for F/S and

N/N interface resistance in the above estimates.
The estimates above show that the interface resistances

are much smaller than the relevant bulk resistances with the
materials chosen here. The dominant contribution to the re-
sistance and spin polarization of the current then comes from
the bulk of F. We will later check that the change in resis-
tance from normal to superconducting state is larger than the
interface resistances. A possible approximation is therefore
to neglect the interface resistances. This allows us to effec-
tively do calculations for an F/S/F system with the bound-
ary condition that the generalized diffusive current should be
continuous which implies that the function 	 is continuous at
the interface. For strong ferromagnets the superconducting
proximity effect into the ferromagnet is negligible and there-
fore 	=0 in F. Then we have by continuity 	→0 in the
superconductor close to the F/S interfaces. This means, e.g.,
that the gap vanishes at the interface. In this case, it is the
bulk transport properties that dominate the system, and there
are no free parameters so that it is possible to give an unam-
biguous description of the transport properties. This is our
aim in the rest of the paper.

The F/S/F system was motivated by the experiments of
Gu et al. However, in those experiments Py was used for the
ferromagnet, and because of the very short spin-diffusion
length in this alloy �lsf

Py=5.5 nm� the interface resistances are
of the same order as Rsf

F . Consequently, in these experiments
both the interface resistances and the bulk resistance of Al
are governed by superconductivity. Thus the model discussed
above is not applicable, and the resistance of the spin-
polarizing interface must be taken into account. To be spe-
cific, we no longer have that 	→0 at the interfaces, and
superconductivity is not completely suppressed at the inter-
face as in the Co/Al/Co system. Using the approximations
discussed above in calculations for the Py/Nb/Py system of
Ref. 11 would therefore give a too low Tc. Numerical simu-
lations and comparison with Ref. 11 show that this is indeed
the case �not shown�. A complete description of this experi-
ment requires boundary conditions for the spin-polarizing
interfaces given by scattering theory. This would describe the
proximity effect in N as well as a reduction of the supercon-
ducting pairing amplitude close to the interface. However, as
noted by Huertas-Hernando et al.,25 this approach would re-
quire full knowledge about the interface scattering matrix,
which is generally not available except for in simplified
models at this moment.

IV. CALCULATIONS

We have performed numerical calculations for a
Co/Cu/Al/Cu/Co spin valve. Parameters for the supercon-
ductor are mostly taken from Ref. 26. The bulk value of the
pairing potential at zero temperature is �0=192 �eV and the
critical temperature Tc=1.26 K with interaction parameter
N0� /2=0.18.27 The normal state diffusion coefficient of Al is
D=160 cm2/s, and the density of states at Fermi level N0
=2.2�1047 J−1 m−3 corresponding to a resistivity �Al

N

=11 n�m. The normal state spin-flip relaxation length by
spin-orbit interaction is given by the sample independent pa-
rameter �= lsf / l30,28 and we assume that the elastic mean
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free path is l=37 nm. This gives lsf=1.11 �m for spin-orbit
induced spin-flip. In calculations for magnetic impurity in-
duced spin-flip we take the normal state value of the spin-flip
length identical to the spin-orbit induced lsf, but in general
this length is determined by the impurity concentration
which is sample specific. We take the length of the �identical�
ferromagnetic elements to be 100 nm with a bulk spin asym-
metry �=0.4.21 Figure 1 shows the spatial variation of the
pairing potential resulting from complete suppression of su-
perconductivity at the F/S interfaces at reduced temperature
T /Tc=0.40 for a 1.2 �m Al wire with magnetic impurities.
The density of states at various locations in the supercon-
ductor is shown in the inset, and resembles the bulk BCS
shape close to the center of the wire where the gap is largest.

A calculation of the resistance of the F/S/F system for
parallel magnetizations is shown in Fig. 2. The ARP values
above the critical temperature agrees with analytical results

based on the Valet-Fert theory. Below Tc the resistance drops
rapidly, but remains finite in the limit T→0. The change in
resistance from normal to superconducting state is of the
order of 2–6 f�m2 depending on the length of the supercon-
ductor, and this change is larger than the typical interface
resistance, which should be checked as noted in Sec. III. The
resistance of the system below Tc is due to the F elements as
well as the regions in the S wire next to the F/S interface
where there is conversion of current into supercurrent.26 The
systems with magnetic impurities have the higher resistance
as T→0, since the length of the resistive region near the
interfaces is longer. This is because the conversion of current
into supercurrent happens over a length scale determined by
the coherence length �=�D /2�� which for a supercon-
ductor with magnetic impurities is longer since � is sup-
pressed due to a term in the Usadel equation �9�.

The dependence of the resistance on the magnetization
configuration is shown in Fig. 3 where the excess resistance
�R=A�RAP−RP� is plotted as a function of temperature. We
show curves for systems with only spin-flip scattering from
magnetic impurities or spin-orbit interaction. The systems
with magnetic impurities provide a weaker suppression of
the spin signal than systems with spin-orbit interaction. The
opposite could be expected since as noted above �TSTS

m

��TSTS
so . However, the pairing potential is lower in a super-

conductor with magnetic impurities due to the detrimental
effect of the impurities on superconductivity, and this is the
dominant effect. This is confirmed by simulations of systems
with equal strengths of the pairing potential, in which mag-
netic impurities is the strongest spin relaxation mechanism.
From Fig. 3 we see that the difference in suppression of spin
signal between spin-orbit and magnetic impurity induced
spin-flip is smaller for the longer wires, since in this case the
difference in � is also smaller. For long wires the excess
resistance tends to zero at low temperatures as expected, be-
cause in this case the transport of spins through the super-
conductor is completely suppressed.

In Fig. 4 we show the spatial variation of the quasiparticle
charge and spin current and supercurrent for the F/N/S/N/F

FIG. 1. Spatial variation of the
pairing potential at T /Tc=0.40
scaled by �0. Inset, density of
states at positions 0.0, 0.2, and
0.6 �m into the S wire. The curve
evaluated at x=0.0 �m is identi-
cal to the normal state DOS �flat
curve�.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of resistance in parallel geom-
etry for spin-orbit �solid lines� and magnetic impurity �dashed lines�
induced spin flip. The thick curves are with Al length 1200 nm, and
the thin curves with Al length 900 nm. Tc is lowered by the pres-
ence of the magnetic impurities.
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spin valve with parallel magnetizations. The charge current is
constant in the F parts of the wire, and is gradually converted
into supercurrent in S. Spin current injection into S is sup-
pressed, as a comparison with the magnitude of spin current
in the normal state shows. This leads to spin accumulation in
F at the interfaces. We see that the spin current is reduced
below Tc inside the superconductor due to Cooper pairing.
On the other hand, the total charge current increases below
Tc due to the reduced resistance of the superconductor. In
Fig. 5 we show the spin accumulation �↑−�↓ for the same
system. Comparison with the normal state shows that the
spin accumulation is larger in the S case, due to the reduced
penetration of spins into S and since the net spin current out
of the reservoirs is larger in the S case because the total
resistance is lower. The spin accumulations that build up at
the interfaces are relaxed through spin-flip in S. These spin

accumulations can be measured, e.g., by tunnel coupling be-
tween the superconductor and a third probe ferromagnet.

Qualitatively, our results for the MR are in agreement
with the experiment by Gu et al.11 A contribution from the
interfaces which is most probably important in the experi-
ment, will not qualitatively change the properties of the sys-
tem except for a higher Tc as noted above. Therefore, quan-
titative differences between the experiment and our
calculations using material parameters corresponding to the
system in Ref. 11 are not surprising. A more detailed theo-
retical analysis, which accounts for interface resistance,
should be made to enable a quantitative comparison with the
experiments of Ref. 11, but this is beyond the scope of our
present work. We emphasize again, that our predictions are,
however, experimentally testable in Co/Al/Co spin valves,
which can be fabricated using state-of-the-art technology.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion we have studied spin-transport properties of
an F/S/F trilayer. We have developed transport equations
using the quasiclassical theory of superconductivity and in-
cluded the effects of spin-flip relaxation. An experimental
system is proposed where interface resistance can be ne-
glected and a simple description of the physics is possible.
For this system we have performed numerical calculations of
the magnetization-configuration dependent resistance. This
demonstrates the dependence of the spin-transport suppres-
sion on different spin-flip mechanisms, i.e., magnetic impu-
rities and spin-orbit interaction.
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the magnetoresistance for
spin-orbit �solid lines� and magnetic impurity �dashed lines� in-
duced spin flip. The top set of curves is a system with Al length
900 nm, and the lower curves with Al length 1200 nm.

FIG. 4. Top panel, spatial dependence of the spin current for the
F/S/F structure with Al length 1.2 �m at T /Tc=0.40 �spin-orbit
induced spin-flip�. The normal state �T�Tc� spin current is shown
with the dotted line. The F-S interfaces are at x=0 �m and x
=1.2 �m. Bottom panel, spatial dependence of the quasiparticle
charge current �solid line� and supercurrent �dashed line� for the
same system as in the top panel. Normal state current is shown with
dotted line.

FIG. 5. The spatial dependence of the spin potential for the
F/S/F structure with Al length 1.2 �m at T /Tc=0.40 �solid line�
and T�Tc �dotted line� �spin-orbit induced spin flip�. The F/S in-
terfaces are at x=0 �m and x=1.2 �m.
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We study spin transport in a superconducting nanowire using a set of closely spaced magnetic
tunnel contacts. We observe a giant enhancement of the spin accumulation of up to five orders of
magnitude on transition into the superconducting state, consistent with the expected changes in the
density of states. The spin relaxation length decreases by an order of magnitude from its value in the
normal state. These measurements, combined with our theoretical model, allow us to distinguish the
individual spin flip mechanisms present in the transport channel. Our conclusion is that magnetic
impurities rather than spin-orbit coupling dominate spin-flip scattering in the superconducting state.

PACS numbers: 72.25.-b 74.25.Fy 74.78.Na 85.75.-d

Non-local measurement technique [1] is a powerful way
to directly probe non-equilibrium spin populations. The
technique has been used to uncover a number of spin-
dependent phenomena in nanostructures, such as elec-
tron spin precession [2], spin Hall effect [3], and spin in-
jection and propagation in Si [4] and graphene [5]. Ex-
periments reported to date, have focused on normal met-
als and semiconductors. In this work, we present direct
measurements of the spin transport parameters in a su-
perconductor, performed using a multi-electrode nano-
device with tunnel junction injection and simultaneous
spin-sensitive detection at different mesoscopic distances
from the injection point. We observe dramatic changes
in the properties of the injected non-equilibrium spins
on transition of the nanowire into the superconducting
state. An interpretation of the observed effects is given
by extending recently developed theories [6–10].

Non-equilibrium superconductivity has been studied
since the pioneering experiments on tunnel injection of
quasi-particles (QP’s) into superconductors (S) from nor-
mal (N) and ferromagnetic (F) metals [11, 12]. It was
found that the injected electrons remain unpaired QP’s
for about 10 µs before they combine to form Cooper
pairs and condense in the superconducting ground state
[13, 14]. The first experimental study on spin-dependent

injection and detection in S (Nb) using a non-local mea-
surement configuration indicated a strong reduction in
the spin-flip length (λsf ) at T < Tc [16]. On the other
hand, local measurements on metal stacks containing Nb
were used to infer only a small reduction in λsf on tran-
sition into the S state [17]. A two-fold decrease in λsf

of Al below Tc was estimated by studying injection from
F into S and using spin-independent detection [18]. All
of these experiments on spin injection and relaxation in
S used metallic contacts between the ferromagnetic elec-
trodes and the superconductor, which is known to lead
to proximity effects suppressing the gap in S and strong
processes [19]. Furthermore, λsf was not measured di-
rectly as the magnitude of spin splitting in S versus the
distance from the spin injection point, but rather inferred
from the charge transport characteristics. Our device al-

lows us to simultaneously measure the spin splitting at
several points along the superconducting nanowire, and
thereby directly determine λsf in S, without the compli-
cations due to the proximity effects or Andreev processes.

Fig. 1(a) shows a scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
image of our device, together with a schematic of the
measurement arrangement, which is an extension of the
configuration first used by Johnson and Silsbee [1]. The

Figure 1: (a) SEM image of the sample together with the
non-local measurement configuration. The electrical circuit
schematic illustrates the measurement arrangement used for
directly measuring λsf . (b) λsf is the exponential decay
length of the spin accumulation away from the injection point.
(c) Schematic density of states, illustrating spin accumulation
(∆µ = µ↑ − µ↓) due to tunneling between a ferromagnet and
a superconductor.
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samples were fabricated using e-beam lithography and
a two-angle deposition technique. For the details of
the fabrication process and magnetic characterization see
[21–23]. A set of Co/Al-O/Al tunnel junctions closely
spaced along the nanowire of Al were formed. Not only
does the use of tunnel junctions increase the effective spin
polarization and thereby the spin signal to be detected
[20], it is also important in providing true QP injection
and suppressing Andreev reflection effects.

Due to the difference in the density of states at the
Fermi level in the spin up and spin down sub bands in F,
the spin-polarized charge current injected from the ferro-
magnetic electrodes into the Al nano-wire induces a spin
accumulation near the injection point. This accumula-
tion decays away from the injection point due to spin
relaxation, as shown in Fig. 1(b), with the spatial profile
governed by the diffusion equation:

∇2(µ↑ − µ↓) =
1

λ2
sf

(µ↑ − µ↓), (1)

where µ↑(↓) is the electro chemical potentials for the spin-

up and spin-down carrier populations, λsf =
√

Dτsf the
spin flip length, D the diffusion constant, and τsf the
spin flip time. The voltage difference taken between the
parallel (P) and anti-parallel (AP) magnetic states of the
injector/detector, normalized by the current, defines the
non-local spin signal, which in the N-state is given by
[1, 2, 8]:

RS(x) =
VP − VAP

Iinj

= P 2RN exp (−x/λsf ), (2)

where P is the spin polarization, RN = ρλsf/A the char-
acteristic resistance of N, ρ the resistivity of Al, and A
the cross sectional area of the Al strip.

A number of novel effects connected with spin injec-
tion and relaxation in superconductors (S) have been pre-
dicted recently [6–10]. Cooper pairs have zero spin and
carry only charge. It is therefore spin-polarized electrons
tunneling into the QP branches that transport spin in S.
Fig. 1(c) illustrates the spin accumulation (µ↑ − µ↓) in
S due to spin polarized tunneling from F. Observe that
the minimum injection energy is the gap energy in the
superconductor ∆ ≈ 200µeV for Al. If the injection en-
ergy is close to the gap energy (∆), then spin-polarized
QP’s can be created and charge imbalance avoided [15].
A dramatic increase in the spin accumulation compared
to that in the normal state for the same injection current
and near-gap bias is then expected [8]. This is under-
stood as originating from the reduction in the density
of states of the QP’s due to the opening of the gap in
the energy spectrum. Considering spin relaxation due to
spin-orbit interaction, the proper spin signal in S is ob-
tained by scaling RN in Eq. 2 with the density factor
(2f0(∆))−1, [8]:

RS(x) = P 2 RN

2f0(∆)
exp (−x/λsf ), (3)

where f0(E) = 1/(exp(E/kT )+ 1) is the Fermi distribu-
tion function for a given temperature T . Thus, a diverg-
ing spin signal is expected in S as T → 0.

More generally, relaxation of the above non-
equilibrium spin accumulation in S is governed by two
main mechanisms: scattering by spin-orbit interaction
and magnetic impurities. In the elastic limit, these two
mechanisms have been studied theoretically and are ex-
pected to result in a different energy and temperature
dependence of the spin flip processes [9, 10]. Hence, λsf

becomes an energy and temperature dependent quantity
in the S-state and can not be quantified by a number,
but rather by a function. Seemingly a complication, this
λsf (T ) dependence can be used to distinguish between
the different spin relaxation mechanisms in our device,
thus leading to a novel spin flip spectroscopy. The spe-
cific prediction is that spin flip by magnetic impurities
is enhanced for QP energies close to ∆, whereas spin
flip due to spin-orbit interaction is the same in S and
N states. We assume that the spectral properties of the
aluminum are given by the spatially homogeneous BCS
solutions with the temperature dependence of the gap
∆ ≈ 1.76 TC tanh(1.74

√

T/TC − 1), where t = T/TC

is the normalized temperature. This assumption is valid
when the contacts to the superconductor are of low trans-
parency and of spatial dimensions smaller than the coher-
ence length in S - the geometry chosen in this experiment
with ∼50 nm scale tunnel contacts. In the linear response
limit, the non-local spin signal at the detector contact at
a distance x away from the injection point becomes

RS(x) = P 2RN

g(x/λsf , t)

χ(t) h(t)
, (4)

where χ(t) = −2
∫∞

∆
E√

E2−∆2

∂f0(E)
∂E

dE is the Yosida

function, and g(x/λsf , t) and h(t) are rather complex en-
ergy integrals that can be approximated in S as h(t) ≈
(1− P 2) χ(t) and

g(x/λsf ) ≈
∫

∂f0(E)

∂E

−4N2(E) e−x/(λsfα)

2α + N(E)RN/RI

dE. (5)

Here RI is the injector tunnel resistance, N(E) the
density of states of the superconductor and α =
√

(E2 −∆2)/(E2 + β∆2) gives the renormalization of
λsf . The parameter β = (τso − τm)/(τso + τm), with τso

and τm being the normal state spin-orbit and magnetic
impurity spin relaxation times, respectively, is a mea-
sure of the relative contributions from the two scattering
mechanisms. β is expected to approach 1 if magnetic im-
purities dominate spin flip processes, i.e τm ≪ τso, which
results in a substantial decrease in λsf . For dominating
spin-orbit induced spin flip, i.e τm ≫ τso, β = −1 which
gives α = 1, so that there is no renormalization of λsf in
Eq. 4. The effective λsf can be extracted by fitting the
theoretical RS of Eq. 4 to the RS measured by the two
detectors placed at 300 and 600 nm.
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The multi-electrode nano-device discussed above and
illustrated in Fig. 1(a) is capable of direct measurements
of the spin accumulation and the spin flip length, and is
therefore ideal for exploring the fundamental properties
of spin transported in S. Measuring the spin signal versus
the distance, x, from the injection point, as shown in
Fig. 1(b), allows a direct determination of the spin flip
length, λsf . In our case of multiple spin detectors, this
direct measurement of λsf is done in-situ in the same
device, in a single field sweep. The measurements were
performed using the lock-in technique, with a 7 Hz bias
signal applied to the injector and the right end of the
Al wire. Typical values of the bias current used were
Iinject=5 µA rms in the N state and 1 − 10 nA in the S
state of the nano-wire. The non-local voltages V1 and V2

were measured using pre-amplifiers with very high input
impedance (∼ 1015 Ω) and low input bias currents (∼ 10
fA) in order to minimize spurious contributions to the
detected signals. At 4 K the typical junction resistance
is 50-200 kΩ with a resistance area product of ∼ 1kΩµm2.
The resistivity of the thin Al is 5-10 µΩcm. Using the
Einstein relation σ = e2NAlDN , with NAl = 2.4 × 1028

eV−1m3 [2] being the density of states at the Fermi level,
gives the diffusion constant DN = (3− 9)× 10−3 m2s−1.
Fitting the data from typical RS vs. H (applied magnetic
field) curves [22, 23] to Eq. 2 yields λsf = 800 − 1100
nm, τsf ≈ 100 ps and the effective spin polarization of
P = 12 %. These spin transport parameters in the N
state are in good agreement with the recent results for
similar structures [2, 3, 24, 25].

It is important that the spin channel is maintained su-
perconducting throughout the magneto-transport mea-
surements. The typical bias current used for the trans-
port measurements in the S state is ∼ 1 nA, which is low
enough not to suppress superconductivity due to QP in-
jection. Moreover, from critical current measurements,
similar to those reported previously [23], we conclude
that possible changes in the fringing fields have no ef-
fect on the superconducting parameters relevant for the
spin transport properties discussed below.

Figure 2 shows the normalized RS for sample 1 for
x = 300 nm as a function of temperature. The bias
current was kept at 1 nA in order not to affect the super-
conducting gap by the QP injection [23], and to obtain
near gap injection energies. RS is enhanced in the S state
by 4 to 5 orders of magnitude. This is by far the largest
RS measured in a metal/oxide nano-structure. The the-
oretical fit using Eq. 4-5 approximates well the exper-
imental data for temperatures down to T ∼ 0.2TC, at
which point the measured RS starts leveling off. We
believe this to be due to an effective QP temperature
higher than that given by the thermometer in the 10-100
mK range [27]. The QP’s are relatively decoupled from
the phonon bath at the lowest temperatures. The noise
due to the electromagnetic environment in the measure-
ment system, affects the injected QP’s and raises their
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Figure 2: Normalized spin signal (RS) for sample 1, as
a function of normalized temperature. TC ≈ 1.6 K and
RS(4 K) ≈ 50 mΩ.
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Figure 3: Normalized differential conductance of the injection
junction measured at 22 mK, together with a theoretical fit
[26]. The best fit was obtained for Teff ≈ 0.2TC .

temperature. This heat is not fully dissipated by the
phonon bath, since the phonon population vanishes as T
approaches zero. In order to determine the effective QP
temperature, we model the normalized differential con-
ductance of the injection junction, measured at 22 mK.
Using the model of [26], Figure 3 shows the best fit, which
was obtained for Teff. ≈ 0.2TC . This value is consistent
with the saturation behavior of RS , further supporting
our interpretation. Thus, the measured RS saturates as
T → 0, but its dramatic enhancement of 4-5 orders of
magnitude is a strong confirmation of the recent theo-
retical predictions on spin injection in superconductors
[8, 10].

Another key quantity determining spin transport in S
is the spin relaxation length, which can be used to differ-
entiate the different spin relaxation mechanisms present
in the device. Figure 4 shows the normalized λsf for
two samples as a function of temperature. The criti-
cal temperature for both samples is TC ≈ 1.6 K and
λsf (T & TC) ≈ 1 µm. The measured λsf decreases sub-
stantially at low temperature, by a factor of ten at 20
mK compared to its value in the N state. This tempera-
ture dependence of λsf is inconsistent with the behavior
predicted for pure spin-orbit scattering [6, 8] but is in
good agreement with the predictions for magnetic im-
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Figure 4: Normalized spin diffusion length (λsf ) for two
samples, 20-25 nm in thickness, as a function of normalized
temperature (T/TC). TC ≈ 1.6 K and λsf (4 K) ≈ 1 µm. The
error bars (not shown) are approximately of the size of the
symbols representing the data points.

purity mediated spin flip [9, 10]. The λsf (T ) data are
well described by the theoretical dependence of Eq.4, as
shown in Fig. 4 by the solid line. The best fit was ob-
tained for β = 0.5, which is equivalent to 1/τm = 3/τso.
This means that spin flip scattering due to magnetic im-
purities is three times more likely than spin-flip by spin-
orbit interaction. With β = 0.5 the renormalization of
the scattering rates described by α yields a diverging spin
flip rate as T approaches zero, since the spins are injected
close to the gap edge, where α ≈ 0.

A magnetic impurity concentration of ∼ 1% is known
to suppress superconductivity [28–30], which would man-
ifest in a reduced TC . Our measured TC is greater than
that of pure Al due to non-magnetic impurity scatter-
ing, typical for thin films (grain boundary and surface
scattering). From this we estimate an upper limit on the
concentration of magnetic impurities at 0.1%. Previous
results show that even a magnetic impurity concentration
of 0.005% can lead to a significant renormalization of λsf

in the superconducting state [29]. Thus, the spin flip rate
can be significantly enhanced even for low concentrations
of magnetic impurities.

In conclusion, we report direct measurements of the
main parameters of spin transport in a superconduc-
tor. The mesoscopic multi-terminal device used allows
an in-situ determination of the spin accumulation and the
spin relaxation length of quasi-particles, which carry the
spin current in the superconducting state. We observe a
record high enhancement of the spin injection efficiency
for near-gap bias, up to 4 to 5 orders in magnitude com-
pared to the normal state, and an order of magnitude re-
duction in the spin relaxation length at T ≪ TC . These
effects are explained theoretically as being due to changes
in the quasi-particle density of states caused by opening
of the superconducting gap, and strong enhancement in
spin flip scattering from magnetic impurities at energies
close to the gap energy.

Financial support from the Swedish SSF, Wallenberg
and Gustafsson Foundations are greatfuly acknowledged.
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The injection of pure spin current into superconductors by the dynamics of a ferromagnetic
contact is studied theoretically. Taking into account suppression of the order parameter at the
interfaces (inverse proximity effect) and the energy-dependence of spin-flip scattering, we determine
the temperature-dependent ferromagnetic resonance linewidth broadening. Our results agree with
recent experiments in Nb|permalloy bilayers [C. Bell et al., arXiv:cond-mat/0702461, accepted for
publication by Phys. Rev. Lett.].

PACS numbers: 74.25.Fy, 74.78.Na, 85.75.-d,72.25.-b

Cooper pairs in conventional superconductors are spin-
singlet states and therefore cannot carry a spin cur-
rent. Some aspects of the resilience of the supercon-
ducting state against spin-current injection have been
experimentally demonstrated in hybrid ferromagnet-
superconductor spin valves [1], switches [2], and π-
junctions [3]. In these experiments, the spin current
flow in the superconducting state can only be inferred
via charge current measurements. This complicates the
understanding of the spin current flow in superconduc-
tors.

Injection of a pure spin current into a superconduc-
tor has recently been demonstrated by Bell et al. [4] in
ferromagnet|superconductor structures under ferromag-
netic resonance (FMR) conditions, in which the precess-
ing magnetization acts as a “spin pump” [5]. The spin
angular momentum lost by the ferromagnet can be ob-
served directly in terms of an increased broadening of the
FMR spectrum. In this Letter we demonstrate theoreti-
cally that the spin transport thus measured as a function
of temperature and device/material parameters offers di-
rect insight into spin-flip relaxation and the inverse prox-
imity effect in superconductors. Our theory agrees well
with the recent experimental results [4], and we provide
suggestions and predictions for future experiments.

The theoretical challenge of spin-pumping into su-
perconductors as compared to normal conductors is
the strong energy dependence of quasiparticle trans-
port properties around the superconducting energy gap
[6]. Also, the energy dependent spin-flip scattering rates
caused by spin-orbit coupling or magnetic impurities dif-
fer. Experiments that directly probe spin transport, such
as Ref. 4, therefore provide unique information about the
spin-flip scattering mechanism. A complicating factor is
the inverse proximity effect [7] that suppresses the super-
conducting order parameter close to a metallic interface
with ferromagnets like Ni, Co, and Fe. The resulting
spatial dependence of the superconducting gap requires

solution of the full transport equations in the entire su-
perconducting layer. The spin currents measured at such
interfaces therefore serve as probes of superconducting
correlations in magnetic heterostructures, and the tem-
perature dependence of the FMR linewidth near and be-
low the critical temperature can provide a wealth of in-
formation about spin-flip processes and superconducting
proximity physics, with potential implications for differ-
ent areas of mesoscopic physics.

RSF

m ∆(x)

x

g⊥ g

FIG. 1: The ferromagnet|superconductor|spin reservoir
(F|S|R) structure. Precession of magnetization m(t) pumps
spins into S, which can diffuse and dissipate in R. The F|S in-
terface spin-mixing conductance for spins polarized transverse
to the magnetization direction is g⊥ and the S|R interface con-
ductance is g. The superimposed superconducting gap ∆(x)
is suppressed close to the interfaces (inverse proximity effect).

In the following we develop a theory
of energy-dependent spin pumping at a
ferromagnet|superconductor interface and the re-
sulting spectral spin current flow in the superconductor.
We consider a diffusive metallic heterostructure con-
sisting of a superconducting layer (S) of thickness L
that is sandwiched by a ferromagnet (F) of thickness
d and a spin reservoir (“spin sink”) (R), see Fig. 1.
The slowly precessing magnetization m(t) emits a spin
current that is transversely polarized with respect to
the instantaneous magnetization direction [5]. The spin
current that flows through S is immediately dissipated
upon reaching R. R thus increases the sensitivity of the
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experiments to the spin transport properties of S. R
represents either a cap of an efficient spin-flip scattering
material such as Pt or a large reservoir of a high mobility
metal [5]. We assume sufficient thermal anchoring so
that heating from absorbed FMR microwave radiation
can be disregarded.

The magnetization dynamics is determined by the gen-
eralized Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation,

dm

dt
= −γm×Heff +

G0

γMS
m× dm

dt
+

γ

MSV
Is. (1)

Here γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, Heff is the effective
magnetic field, MS is the saturation magnetization, and
V is the volume of the ferromagnet. The intrinsic dissi-
pation in the bulk ferromagnet is parameterized by the
Gilbert damping constant G0. Is is the total spin (i.e.
angular momentum) current generated by the precessing
ferromagnet. This loss of angular momentum is equiv-
alent to an interface contribution to the magnetization
damping and is observable in terms of the enhanced FMR
linewidth broadening. Our task is to evaluate the effect
of superconducting correlations on Is. The results can
be summarized in terms of an effective resistor model for
the spin transport. We find an energy-dependent spin
transport resistance of S in series with the spin-mixing
resistance r⊥ = 1/g⊥ of the F|S interface in the normal
state and the conventional resistance r = 1/g of the S|R
interface.

To illustrate the physics we first sketch the results for
m(t) rotating in the xy-plane and in the absence of spin-
flip scattering (the derivation for the general situation
will be outlined subsequently). The magnetization then
emits a time-independent spin current that is polarized
along the z-axis [5]. The superconducting condensate
consists of spin-singlet Cooper pairs. A spin current can
therefore only be carried in S by excited quasiparticles.
Since the low-energy density of quasiparticle states is sup-
pressed by superconducting correlations, the spin trans-
port resistivity is enhanced when S is in the supercon-
ducting state, resulting in reduced spin injection from
the ferromagnet. The energy-dependent spin resistance
is governed by a spectral Ohm’s law,

R⊥eff(E) =
r⊥

N(0, E)
+

∫

L

0

dx′
ρL(x′, E)

A
+

r

N(L, E)
, (2)

where ρL = 1/(hN0DL) is the effective resistivity of the
superconductor for spin transport in units of e2/h, N0

is the density of states at the Fermi level in the normal
state, DL(x, E) and N(x, E) are the effective spin diffu-
sion coefficient and the normalized density of state at po-
sition x and energy E, respectively [6]. At zero tempera-
ture, the relevant quasiparticle energy E is determined by
the FMR frequency which is typically fFMR ∼ 10 GHz.
For BCS superconductors hfFMR/∆0 ≈ 0.3 K/Tc where
∆0 is the bulk zero-temperature energy gap and Tc the

critical temperature of the superconductor. For small-
angle precession, the effective “rotation” frequency can
be introduced as f ∼ φfFMR, where φ is the angle of
precession. Thus the relevant energy scale for FMR-
generated excitations is in practice expected to be much
smaller than hfFMR, and the characteristic energy of
pumped electrons is set by the temperature, see Eq. (3)
below. At the F|S interface N(x = 0, E) ≈ 1 due to
the inverse proximity effect (see below). R⊥eff depends on
temperature through the local gap ∆(x, T ) which deter-
mines N(x, E) and ρL(x, E). The spin current loss of the
ferromagnet is consistent with the Gilbert phenomenol-
ogy in terms of an increased damping parameter G. It is
determined by the spin angular momentum escape rate
through S and reads

G = G0 +
(gLµB)2

2πℏ

1

d

∫

dE
−dfFD(E)/dE

AR⊥eff(E)
, (3)

where gL is the g-factor, µB is the Bohr magneton, A is
the sample cross section area, and fFD is the Fermi-Dirac
distribution function.

At temperatures T ≪ Tc, ∆(x) as a function of the dis-
tance from the F|S interface approaches the bulk value on
the scale of the bulk superconducting coherence length
ξ0 =

√

ℏD/2πkBTc. Since the relevant spin resistivity
ρL(x, E) and thus R⊥eff are very large for E < ∆, ξ0

sets the penetration length scale for spin current into the
superconductor. At low temperatures and L > ξ0 the
Gilbert damping (3) will therefore be weakly enhanced.
On the other hand, at T . Tc the gap is suppressed
throughout S and transport channels at energies E & ∆
become accessible. R⊥eff and the Gilbert damping then
approach the normal state values.

Spin-flip scattering in S dissipates spin current emitted
from F, and enhances G by suppressing the back-flow of
spins into the ferromagnet. The spin-flip length in the
normal state is given by lsf =

√
Dτsf, where D is the

normal state diffusion coefficient. We take spin-flips into
account that are caused by magnetic impurities as well as
spin-orbit coupling at impurities in terms of the spin-flip
rate 1/τsf = 1/τm + 1/τso [6]. The spin-orbit coupling
respects the symmetry of singlet Cooper pairs, whereas
the pair-breaking scattering by magnetic impurities sup-
presses superconductivity and reduces Tc. Below Tc, the
spin-flip rates in S depend on energy. For E < ∆ spin-
flip rates both due to spin-orbit coupling and magnetic
impurities are suppressed. For T ≪ Tc and L > ξ0, the
Gilbert damping will therefore be weakly enhanced. On
the other hand, for E > ∆ the spin-flip rate due to mag-
netic impurities is enhanced whereas the spin-flip rate
due to spin-orbit coupling is similar to that in the normal
state. We therefore predict a non-monotonic temperature
dependence of the Gilbert damping close to the critical
temperature when spin-flip is dominated by magnetic im-
purities. Experimental data indicate that lsf > ξ0 for
typical S. lsf = 48 nm and ξ0 = 13 nm has been reported
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for Nb [1] (which is used in Ref. 4) whereas lsf = 1.1 µm
and ξ0 = 124 nm for Al [8, 9]. When L ≤ ξ0 spin-flip in S
is therefore inefficient since L ≤ ξ0 < lsf in these materi-
als. We are then allowed to disregard spin-flip scattering
[5]. On the other hand, when L ≫ lsf the spin current
never reaches R so that G is governed exclusively by spin-
flip in S for all temperatures. In the interesting regime
where lsf ≈ L, the full theoretical treatment sketched in
the following has to be invoked in order to compute the
competing effects that determine G.

The total spin current leaving the ferromagnet in the
F|S|R heterostructure can be expressed as an energy inte-
gral over the balance of the spectral pumping and back-
flow currents Is =

∫

dE(iinj
s − iback

s ). The spin current
injected into S by the precessing magnetization is [5, 10]:

iinj
s (E) =

ℏN(0, E)

4π

fFD(E − hf/2)− fFD(E + hf/2)

hf

×
(

g⊥r m× dm

dt
+ g⊥i

dm

dt

)

, (4)

where f is the instantaneous rotation frequency. Here,
g⊥r and g⊥i are the real and imaginary parts of spin-
mixing conductance. For metallic interfaces, g⊥r ≫ g⊥i
[11]. We therefore disregard the “effective field” g⊥i in
(4), although it contributes to the interface boundary
conditions discussed below. The magnetization damp-
ing that follows from (4) is frequency dependent beyond
the Gilbert phenomenology. We have checked numeri-
cally that the f -dependent terms contribute weakly to
the damping even when hf . ∆0 for the parameters
studied. We therefore restrict attention to the linear
response regime in which the Fermi-Dirac functions in
(4) can be expanded to first order in hf . This leads to
frequency-independent enhanced Gilbert damping damp-
ing in (1). The spectral back-flow of spin current into F
induced by the spin accumulation on the S side is

iback
s (E) =− N(0, E)

4π
g⊥r hTS(0, E). (5)

The nonequilibrium spin distribution function hTS(x, E)
can be computed by Keldysh transport theory [6].
In the S bulk, the total spin current Is(x) =
ℏAN0

∫∞

−∞
dEDL(E, x)∂xhTS(x, E)/2 follows from the

diffusion equation
(

N∂t + ∂xDL∂x −
αm

TSTS

τm
− αso

TSTS

τso

)

hTS = 0. (6)

Diffusion through S is taken to be instantaneous on
the scale of the FMR frequency as long as f < D/L2

and/or f ≪ 1/τsf so that hTS in (6) becomes time-

independent. α
m(so)
TSTS = [Re cosh θ]2 + (−)[Re sinh θ]2 are

energy-dependent renormalization factors for the spin-
flip rates due to magnetic impurities (spin-orbit cou-
pling), and the energy dependent spin diffusion coeffi-
cient DL/D = αso

TSTS. The spectral properties of the su-
perconductor parameterized by θ(x, E) are determined

by the Usadel equation for the retarded Green function
ĜR = τ̂3 cosh θ + iτ̂2 sinh θ,

ℏD

2

∂2θ

∂x2
= i∆cosh(θ) − iE sinh(θ) +

3

8

ℏ

τm
sinh(2θ), (7)

to be solved with the BCS gap equation ∆ =

(N0λ/2)
∫

ED

0
dE tanh(E/2kBT )Re sinh(θ) [6]. Here, ED

is the Debye cut-off energy and λ the interaction param-
eter.

The boundary condition for the diffusion equation (6)
is conservation of spin current at the interfaces. At x = 0,
ℏAN0DL∂xhTS/2 = iinj

s − iback
s . We use boundary con-

ditions derived in Ref. 12 for (7) at the S|R interface.
At the F|S interface we impose complete suppression of
superconducting correlations, θ(x = 0, E) = 0 for the
following reasons. The large exchange energy in transi-
tion metal ferromagnets completely suppress supercon-
ducting correlations, so that the F ajacent to S is a
source of incoherent particles. Additionally, spin de-
pendent interface scattering at the S side [13] induces
an effective pair-breaking exchange field, which we es-
timate as Beff = ℏg⊥i /e2gLµBN0Aξ0 [14]. Here, N0Aξ0

is the number of states at the Fermi energy within ξ0

from the interface. With g⊥i ≈ 0.05gSh, where gSh is
the Sharvin conductance [11], and approximating N0

by the free-electron value, µBBeff is comparable to ∆0,
e.g, µBBeff(Nb) ∼ 0.56 meV, µBBeff(Al) ∼ 69 µeV . The
bulk F exchange splitting and the induced Beff by spin-
dependent interface scattering leads to a vanishing gap
(and θ) at the F|S interface [15, 16].

The spin diffusion equation (6) can be solved analyti-
cally in the absence of spin-flip, proving (2). We now use
the full machinery sketched above to make contact with
experimental results for a F|S device (without R) similar
to sample C in Ref. 4. Numerically computing Is includ-
ing spin-flip caused by magnetic impurities [17], we ob-
tain the enhanced Gilbert damping G from (1). In the ex-
periment, F is a permalloy layer with d = 2 nm, and gL =
2.1. S is Nb with L = 70 nm, bulk critical temperature
Tc0 = 8.91 K, lsf = 48 nm, and D = 5.41 cm2s−1 [1, 18].
For the interface conductances we use Ar = 3 fΩm2 [19].
We find G − G0 = 0.777× 108 s−1 at Tc/2 = 3.6 K and
1.19 × 108 s−1 in the normal state. When the inhomo-
geneous linewidth broadening is small, the width of the
FMR spectra are proportional to G and the experimen-
tal data gives [G(T > Tc) −G(T = Tc/2)]/G(T > Tc) ≈
21 %. Using G0 = 0.7× 108 s−1 [5] we obtain 22 %. The
measured reduction of the Gilbert damping upon cooling
the sample from above Tc to Tc/2 agrees quantitatively

with our calculation.
We can make additional predictions for the Gilbert

damping in F|S|R systems, focusing on Al as S since its
spin-flip length is much larger than that of Nb, and as
a weak coupling superconductor is better described by
BCS theory. The Al material parameters are Tc0 = 1.26
K, lsf = 1.1 µm, and D = 160 cm2s−1. In the left panel
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of Fig. 2 we show the temperature dependence of G−G0

for three different thicknesses L when spin-flip is induced
exclusively by either magnetic disorder or spin-orbit cou-
pling to impurities. In contrast to spin-orbit scatterers,
magnetic impurities reduce Tc due to the pair-breaking
term in (7). For L > lsf and T ≪ Tc, as well as for
T > Tc, the results do not depend on the nature of
the spin-flip scattering. In general, we observe that Tc

strongly depends on L due to the inverse proximity ef-
fect. We also note that the difference in damping between
the normal state and the superconducting state is small
when L ∼ ξ0 since only a small gap develops.

The experiments of Ref. 4 probed the regimes L ≪ ξ0

as well as L ≫ ξ0. We also present results for arbitrary
L/ξ0. In the normal state, G decreases with increasing
L due to increasing bulk spin transport resistance, which
limits relaxation in R, until L reaches the value of lsf
where R becomes irrelevant (inset Fig. 2). When T ≪ Tc,
on the other hand, the relevant length scale for spin pen-
etration into S is ξ0. This explains the more rapid decay
of G−G0 as a function of L in the superconducting state.
When L > ξ0, the spin-current absorption is completely
determined by the inverse proximity effect: Spin dissipa-
tion in R by transport through S is suppressed by the
superconducting gap, and, furthermore, spin relaxation
deep in S is suppressed by the superconductivity. How-
ever, the inverse proximity effect enhances the density of
states at low energy as well as spin-flip scattering rates
close to the F|S interface.

When L < lsf, the results depend strongly on the S|R
contact described by g. In the right panel of Fig. 2, we
show the temperature dependence of G−G0 for L = 900
nm in an F|S system (no R or g = 0). At T > Tc, the
damping is much smaller in the F|S system (the right
panel) than in the F|S|R system with the same L (the
middle pair of curves in the left panel). Tc is also higher
since there is no inverse proximity effect at x = L. At
very low temperatures, T ≪ Tc, G−G0 saturates at the
same value for the F|S system as the F|S|R system with
the larger thickness, L = 1300 nm. For such thick S,
Tc is unaffected by R and spins cannot diffuse through S
and dissipate in R, so that the resulting damping is the
same as in the F|S system. We also see from the right
panel of Fig. 2 that when T . Tc the enhanced Gilbert
damping can be somewhat larger than above Tc when
spin-flip is induced by magnetic impurities, because the
induced spin accumulation of quasiparticles with energy
kBT & ∆ experiences an enhanced spin-flip rate through
αm

TSTS. In the F|S-R system, this effect is overwhelmed
by the spin accumulation drain in R.

In conclusion, our theory quantitatively repro-
duces the measured FMR linewidth broadening in
ferromagnet|superconductor structures. We make addi-
tional predictions for varying system sizes and temper-
atures, and the nature and strength of spin-flip scatter-
ing. We hope to stimulate more experiments that should
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FIG. 2: Calculated G − G0 [108 s−1] (same ordinate in all
plots). Red solid (green dashed) lines for system where τsf =
τm (τsf = τso). Left panel: F|S|R system with L [nm] from
top to bottom: 600, 900, 1300. Right panel: F|S system (no
R) with L = 900 nm. Inset: L dependence [µm] of G − G0

for T > Tc (green dashed line) and T ≪ Tc (red solid line).

reveal information about the strong inverse proximity ef-
fect and energy dependence of spin flip scattering in these
systems.
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We consider transport in a three-terminal device attached to one superconducting and two normal-metal
terminals, using the circuit theory of mesoscopic superconductivity. We compute the nonlocal conductance of
the current out of the first normal-metal terminal in response to a bias voltage between the second normal-metal
terminal and the superconducting terminal. The nonlocal conductance is given by competing contributions
from crossed Andreev reflection and electron cotunneling, and we determine the contribution from each
process. The nonlocal conductance vanishes when there is no resistance between the superconducting terminal
and the device, in agreement with previous theoretical work. Electron cotunneling dominates when there is a
finite resistance between the device and the superconducting reservoir. Dephasing is taken into account, and the
characteristic time scale is the particle dwell time. This gives rise to an effective Thouless energy. Both the
conductance due to crossed Andreev reflection and electron cotunneling depend strongly on the Thouless
energy. We suggest experimental determination of the conductance due to crossed Andreev reflection and
electron cotunneling in measurement of both energy and charge flow into one normal-metal terminal in
response to a bias voltage between the other normal-metal terminal and the superconductor.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.74.214510 PACS number�s�: 74.45.�c, 74.25.Fy, 73.23.�b

I. INTRODUCTION

Crossed Andreev reflection1,2 transforms an incident elec-
tron from one conductor, attached to a superconductor, into a
hole in a geometrically separated second attached conductor.
In an alternative, equivalent picture, two quasiparticles from
two separate conductors are transferred into a supercon-
ductor as a Cooper pair. Electrons can also be transferred
between the conductors by electron cotunneling, where an
incident electron tunnels via a virtual state in the supercon-
ductor. The nonlocal conductance, defined in a three-terminal
device as the current response in one normal-metal terminal
to a voltage bias between the other normal metal and the
superconductor, is determined by contributions from both
crossed Andreev reflection and electron cotunneling. Crossed
Andreev reflection and electron cotunneling give opposite
contributions to the nonlocal conductance. In this way,
crossed Andreev reflection competes with electron cotunnel-
ing. The realization of a system where crossed Andreev re-
flection can be observed, has been the aim of both
experimental3,4 and theoretical5–9 work lately. This interest is
due to the fact that crossed Andreev reflection is an inher-
ently mesoscopic phenomenon, with the prospect of creating
entangled electrons.10–12

The nonlocal conductance of a device where two normal
conductors are tunnel coupled to a bulk superconductor was
calculated in second order perturbation theory for quantum
tunneling13 in Ref. 5. The conductance originating from
crossed Andreev reflection was predicted to exactly cancel
the conductance due to electron cotunneling. Subsequently,
disorder14 and higher order quantum interference effects15,16

have been incorporated into this approach, and the noise and
cross correlations have been considered.17 Ferromagnetic
contacts were also considered in Ref. 5. Crossed Andreev
reflection is favored in an antiparallel configuration of the

magnetizations, since Cooper pairs in singlet superconduct-
ors consist of two electrons with opposite spins. Electron
cotunneling is favored in a parallel configuration.

The predicted dependence of the nonlocal conductance on
the magnetization configuration was observed experimen-
tally in a hybrid superconducting-ferromagnetic device.3

Subsequently, a bias dependent nonlocal conductance was
observed in a more complicated geometry with only normal-
metal contacts to the superconductor.4 For bias voltages cor-
responding to energies below the Thouless energy associated
with the distance between the two normal terminals, a non-
local signal with sign corresponding to electron cotunneling
was seen. Thus, in contrast to the results of Refs. 5 and 14,
experiments showed a finite nonlocal conductance at low
bias. Additionally, the sign of the nonlocal signal in Ref. 4
changes when the bias voltage exceeds the Thouless energy,
and this was interpreted as a consequence of crossed An-
dreev reflection dominating the nonlocal signal. These ex-
perimental findings are currently not understood.

In previous theoretical works, it is assumed that supercon-
ducting properties, e.g., the magnitude of the gap, are not
modified by the presence of the contacts. This assumption is
valid as long as the coupling between the normal or ferro-
magnetic conductor and the superconductor is weak or has a
small cross section compared to the superconducting coher-
ence length. None of the mentioned theoretical works de-
scribe a dependence in the conductances on the Thouless
energy.

The circuit theory of mesoscopic transport18,19 is a suit-
able framework to understand transport properties of mesos-
copic small normal-metal–superconducting systems. Circuit
theory is a discretization of the quasiclassical theory of
superconductivity,20 and can treat nonequilibrium effects and
dephasing. A circuit is modeled as a network of cavities,
connectors, and terminals—similar to the way we understand
classical electric circuits. Terminals are voltage probes in lo-
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cal thermodynamic equilibrium, whereas cavities can be
driven out of equilibrium. Cavities and terminals may be
normal metals or superconductors. The connectors can rep-
resent physical interfaces between cavities and terminals or
model diffusion. Connectors representing interfaces are de-
scribed by their sets of transmission probabilities. “Kirch-
hoff’s rules” determine the matrix Green’s functions �poten-
tials� of the cavities and the matrix currents through the
connectors. The matrix currents describe not only the flow of
charge and energy, but, e.g., also the flow of quasiparticle
correlation. Circuit theory has been applied successfully to
explain various phenomena in superconductor and normal-
metal–ferromagnet hybrid structures, like the proximity
effect,18 multiple Andreev reflections,21 spin transport,22,23

and unconventional superconductivity.24 Circuit theory has
also proved to be a successful approach to calculate the full
counting statistics of hybrid structures.25–28 A circuit theory
of magnetoelectronics has been developed for hybrid sys-
tems of ferromagnets and normal metals; see Ref. 29 and
references therein.

We apply circuit theory to calculate the nonlocal conduc-
tance of a three-terminal device with contacts to one super-
conducting and two normal-metal terminals. We substantially
generalize previous theoretical approaches by computing
analytically the nonlocal conductance with general connec-
tors ranging from, e.g., ballistic point contacts via diffusive
contacts to tunnel junctions. We take the proximity effect
into account, in which superconducting correlations affect
the spectral properties of a normal metal. We also take
dephasing into account, where the dwell time gives rise to an
effective Thouless energy. We consider low bias transport so
that the relevant energies are much smaller than the super-
conducting gap. The model we consider has a simple and
generic geometrical structure. We do not consider Josephson
effects. We recover several aspects seen in experiments.4

Crossed Andreev reflection and electron cotunneling do not
cancel each other. However, in the limiting case of strong
coupling between the device and the superconducting termi-
nal, our results agree with previous theoretical work, and the
nonlocal conductance vanishes. The differential conduc-
tances depend on the effective Thouless energy. A depen-
dence on the Thouless energy has been observed
experimentally.4 However, we do not find an agreement with
the sign of the measured nonlocal conductance above the
Thouless energy for the simple model we study.

The paper is organized in the following way. In Sec. II we
give an overview of our model and the circuit components.
In Sec. III we present the mathematical description and cal-
culation that determine the conductances associated with the
various transport processes in the system. We show numeri-
cal results for some experimentally relevant systems in Sec.
IV. Finally, we give our conclusions in Sec. V.

II. MODEL

We consider a three-terminal system where one supercon-
ducting terminal and two normal-metal terminals are con-
nected to a small normal-metal cavity. We assume that the
cavity is large enough that charging effects can be neglected,

and that the Green’s functions are isotropic due to chaotic
scattering. A physical realization of the chaotic cavity could
be a small piece of diffusive metal, embedded in a circuit by,
e.g., tunneling contacts to the terminals. The assumptions on
the chaotic cavity are quite general and can also be satisfied
for, e.g., a quantum dot with ballistic point contacts, if the
conductance of the contacts is much less than the Sharvin
estimation of the cavity conductance.19 The circuit theory
representation of our model is shown in Fig. 1. The normal
terminals N1 and N2, and the superconducting terminal S are
connected to the chaotic cavity c through general connectors
represented by their sets of transmission probabilities �Tn

�i��
where i=1,2 ,S, and the index n numbers the conductance
channels. These connectors can represent anything from bal-
listic point contacts to tunnel junctions.22 For a ballistic con-
nector all transmission eigenvalues are equal to 1 for the
propagating channels and 0 otherwise. For a tunnel junction,
all transmission probabilities are small. Dephasing is repre-
sented in the circuit diagram by a coupling to ground, al-
though no energy or charge current can flow to this terminal.
The dephasing will be discussed in more detail in Sec. III.
Our model has a generic geometrical structure and will cap-
ture the physics of crossed Andreev reflection and electron
cotunneling for a wide range of systems.

Let us now identify the various transport processes in the
system. We expect the following contributions to the current:
Electron cotunneling �EC� between terminals N1 and N2, di-
rect Andreev �DA� reflection between the superconductor
and either normal terminal N1 or N2, and crossed Andreev
�CA� reflection between the superconductor and both normal
metal terminals N1 and N2. In direct Andreev reflection, an
injected particle from one terminal gives rise to a reflected
hole in the same terminal, whereas in crossed Andreev re-
flection an injected particle from terminal N2 �N1� gives rise
to a reflected hole in terminal N1 �N2�. These processes are
illustrated in Fig. 2.

Semiclassical probability arguments show that the spec-
tral charge current in the connector between N1 and c at
energy E has the following structure:22

FIG. 1. Our circuit theory model. A normal-metal chaotic cavity
�c� is connected to one superconducting �S� and two normal-metal
terminals �N1 and N2�. The three connectors are described by their
sets of transmission probabilities. A coupling to ground represents
the “leakage of coherence” �see text�.
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I1�E� =
GEC�E�

e
�f2�E� − f1�E��

+ 2
GDA�E�

e
�1 − f1�E� − f1�− E��

+
GCA�E�

e
�1 − f1�E� − f2�− E�� , �1�

where f i�±E� denote the Fermi-Dirac distribution functions
in normal terminal i at energy ±E. The energy dependent
conductances G�E� are even functions of energy. Andreev
reflection couples an electron with energy E in terminal N1 to
an electron with energy −E in either terminal N1 �DA� or N2
�CA�. The factor 2 for direct Andreev reflection takes into
account that two charges are transmitted in this process. We
divide currents and distribution functions into even and odd
parts with respect to energy. The even part contributes to
spectral charge current, and the odd part contributes to spec-
tral energy current. We therefore construct IT,1�E���I1�E�
+ I1�−E�� /2:

IT,1�E� =
1

e
�1

2
GEC +

1

2
GCA + 2GDA	hT,1

−
1

2e
�GEC − GCA�hT,2, �2�

where hT,i are the reservoir distribution functions determined
by Fermi-Dirac functions.40 The total charge current is found
by integrating over all energies Icharge,1=
dE IT,1. We define
the nonlocal differential conductance as the current response
in one normal terminal to a voltage between the other normal
terminal and the superconductor. Using Eq. �2�, this quantity
becomes

�Icharge,1

�V2
= −� dE�GEC�E� − GCA�E��

� f�E − eV2�
�E

, �3�

where V2 is the voltage in terminal N2. At low temperature,
the derivative of the Fermi function gives a �—function at
energy eV2. The integral then gives �Icharge,1 /�V2
=GEC�eV2�−GCA�eV2�, thus the nonlocal differential conduc-
tance is determined by the difference of the cotunneling con-
ductance and the crossed Andreev reflection conductance for
quasiparticles at energy eV2. Consequently, a measurement

of the nonlocal conductance does not uniquely determine the
conductance for both processes.

In Sec. III we show that according to the circuit theory,
GEC−GCA is positive at all energies for the generic network
considered. This means that the conductance resulting from
electron cotunneling is larger than the conductance resulting
from crossed Andreev reflection, and thus the nonlocal dif-
ferential conductance is always positive.

The odd part of the current in Eq. �1� with respect to
energy contributes to energy transport. Direct Andreev re-
flection does not contribute since two particles of energies E
and −E are transmitted. The spectral energy current in the
connector between N1 and c has the following structure:40

IL,1�E� �
I1�E� − I1�− E�

2
=

1

2e
�GEC + GCA��hL,1 − hL,2� .

�4�

The total energy current is obtained from the spectral energy
current IL,1 by Ienergy,1=
dE EIL,1 /e. The energy current into
the terminal is related by the heat capacity to the rate of
change of the temperature. Thus a nonlocal differential con-
ductance for energy transport could in principle be measured
by considering the heat flow into terminal N1. We define the
nonlocal differential conductance for energy transport as the
energy current response in one terminal to a voltage between
the other normal terminal and the superconductor. From Eq.
�4� this quantity becomes

�Ienergy,1

�V2
= −� dE

E

e
�GEC�E� + GCA�E��

� f�E − eV2�
�E

.

�5�

At low temperatures, this gives �Ienergy,1 /�V2=V2�GEC�eV2�
+GCA�eV2��; thus the nonlocal differential conductance for
energy transport is determined by the sum of the cotunneling
conductance and the crossed Andreev reflection conductance
for quasiparticles at energy eV2.

The discussion above shows that the conductance of elec-
tron cotunneling and crossed Andreev reflection can be de-
termined independently from two experimental quantities.
Measurements of the nonlocal differential conductance for
both charge and energy transport determine the difference
and sum of GEC and GCA, respectively. Thus the conduc-
tances of electron cotunneling and crossed Andreev reflec-

FIG. 2. Transport processes in the three-terminal device. �a� Crossed Andreev reflection: A particle from N2 with energy eV2 and a
particle from N1 with energy −eV2 form a Cooper pair in S. �b� Electron cotunneling: A particle from N2 at energy eV2 tunnels through the
cavity c into N1. The density of states in the cavity c is suppressed due to the proximity effect from the superconducting terminal.
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tion are experimentally accessible and can be compared to
results from theoretical models.

III. CIRCUIT THEORY

The rules of circuit theory allows calculation of the cavity
Green’s functions in a network when the terminal Green’s
functions and structure of the connectors are determined. The
terminals are characterized by known quasiclassical equilib-

rium matrix Green’s functions Ǧi in Nambu-Keldysh space.30

The Green’s functions depend on quasiparticle energy, and
terminal temperature and chemical potential. The cavity

Green’s function in our model is denoted Ǧc. The Green’s
functions are 4�4 matrices including 2�2 Keldysh space
and 2�2 Nambu space. For an explanation of our standard
matrix notation, see the Appendix. The general expression
for the matrix current through the connector between termi-
nal i and the cavity is19

Ǐi = − 2
e2

��
�

n

Tn
�i��p̌n

�i�Ǧi,Ǧc� , �6�

where

p̌n
�i� =

1

4 + Tn
�i���Ǧi,Ǧc� − 2�

. �7�

p̌n
�i� commutes with the Green’s functions in Eq. �6� since it

can be expanded in anticommutators of Ǧi and Ǧc.
27 The

matrix inversion in Eq. �7� can be performed analytically in
Keldysh space due to the symmetries of these matrices. The
spectral charge current can be obtained from the expression

for the matrix current as IT,i=Tr��̂3Îi
�K�� /8e, and the spectral

energy current as IL,i=Tr�Îi
�K�� /8e. The K superscript denotes

the Keldysh matrix block of the current.
Correlation between quasiparticles with opposite excita-

tion energy from the Fermi surface is induced in the cavity
due to Andreev scattering at the superconducting terminal.
Cooper pairs transferred from the superconductor into the
cavity give rise to an electron with excitation energy E and a
hole with excitation energy −E. The electron and hole quan-
tum wave functions are initially in phase, but a relative phase
will arise due to a small mismatch of the wave vectors.19

Their wave vectors are k=kF
1±E /EF where kF is the Fermi

momentum and EF the Fermi energy. The relevant transport
energy scale is the maximum of the temperature kBT and bias
voltage eV. The phase difference between the electron and
the hole becomes �	�2E
 / � �2 max�eV ,kBT�
 /�, where
the dwell time in the cavity is 
. The dwell time will be
discussed in the next paragraph. We denote by ETh= � / �2
�
the effective Thouless energy of the cavity. Let us consider
the regime of negligible dephasing, characterized by
max�eV ,kBT��ETh. The presence of a superconducting ter-
minal leads to prevailing electron-hole correlations since
�	�max�eV ,kBT� /ETh�1. In the regime of complete
dephasing, on the other hand, max�eV ,kBT��ETh, and ini-
tial many-particle phase correlation is lost since �	 is finite
and can only be described statistically. Thus the induced su-

perconducting correlations due to Andreev scattering are
lost, and the wave functions of the quasiparticles in the cav-
ity are not in phase. This dephasing effect is described in
circuit theory by an additional terminal for “leakage of
coherence.”19 Note that no charge or energy flows into this
terminal. Circuit theory emerges from a discretization of the
Usadel equation, and the dephasing term stems from the en-
ergy term in this differential equation. The expression for the
matrix current due to dephasing is19

ǏD = ie2�0VcE��̂31̄,Ǧc�/ � , �8�

where �0 is the density of states in the normal state and Vc is
the volume of the cavity.

Let us now discuss the dwell time 
 defined above. The
dwell time can be expressed as 
=e2�0VcRtotal. Rtotal is the
total resistance to escape from the system, and it includes
contributions from the contacts and diffusion. Diffusion is
modeled by representing the diffusive region as a network of
cavities connected by tunnel-like conductors with resistance
times area r̃=�d. Here � is the resistivity and d the lattice
size in the discretized network.19 These connectors contrib-
ute to Rtotal. When diffusion is the dominating contribution to
Rtotal, the definition of the effective Thouless energy gives
ETh= �D / �2L2� in agreement with the continuum theory
from which the circuit theory is derived. D is the diffusion
constant and L the typical length between contacts. ETh is the
relevant energy scale for the proximity effect in diffusive
systems with negligible contact resistances.31 In this paper,
however, we will consider the opposite limit that Rtotal is
dominated by the contact resistances. Spatial variation of the
Green’s function inside the system is neglected, and we may
discretize with only one cavity. The effective Thouless en-

ergy is in this case ETh= � / �2e2�0R̃L�, where R̃ is the sum of
the interface resistances in parallel times area. The contact
resistances induce an energy scale for dephasing similar to
systems where diffusion is the dominant contribution to
Rtotal. In Sec. IV we show in numerical calculations that the
effective Thouless energy is the relevant energy scale for the
proximity effect in the cavity.

We assume that inelastic processes in the cavity can be
neglected since the characteristic time for inelastic interac-
tion is assumed to be much larger than the dwell time. The
cavity Green’s function is determined by demanding matrix
current conservation at each energy. The sum of all matrix
currents flowing into the cavity should vanish,

�−
2e2

��
�

i=1,2,S
n

Tn
�i�p̌n

�i�Ǧi + i
e2

�
�0VcE�̂31̄,Ǧc� = 0. �9�

This equation determines the Green’s function on the cavity,

Ǧc. The retarded and advanced components of Ǧc can be

parametrized in terms of one complex function �E� as Ĝc
R

= �̂3cos��+ �̂1sin�� and Ĝc
A=−�̂3cos�*�+ �̂1sin�*�.32 The

definition of the Green’s function implies that Re�cos��� is
the normalized, energy-dependent density of states in the
cavity, ��E� /�0.
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The Keldysh part of the Green’s function is parametrized

as Ĝc
K= Ĝc

Rĥc− ĥcĜc
A, where ĥc= 1̂hL,c+ �̂3hT,c. The normal

terminals have Green’s functions Ǧ1�2�= �̂3
̄3+ ��̂3hL,1�2�

+ 1̂hT,1�2���
̄1+ i
̄2�, and the Green’s function of the supercon-

ducting terminal is ǦS= �̂11̄. We have assumed that any bias
voltage eV��, where � is the gap of the superconducting
terminal. Therefore, the only transport process into S is An-
dreev reflection since there are no accessible quasiparticle
states in this terminal.

The retarded part of matrix current conservation, Eq. �9�,
gives an equation that determines the pairing angle , the
retarded “Usadel equation” of the cavity:

�i
e2

�
�0VcE −

e2

��
�

i=1,2;n

Tn
�i�

2 + Tn
�i��cos�� − 1�	sin��

+
e2

��
�

n

Tn
�S�

2 + Tn
�S��sin�� − 1�

cos�� = 0. �10�

The physical effect on the spectral properties from the vari-
ous terms can be understood by comparing this equation to
the corresponding diffusion equation for a bulk
superconductor.33–35 This is given in Eq. �II.29b� of Ref. 33
and becomes in our notation41

�D

2

�2

�x2 + �iE −
�

2
E
	sin  + � cos  −

�


sf
sin  cos  = 0,

where D is the diffusion constant, � the gap to be determined
self-consistently, 1 /
E the inelastic scattering rate, and 1/
sf
the spin-flip scattering rate. Comparing this to Eq. �10�, we
see that the coupling to the superconductor induces super-
conducting correlations, and that the coupling to the normal
terminals gives quasiparticles a finite lifetime. Spin-flip scat-
tering could be included by taking into account magnetic
impurities in the cavity. We consider a normal-metal cavity.
To describe a superconducting cavity, we would have to in-
clude a pairing term in the Hamiltonian. This would result in
a term in Eq. �9� with the same structure as the term corre-
sponding to coupling to the superconducting terminal. As
long as we do not consider Josephson effects, the effect of
superconductivity in the cavity could therefore be included
by a quantitative renormalization of the coupling strength to
S, which is straightforward.

In the regime of complete dephasing, the term propor-
tional to sin�� dominates in Eq. �10� because of the large
factor E /ETh. The solution in this limit is =0, which means
that there are no electron-hole correlations in the cavity.

Let us now consider the Keldysh part of Eq. �9�. We take
the trace of this matrix block after first multiplying it by �̂3.
The resulting equation determines the distribution function
hT,c in the cavity,

GT,1�hT,1 − hT,c� + GT,2�hT,2 − hT,c� + GT,S�0 − hT,c� = 0.

�11�

This implies charge conservation at each energy, with effec-
tive energy-dependent conductances GT,i between the cavity
and terminals N1, N2, and S. The zero in the term GT,S�0

−hT,c� represents the charge distribution function in the su-
perconductor, hT,S, which vanishes since the superconductor
is grounded. The conductance GT,S controls the Andreev re-
flection rate in the cavity since it is the conductance between
the cavity and the superconducting terminal. The effective
conductances are given in terms of the pairing angle and the
transmission probabilities as

GT,i = 2
e2

��
�

n

Tn
�i� �2 − Tn

�i��Re�cos��� + Tn
�i�DT

�2 + Tn
�i��cos�� − 1��2

, �12a�

GT,S = 2
e2

��
�

n

Tn
�S� �2 − Tn

�S��Re�sin��� + Tn
�S�DT

�2 + Tn
�S��sin�� − 1��2

.

�12b�

Here DT= �Re�cos����2+ �Re�sin����2 and i=1,2. The term
proportional to GT,S in Eq. �11� describes conversion of qua-
siparticles in the cavity into condensate in the superconduct-
ing terminal. There is an analogous term in the Boltzmann
equation for a continuum superconductor,35,36 which de-
scribes conversion between quasiparticles and superconduct-
ing condensate over the coherence length. This analogous
term has a similar dependence on . The rate of this conver-
sion is controlled by � in the continuum case, and by GT,S in
the cavity of our discretized theory.

In the regime of complete dephasing =0, the conduc-
tances to the normal terminals GT,i coincide with the
Landauer-Büttiker formula. GT,S=2e2�n�Tn

�S��2 / ��� �2
−Tn

�S��2� corresponds to the Andreev conductance of an N-S
interface in a diffusive system, calculated by Beenakker.37

Thus the distribution function hT,c can be determined in the
regime of complete dephasing from well-known results by
demanding charge current conservation.

In the tunnel barrier limit, all transmission probabilities
are small, and we can expand to first order in Tn

�i� in Eqs.
�12�. We define gi=e2�nTn

�i� / ��� � for i=1,2 ,S. For the nor-
mal terminals �i=1,2� we find GT,i=giRe�cos���.
Re�cos��� gives the normalized density of states in the cav-
ity which is under the influence of the proximity effect. The
tunnel conductance to the superconductor becomes GT,S
=gSRe�sin���, which vanishes when there is complete
dephasing, =0. This is expected since the Andreev conduc-
tance of a tunnel barrier between incoherent normal and su-
perconducting terminals vanishes.38

The trace of the Keldysh block of Eq. �9� gives an equa-
tion that determines the distribution function hL,c in the cav-
ity,

GL,1�hL,1 − hL,c� + GL,2�hL,2 − hL,c� = 0. �13�

This is energy conservation at each energy, with effective
energy-dependent conductances for energy transport GL,i. No
energy current can flow through the contact between the cav-
ity and the superconducting terminal since no net energy is
transferred into S by Andreev reflection. Our calculation is
restricted to E��, but in the general case a quasiparticle
current which carries energy can flow into the superconduct-
ing terminal for E��. The effective conductances for en-
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ergy transport are given in terms of the pairing angle and the
transmission probabilities as

GL,i = 2
e2

��
�

n

Tn
�i� �2 − Tn

�i��Re�cos��� + Tn
�i�DL

�2 + Tn
�i��cos�� − 1��2

. �14�

Here DL= �Re�cos����2− �Im�sin����2 and i=1,2.
In the tunnel barrier limit we find that GL,i=GT,i

=giRe�cos��� for i=1,2, which means that the effective
conductances for energy transport and charge transport into
the normal terminals are equal. The conductances correspond
to the usual quasiparticle tunnel conductance in this case.

Equations �10�, �11�, and �13� determine the Green’s func-
tion in the cavity. The charge and energy currents IT,i and IL,i

between terminal i and the cavity can be calculated once Ǧc
is known. Comparison of Eqs. �2� and �4� with the expres-
sions for IT,1 and IL,1 obtained from circuit theory, allows us
to determine the conductances associated with the various
transport processes:

GDA�E� =
1

4
� GT,1�GT,2 + GT,S�

GT,1 + GT,2 + GT,S
−

GL,1GL,2

GL,1 + GL,2
	 ,

�15a�

G EC
CA

�E� =
1

2
� GL,1GL,2

GL,1 + GL,2
±

GT,1GT,2

GT,1 + GT,2 + GT,S
	 .

�15b�

These formulas are the main result of our calculation. Equa-
tion �15b� shows that GEC−GCA is positive. Thus the nonlo-
cal conductance �I1 /�V2 is positive. In the limit where the
coupling to the superconducting terminal vanishes, i.e., all
Tn

�S�→0, only GEC remains nonzero and the conductance
agrees with the result for a normal double-barrier system. If
the conductance to one of the normal terminals vanishes, i.e.,
all Tn

�i�→0 for, e.g., i=2, only GDA is nonzero. When the
coupling between the superconducting terminal and the cav-
ity is very strong GT,S�GT,1 ,GT,2, we recover the result of
Ref. 5 that GEC=GCA, which means that the nonlocal con-
ductance vanishes since transport by electron cotunneling is
exactly canceled by crossed Andreev reflection.

To describe a device where spatial variation in a bulk
region is important, a model with several cavities connected
in a network is required. The connectors between cavities
represent the intrinsic resistance due to diffusion, and con-
tribute to Rtotal and thus to the effective Thouless energy
ETh= � / �2e2�0VcRtotal�. However, as long as there are no Jo-
sephson currents in the network, the symmetry GEC�CA�=�

+ �−�� of Eq. �15b� persists. Here � and � are positive num-
bers. This follows since the currents flowing out of the nor-
mal terminals given by circuit theory can be written IL,i�E�
=CL

�i��hL,1−hL,2� and IT,i�E�=CT1
�i� hT,1−CT2

�i� hT,2 where CL
�i�,

CT1
�i� , and CT2

�i� are coefficients. Comparing these expressions
to Eqs. �2� and �4�, we see, e.g., that GEC−GCA=2eCT2

�i� �0
for contact i, regardless of the internal structure of the net-
work of cavities. Thus the sign of the nonlocal conductance
is not affected by diffusion or network geometry. We inter-
pret this result as the consequence of a symmetry between

the crossed Andreev reflection and electron cotunneling.
Both processes involve the transfer of quasiparticles through
the contacts to the normal metals and the network between
them, but the crossed Andreev reflection also involves An-
dreev reflection at the interface to the superconducting ter-
minal. Thus the resistance limiting crossed Andreev reflec-
tion can at minimum be as small as the resistance for
electron cotunneling unless other physical processes affect
these quantities. We believe that an explanation of the mea-
surements in Ref. 4 requires additional physical effects not
considered here.

A. Analytically solvable limits

In this section, we give results for two limits where it is
possible to solve Eq. �10� analytically and obtain simple ex-
pressions for the conductances in Eqs. �15�.

1. The regime of complete dephasing

When E�ETh there is complete dephasing. In this case
the conductances GT,i=GL,i=gi for i=1,2 agree with the
Landauer-Büttiker formula and GT,S is Beenakker’s result for
the conductance of an N-S interface in a diffusive system, as
noted above. In this limit, the conductances in Eq. �15� be-
come

GDA =
g1

2

4

GT,S

�g1 + g2��g1 + g2 + GT,S�
, �16a�

G EC
CA

�E� =
g1g2

2

1

�g1 + g2��g1 + g2 + GT,S�

��2�g1 + g2� + GT,S for EC,

GT,S for CA.
�16b�

The currents resulting from these expressions using Eq. �1�
can also be calculated from a semiclassical approach by de-
manding charge conservation in the cavity using the well-
known theory for incoherent N-S transport. The result for
GEC−GCA was shown in Ref. 7, where also spin polarizing
contacts are employed to give a negative nonlocal conduc-
tance. Again, in the limit of strong coupling to the supercon-
ductor, gi /GT,S�1, we see that GEC=GCA and thus the non-
local conductance vanishes.

2. Tunnel barrier limit

In the tunnel barrier limit, all transmission probabilities
are small. We expand to first order in Tn

�i� in the expressions
for the matrix currents. This corresponds to putting p̌n

�i�

→1/4 in Eq. �6�. The resulting Eq. �9� can be solved ana-

lytically without resorting to a parametrization of Ǧc.
19 The

solution is of course equivalent to what we obtain from Eqs.
�10�, �11�, and �13� in the same limit. Let us consider the
resulting expressions for the conductances of nonlocal trans-
port in some limits. At zero energy, we obtain

GDA =
g1

2

4

gS
2

��g1 + g2�2 + gS
2�3/2 , �17a�
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GEC =
g1g2

2

2�g1 + g2�2 + gS
2

��g1 + g2�2 + gS
2�3/2 , �17b�

GCA =
g1g2

2

gS
2

��g1 + g2�2 + gS
2�3/2 . �17c�

These results correspond to completely phase-coherent trans-
port. The full counting statistics for the same system in this
regime has been calculated in Ref. 28. In that paper, it is
found that the cross-correlation noise can have both signs in
the three-terminal device.

If there is complete dephasing, the cavity spectral proper-
ties are like those of a normal metal. This gives GT,S=0 since
the Andreev conductance of a tunnel barrier vanishes for
incoherent N-S transport.38 Therefore, there are no transport
channels into the superconducting terminal and it is effec-
tively isolated from the circuit. Only the conductance for
electron cotunneling is nonzero, and we obtain from �17b�

GEC =
1

1/g1 + 1/g2
, �18�

i.e., addition of the conductances between the cavity and
both normal-metal terminals in series. This result corre-
sponds to normal-state tunneling between N1 and N2.

IV. RESULTS

In an experimental situation, nonlocal transport can be
probed in measurements of the voltage or current in terminal
N1 resulting from the injection of current through terminal
N2.3,4 At zero temperature, the nonlocal differential conduc-
tance �Icharge,1 /�V2 as a function of eV2 /ETh corresponds to
GEC−GCA �see Eq. �3��. This quantity is given by Eqs. �15b�
and is always positive within our model. The detailed behav-
ior as a function of eV2 depends on the pairing angle of the
cavity, , which is determined by Eq. �10�. This equation can
be solved numerically, and determines the spectral properties
and thus the nonlocal conductances when the parameters of
the model are fixed. We will show results for three systems
with different combinations of contacts which can be fabri-
cated with state of the art nanotechnology. The contacts we
study are tunnel barriers or metallic contacts. The systems
represent various realizations where our circuit theory model
applies. We show that the nonlocal conductances are very
sensitive to the type of contacts in the system, and have a
strong dependence on the Thouless energy. We have also
investigated effect of inelastic scattering inside the cavity,
and have found no notable qualitative differences on the con-
ductances as compared to the elastic case; thus these results
are not shown here.

A. Tunnel barriers

When all the three contacts are tunnel barriers, the equa-
tion for matrix current conservation can be solved analyti-
cally as mentioned in Sec. III A 2. The resulting expressions
are quite complicated. We expand to first order in the trans-
mission probabilities since Tn

�i��1 for i=1,2 ,S, and let gi

denote tunnel barrier conductance in the normal-metal state.
Let us first consider a symmetric system, g1 /gS=g2 /gS=0.1.
We define the Thouless energy in this case as ETh
= �gS / �2e2�0Vc�. The spectral properties of the cavity are
shown in Fig. 3. In this plot we show the normalized density
of states in the cavity and the conductance GT,S which con-
trols the Andreev reflection rate. From Fig. 3 we see that
below the Thouless energy of the cavity, the quasiparticle
density of states is suppressed due to electron-hole correla-
tions. This affects all transport processes since they rely on
quasiparticles propagating through the cavity. Above the
Thouless energy, the density of states approaches the value in
the normal state. This is the typical behavior for proximity
coupled systems.34 The conductance between the cavity and
the superconducting terminal, GT,S, approaches the normal-
state value at low energies. At high energies, GT,S vanishes,
as expected for tunnel barriers in the regime E�� when the
proximity effect can be neglected.38 This affects the crossed
and direct Andreev reflections, which vanish when GT,S goes
to zero.

A plot of the conductances for electron cotunneling, and
crossed and direct Andreev reflections is shown in Fig. 4.
The conductances have a rapid increase near E=ETh related
to the energy dependence of the density of states. At high
energies GEC approaches the value for normal double-barrier
tunneling, Eq. �18�. GCA and GDA vanish at high energy.
These conductances are determined by an interplay of the
density of states and the Andreev reflection rate, and is small
when either of these quantities is small. The measurable non-
local differential conductance GEC−GCA is a monotonically
increasing function with increasing energy, which starts at a
small value and approaches GEC above the Thouless energy.

Let us now consider the effect of asymmetry between the
tunnel barriers to the normal metals. The expressions for the
conductances at zero energy, Eqs. �17�, show that the direct
Andreev conductance of one contact, GDA

�1� for example, is
proportional to g1

2 since two electrons have to tunnel through

FIG. 3. �Color online� Spectral properties of the cavity when all
contacts are of tunnel type with g1 /gS=g2 /gS=0.1. Solid line �blue�
shows normalized density of states ��E� /�0. Dashed line �red�
shows GT,S /gS which is the parameter that determines the Andreev
reflection rate of quasiparticles.
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the connector with conductance g1. GDA
�1� is, however, only

weakly dependent on g2. The same is true for the direct
Andreev conductance of connector 2 with g1↔g2. The direct
Andreev conductances are therefore relatively independent
of the asymmetry. On the other hand, nonlocal conductances
are proportional to g1g2 because a quasiparticle has to tunnel
through both connectors. These conductances are sensitive to
the asymmetry which we define as a=g1 /g2. For the conduc-
tance measured at terminal N1 we see that GEC�CA�

�1� /GDA
�1�

�1/a. Conversely, the conductance measured at terminal N2

gives GEC�CA�
�2� /GDA

�2� �a. Thus asymmetry suppresses the non-

local conductance of one contact, and enhances the nonlocal
conductance of the other contact. In Fig. 5 we show the
conductances for a system where g1 /gS=0.1 and g2 /gS=0.3.

The asymmetry is now a=1/3, thus the effect of nonlocal
processes is enhanced when we consider the conductances
measured at terminal N1. The spectral properties in this case
are similar to those of the symmetric system shown in Fig. 3,
and are not shown here. Comparing Figs. 4 and 5, we see
that the conductances for the crossed and direct Andreev re-
flections are not as peaked in the asymmetric system as in the
symmetric system. We also see that the relative magnitude of
the nonlocal conductances to the direct Andreev conductance
has increased. In the remainder of the paper, we consider the
conductances of contact 1 in asymmetric structures a=1/3
since we are mostly interested in the conductance resulting
from nonlocal processes.

B. Tunnel contacts to N1 and N2; metallic contact to S

Systems where two normal-metal terminals are connected
to a cavity, in which the cavity may itself be part of a larger
superconducting structure, can be studied in our model. The
contact to the superconductor could in this case be, e.g., dif-
fusive or metallic. In this section, we assume tunnel contacts
to the two normal metals, and metallic contact to the super-
conductor. The metallic contact is described by the transmis-
sion probabilities Tn

�S�=1 for all propagating channels and
zero otherwise. We choose parameters g1 /gS=0.1 and
g2 /gS=0.3. The Thouless energy is ETh= �gS / �2e2�0Vc�. In
Fig. 6 we show the spectral properties of the cavity. Below
the Thouless energy, the quasiparticle density of states is
suppressed. At low energy, GT,S approaches the value in the
normal state. This is similar to the reentrant behavior in dif-
fusive systems.31,39 With increasing energy, the rate of An-
dreev reflection at the superconducting terminal increases.
The value of GT,S /gS reaches its maximum value 2 for

FIG. 4. �Color online� Conductance for the various transport
processes through the cavity when all contacts are of tunnel type.
The two normal contacts have the same conductance in this plot,
g1 /gS=g2 /gS=0.1. Solid line �red�, GEC/gS; dashed line �blue�,
GCA/gS; dash-dotted line �green�, GDA/gS; and dotted line �purple�,
�GEC−GCA� /gS.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Conductance for the various transport
processes through the cavity when all contacts are of tunnel type.
Conductances are normalized by gS, and parameter values are
g1 /gS=0.1, g2 /gS=0.3. Solid line �red�, GEC/gS; dashed line �blue�,
GCA/gS; dash-dotted line �green�, GDA/gS; and dotted line �purple�,
�GEC−GCA� /gS.

FIG. 6. �Color online� Spectral properties of the cavity when the
contact to the superconducting reservoir is metallic with Tn

�S�=1 for
all propagating channels and zero otherwise, and the contacts to the
normal reservoirs are of tunnel type with g1 /gS=0.1 and g2 /gS

=0.3. Solid line �blue� shows normalized density of states in the
cavity, ��E� /�0, and dashed line �red� shows GT,S /gS, which is the
parameter that determines the Andreev reflection rate of quasiparti-
cles in the cavity.
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E /ETh�20. This result agrees with the Blonder-Tinkham-
Klapwijk formula for high transmission probabilities, valid
when proximity effect is negligible.38

The conductances for this system are shown in Fig. 7. All
conductances are suppressed below the Thouless energy by
the low density of states. Above the Thouless energy, the
increasing Andreev reflection rate leads to a suppression of
GEC and an enhancement of GCA. The overall behavior of the
nonlocal conductances is determined by the interplay of the
dependence on the density of states and the Andreev reflec-
tion rate. The two conductances associated with Andreev re-
flection, GCA and GDA, reach their maximum at approxi-
mately E /ETh=4 and then decrease slowly, reaching their
final value at E /ETh�20.

C. Metallic contacts to N1 and N2; tunnel contact to S

Let us now consider a system where the normal terminals
N1 and N2 are connected to the cavity through metallic con-
tacts described by Tn

�i�=1 for all propagating channels and
zero otherwise. The superconducting terminal is connected
by a tunnel barrier of conductance gS, and the Thouless en-
ergy is ETh= �gS / �2e2�0Vc�. The spectral properties of this
system are very similar to the tunneling case in Sec. IV A,
and we do not show them here. However, the conductances
between the normal terminals and the cavity are qualitatively
different in the present case. In Fig. 8 we show GT,1 for both
the tunneling case in Sec. IV A, and where the normal ter-
minals are connected by metallic contacts. At energies below
the Thouless energy, GT,1 is in the tunneling case qualita-
tively similar to the density of states. However, with metallic
contacts to the normal reservoirs, GT,1 is large at zero energy
and decreases as the energy increases beyond ETh. At high
energy, GT,1 is equal for the two cases and corresponds to the
result in the normal state since g1 /gS is the same for the two
curves. GT,1for a metallic contact is qualitatively similar to

the conductance of a metallic normal-metal–superconductor
interface, except that in this case the “superconductor” is the
cavity which is under the influence of the proximity effect
from S and the relevant energy scale is ETh instead of �.

The conductances for the present system are shown in
Fig. 9. A new feature here is a small dip in GEC at E=ETh
before the rapid increase above ETh. GEC is proportional to
GT,1 and inversely proportional to GT,S. The dip in GEC can
therefore be understood by the decreasing charge current
conductance �GT,1� and the peak in GT,S around E=ETh. At
higher energy GEC increases as GT,S vanishes. The dip in GEC
leads to a larger dip in GEC−GCA since GCA increases with
increasing energy at E�ETh. In the tunneling case of Sec.

FIG. 7. �Color online� Conductances for the various transport
processes when the contact to the superconducting reservoir is me-
tallic with Tn

�S�=1 for all propagating channels and zero otherwise,
and the contacts to the normal reservoirs are of tunnel type with
g1 /gS=0.1 and g2 /gS=0.3. Solid line �red�, GEC/gS; dashed line
�blue�, GCA/gS; dash-dotted line �green�, GDA/gS; and dotted line
�purple�, �GEC−GCA� /gS.

FIG. 8. �Color online� Energy dependence of conductance GT,1

for the present case of metallic contacts to normal reservoirs and
tunnel contact to the superconducting reservoir in solid line �blue�,
and for the case with only tunnel barriers studied in Sec. IV A in
dashed line �red�. In both cases we have put the parameters g1 /gS

=0.1 and g2 /gS=0.3.

FIG. 9. �Color online� Conductances for the various transport
processes when the contacts to the normal reservoirs are of metallic
type with Tn

�i�=1 where i=1,2 for all propagating channels and zero
otherwise, and the contact to the superconducting reservoir is of
tunnel type with conductance gS. In this plot g1 /gS=0.1 and
g2 /gS=0.3. Solid line �red�, GEC/gS; dashed line �blue�, GCA/gS;
dash-dotted line �green�, GDA/gS; and dotted line �purple�, �GEC

−GCA� /gS.
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IV A, the increase of the Andreev conductance is compen-
sated by an increasing charge current conductance in GEC
−GCA, and there is no dip in the nonlocal differential con-
ductance. At high energy, GCA and GDA vanish since the
Andreev reflection rate vanishes.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have studied nonlocal transport in a
three-terminal device with two normal-metal terminals and
one superconducting terminal. To this end we have applied
the circuit theory of mesoscopic transport. The connectors
between the circuit elements are represented by general ex-
pressions, relevant for a wide range of contacts. Dephasing is
taken into account, and is governed by the inverse dwell
time. This gives rise to an effective Thouless energy. For this
model we have calculated the conductance associated with
crossed Andreev reflection and electron cotunneling, as well
as direct Andreev reflection. We find that for any contacts,
electron cotunneling is the dominant nonlocal transport pro-
cess. Results for various combinations of contacts of tunnel
and metallic type are shown, and this demonstrates the
strong dependence on the nature of the contacts. The conduc-
tance of nonlocal transport has a strong dependence on the
Thouless energy. This is because, at these energies, dephas-
ing leads to a loss of induced superconducting correlations.
Several of the characteristics of our model have been ob-
served in experiments, although we do not make complete
qualitative contact to experimental data since electron cotun-
neling always dominates crossed Andreev reflection. We sug-

gest determining the conductance due to these processes in-
dependently by carrying out additional energy transport
measurements.
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APPENDIX: NOTATION

Matrices in Nambu and Keldysh matrix space are denoted

by a caret �M̂� and an overbar �M̄�, respectively. The symbol
used for a unit matrix is 1, and the Pauli matrices are denoted
�̂n and 
̄n in Nambu and Keldysh space where n=1,2 ,3.
Compositions of matrices in Nambu and Keldysh space are
formed by a direct product to make up 4�4 matrices in
Nambu-Keldysh matrix space, so that, e.g.,

�̂3
̄1 =�
0 0 1 0

0 0 0 − 1

1 0 0 0

0 − 1 0 0
� . �A1�
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Abstract – We study the production of spatially separated entangled electrons in ferromagnetic
leads from Cooper pairs in a superconducting lead. We give a complete description of the
elementary charge transfer processes, i) transfer of Cooper pairs out of the superconductor by
Andreev reflection and ii) distribution of the entangled quasiparticles among the ferromagnetic
leads, in terms of their statistics. The probabilities that entangled electrons flow into spatially
separated leads are completely determined by experimentally measurable tunnel conductances
and polarizations. Finally, we investigate how currents, noise and cross-correlations are affected
by transport of entangled electrons.

Copyright c© EPLA, 2008

A solid-state entangler is an electronic analog of the
optical setups used for experimental Bell inequality tests,
quantum cryptography and quantum teleportation [1].
Ideally, such a device should produce separated currents
of entangled electrons. Superconductors are suitable
candidates as sources in solid-state entanglers since
Cooper pairs constitute entangled states. This prospect
has motivated several papers addressing the properties of
hybrid superconductor and normal metal entanglers [2–6].
One of the challenges is to prevent processes where pairs
of entangled particles reach the same lead, i.e. are not
spatially separated. Electrons from Cooper pairs are
entangled in spin and energy space, and separation of
pairs into different leads using ferromagnets or quantum
dots has been suggested [3]. Upon filtering, only the spin
or energy part of the two-particle wave function collapses,
depending on whether ferromagnets or quantum dots
are used. Respectively, energy or spin entanglement
remains [4]. Here we consider separation by ferromagnets.
Solid-state entanglers have been analyzed in refs. [2–6]

in terms of currents, noise and cross-correlations. A
more direct approach, describing the elementary charge
transfer processes in terms of experimentally controllable
parameters is certainly desirable. We demonstrate how

(a)E-mail: jan.morten@ntnu.no

S

c

FnFm

gm , gm

gS

Fig. 1: Circuit theory representation of a generic F-S entangler.
Entangled electrons from the singlet superconductor S enter
the cavity c through a tunnel barrier with conductance gS and
escape through ferromagnetic tunnel barriers with conductance
gn and spin polarization |gn|/gn into drains Fn. Arrows
indicate magnetization directions gn/|gn|.

this is possible through the full distribution of current
fluctuations, the full counting statistics (FCS), of the
solid-state entangler [7–10]. The FCS provides complete
information about currents, noise, cross-correlations and
higher cumulants, and even more importantly, allows
direct access to the probability for transfer of charge
between different parts of the device.
We consider the singlet superconductor-ferromagnet

(S-F) device shown in fig. 1. A normal metal cavity (c)
is connected to one superconducting terminal at ground
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and several equally biased ferromagnetic terminals at volt-
age V via tunnel junctions. The cavity is under the
influence of the proximity effect. In this device, charge
transport occurs via two processes: i) transfer of Cooper
pairs out of the superconductor by Andreev reflection
and ii) distribution of the entangled quasiparticles among
the ferromagnetic leads. The distribution can occur via
direct Andreev (DA) reflection, where an entangled pair is
transferred into lead Fn or crossed Andreev (CA) reflec-
tion, where each particle of the entangled pair is trans-
ferred into spatially separated leads Fm and Fn (m �= n).
CA reflection produces spatially separated entangled elec-
trons. Since the ferromagnetic terminals are at the same
voltage and we consider zero temperature, there is no
direct electron transport between the ferromagnetic termi-
nals [11].
Our general results for the counting statistics show that

the processes i) and ii) are independent and therefore
the statistics can be factorized. This novel factorization
and the probability distribution for process ii) reveals the
precise dependence of the probabilities for CA and DA
processes on the experimentally measurable conductances
and polarizations of the ferromagnetic leads. We find the
probability to detect in terminals m and n the electrons
of a Cooper pair which has been transferred out of S,

pmn = (gmgn−gmgn)/(g2−g2), (1)

where g=
∑

n gn and g=
∑

n gn. The probabilities pmn
depend solely on the conductances gn and spin polariza-
tion conductances gn of the ferromagnetic leads which
can be determined by magnetoresistance measurement in
the normal state. Equation (1) shows that the detected
two-particle processes originate from a pure spin singlet
density matrix subspace [12]. We emphasize that (1) in
combination with the Cooper pair transfer probability, to
be discussed below, allows for an unambiguous identifica-
tion of all statistical properties of the charge transfer.
Using the magnetization dependence of the probabili-

ties (1) one can violate the Bell-Clauser-Horne-Shimony-
Holt inequality [13,14] and demonstrate entanglement.
Consider a device with four Fn (n= 1–4) terminals.
Drains 1, 2 and 3, 4 have pairwise equal conductances
and antiparallel magnetizations, g1 = g2 and g1 =−g2
etc. The terminal pairs are spin detectors with respect
to magnetizations g1(3) so that spins up in drains 1, 2
(3, 4) are measured by the current in F1(3) and so on.
Experiments are performed with each spin detector in
two different magnetization directions g1(3) and g

′
1(3).

We find for the Bell parameter E = |g1g3+g′1g3+g1g′3−
g
′
1g
′
3|/(g1g3). The largest possible value of E in a local

theory is 2. Violation of Bell’s inequality E � 2 can be
observed provided the detectors are efficient enough. The
condition on the spin polarizations is |g1(3)|/g1(3) � 2−1/4
which can be experimentally realized in the devices we
consider [15].
Our results for the S-F entangler determine the spec-

tral properties of the cavity, currents, cross-correlations

and higher-order cumulants in terms of the transport
conductances measured in the normal state. This is
possible for the spin-active tunnel barriers we consider
because the parameters that determine not only the
average transport, but all statistical properties, are the
sums of spin-dependent transmission eigenvalues

∑

k T
n
k,σ

(conductances) [16] and not the individual values of
Tnk,σ [10]. Specifically, our result does not depend on
individual scattering matrix elements for the nanostruc-
ture [17] or phenomenological dephasing that removes the
complication of coherence effects [5]. The experimental
control parameters are the relative orientations of the
magnetizations, which from our calculation determine
the fraction of the CA current, and thus the spatially
separated entangled pair currents for a given set of
conductances and spin polarizations.
Ferromagnet detection of entangled spin singlets from

a ballistic normal conductor was considered in ref. [12].
In that device, there are also one-particle transfers, which
can contribute substantially to the current and the noise.
Another important qualitative difference between our
device and the system in ref. [12] is the latter’s strong
coupling to the detectors which can distort the spin
singlets emitted from the source and induce triplet correla-
tions upon detection. Also, in the limit of a weak coupling
to the detectors, there are no two-particle processes in the
system of ref. [12]. In contrast, the electrons in our S-F
device are always detected from a pure spin singlet state.
The charge transfer probabilities are obtained by

identifying the elementary processes in the many-body
charge counting statistics. The statistics is deter-
mined by the cumulant generating function (CGF)
S(χ1, χ2, . . .) = S({χn}) of the probability P ({Nn}) to
transfer in a time interval t0, N1 electrons to F1, N2
electrons to F2, and so on. Our main finding is the
statistics

P ({Nn})≡
∫

dMχ

(2π)M
eS({χn})−i

∑
n
χnNn (2a)

= PS

(

∑

n
Nn

)

P
(

{Nn}
∣

∣

∣

∑

n
Nn

)

(2b)

for
∑

nNn even and positive and M the total number
of terminals in the circuit. The interpretation of this
result is that the charge transfer is given by two indepen-
dent processes. The first factor PS(2N) is the probabil-
ity that N =

∑

nNn/2 Cooper pairs are emitted from the
superconducting source terminal into any of the detectors.
The second factor P ({Nn}|2N) in (2b) is the conditional
probability that Nn out of the 2N electrons have been
transferred into the ferromagnetic terminal Fn. Below we
will explain in detail how our calculation yields concrete
expressions for the elementary processes described by
P ({Nn}|2N). These results facilitates a unique interpre-
tation of the transfer of spin singlet electron pairs.
We now supply the microscopic expressions for the two

probabilities in (2b). The Cooper pair transfer probability
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is obtained from PS(2N) =
∫

dχS/(2π)exp(SS(χS)−
iNSχS) with a CGF SS(χS) given by

t0V√
2e

√

g2Σ+
√

(g2S− g2+g2)2+4g2S(g2−g2)e2iχS , (3)

where g2Σ = g
2
S+ g

2+g2. The contact to the supercon-
ducting terminal is characterized by a spin-independent
conductance gS. The π-periodicity of SS(χS) on χS
ensures that an even number of charges is transferred.
The 2N electrons are distributed among the Fn terminals
according to the multinomial distribution P ({Nn}|2N) =
∫

dM−1χ/(2π)M−1exp(SN ({χn})− i
∑

n χnNn) with a
CGF

SN ({χn}) =N ln
(

∑

mn
pmne

−iχm−iχn
)

. (4)

The concrete form of the two-particle probabilities pmn
to detect one charge in terminal m and one in terminal n
is given in (1).
We will explain below how our calculation deter-

mines (1), (3), and (4). The interpretation in terms of
two independent processes of charge transfer is based on
a general result for the calculated counting statistics. We
have not made any a priori assumptions on the initial
state of the superconducting source or the ferromag-
netic terminals, except that they are reservoirs at zero
temperature with a voltage bias eV applied between the
source and the terminals. The experimental condition
for this approximation is that the energy scale set by
temperature kBT is smaller than the Thouless energy
of the cavity and the superconducting gap. The direct
result of our calculation is the CGF S({χn}) of the S-F
entangler of fig. 1 which leads to the factorization (2b)
in terms of the CGFs given by (3) and (4). S({χn}) is
recovered from (3) by replacing the factor e2iχS with
exp{SN ({χn})/N} given in (4). The factorization in (2)
can be proven straightforwardly from S({χn}). Actually,
such a factorization is valid for any CGF where the
χ-dependence is exp{SN ({χn})/N}, irrespectively of its
form or the probabilities pmn.
We now discuss some consequences of the charge count-

ing statistics. FCS enables us to express the current and
noise correlations in a compact and meaningful form. The
currents In = (ie/t0)∂S({χn})/∂χn|χn=0 are

I =GV, G=
g2S(g

2−g2)
√

g2S+ g
2(g2S+ g

2−g2)
, In = Ipn,

(5)
where pn =

∑

m pmn is the probability to detect one
of the electrons in terminal n, irrespective of where
the second electron goes. The combined probabili-
ties can be directly accessed in the noise correlators
between current fluctuations in terminals m and n,
Cmn = (−2e2/t0)∂2S({χn})/∂χm∂χn|χn,m=0:

Cmn = 2eI [pmn+ pnδmn− 2(1−F2)pmpn] . (6)

The Fano factor for Cooper pair transport is defined as
the ratio of the full current noise C =

∑

mn Cmn to the
Poissonian noise of doubled charges, F2 =C/4eI, and
is explicitly found to be 2(1−F2) = [5−g2/(g2S+ g2)]x/
(1+x)2, where x= g2S/(g

2−g2). These expressions for the
current and the noise provide a transparent interpretation
of the transport processes. The current in (5) is propor-
tional to g2S(g

2−g2), since two particles have to tunnel
through the double junction to transfer a Cooper pair from
S. The denominator is due to the proximity effect [18–20]
and enhances the current drastically in comparison to
calculations based on the tunneling Hamiltonian [11]. The
current into each terminal In is then weighted according to
the probability pn. We might also distinguish the contri-
butions to the current originating from crossed and direct
Andreev reflection. The probability to detect a DA reflec-
tion in terminal n is given by pnn, and the probability
for CA detection in different terminals m �= n is given by
pmn. We find the ratio of the crossed current to the total
current as

ICAn
In
=
pn− pnn
pn

=
gn(g− gn)−gn(g−gn)

gng−gng
. (7)

This ratio is independent of the coupling to the super-
conducting terminal. We further observe that the crossed
current is enhanced by increasing the polarization of the
contact n and is additionally favored by aligning the
magnetization gn opposite to the average magnetization
g. These results are a direct consequence of the spin singlet
nature of the Cooper pairs. Enhancing the magnitude of
the polarization |gn|/gn of one terminal reduces the total
current, but enhances the crossed part of the Andreev
current, since the tunneling of one spin singlet electron-
hole pair through the same contact is strongly suppressed.
The sign of cross-correlations in three-terminal beam

splitters has been considered for various devices both
experimentally [21] and theoretically [5,6,22,23]. Studies
of noise [24] and FCS [25] for a beam splitter with entan-
gled electrons show that entanglement gives qualitatively
different noise characteristics compared to transport of
non-entangled electrons. The physical origin of positive
and negative contributions to the cross-correlators can in
our case be understood from the dependence on the two-
particle probabilities in (6). CA reflection leads to positive
cross-correlations since two particles are transferred simul-
taneously into Fm and Fn (bunching behavior) [24]. A
negative contribution (anti-bunching) that does not
depend on entanglement, is induced by the fermion exclu-
sion principle: The transfer of one electron-hole pair into
Fm by DA reflection, prevents the simultaneous transfer
of another pair into Fn. However, if the electron-hole
pair transfers are not temporally correlated (Poissonian
statistics), the exclusion principle does not affect the cross-
correlations. This is the case when there is strong asym-
metry in the junction conductances g and gS (g≫ gs or
g≪ gs) so that the Fano factor F2 = 1. In this limit the
negative contribution −2(1−F2)pmpn in (6) vanishes.
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Fig. 2: (Color online) Left: contour plots of F12 for antiparallel
and parallel (inset) configuration (|g1|= |g2|). Positive regions
in green. Right: plots of F12 in antiparallel configuration as
a function of the conductance asymmetry gS/g; the legend
denotes the value of the polarization |gn|/gn. Red and blue
horizontal lines in the left panel correspond to red and blue
curves in the right panel. Polarization |gn|/gn � 2

−1/4 (above
the red line) is needed to violate the Bell inequality.

Scattering matrix calculations give similar results for
Cmn [17].
The strongly asymmetric case is particularly interesting

since the cross-correlations (m �= n) Cmn = 2eIpmn, are a
direct measure of the probability that electrons from a
Cooper pair are transferred into different terminals.
To illustrate our theory, let us now consider the three-

terminal version of fig. 1 with the superconducting source
terminal S and two ferromagnetic drains F1 and F2. The
ferromagnetic magnetizations can in this device be utilized
as filters to produce currents of entangled electrons in
separated leads. Let us consider |g1|= |g2| in the following
and define Fano factors Fmn =Cmn/(2eI). The autocorre-
lation noise F11(22) will be reduced in antiparallel align-
ment g1 =−g2 as compared to a S-N system (gn = 0) due
to enhancement of CA reflection. The cross-correlation
F12, shown in fig. 2 can have both positive and negative
sign depending on the conductance asymmetry gS/g and
the spin polarization. The positive contribution to F12
is proportional to g1g2+(−)|g1| |g2| in the antiparallel
(parallel) alignment demonstrating how spin filtering
of entangled pairs enhances (reduces) the correlation
between currents in F1 and F2 with respect to an S-N
system [5,6]. Note that for sufficiently large spin polar-
ization, F12 can be positive for the entire range of gS/g in
the antiparallel alignment (region above the blue online
line in the left panel of fig. 2), whereas it remains always
negative in the parallel alignment for gS/g≃ 1 (inset
of fig. 2). The change of sign in F12 by switching from
antiparallel to parallel alignment is due to the enhanced
probability of CA events, see (7).
We will finally outline the calculation that yields the

FCS of the considered devices. We utilize the circuit theory
of mesoscopic superconductivity [8,26] and represent the
circuit in terms of terminals, cavities and connectors.
Terminals are described by equilibrium quasiclassical
Green’s function matrices Ǧn determined by electrochem-
ical potential and temperature. Our notation for matrix

subspace is: ¯ for spin, ˆ for Nambu, and ˇ for Keldysh.
Pauli matrices are denoted τj . At zero temperature we
consider 0<E � eV where the Green’s functions for all
ferromagnetic terminals Fn are Ǧ= τ̂3τ̌3+(τ̌1+ iτ̌2), V is
the voltage of the ferromagnetic terminals and E the
quasiparticle energy. We consider that eV is much smaller
than the Thouless energy of the cavity. The superconduc-
tor S is at zero voltage and has Green’s function ǦS = τ̂1,
where we assume E≪∆, ∆ being the gap of S. The
terminals are connected to a cavity c which is under the
influence of the proximity effect from S. The cavity is
described by an unknown Green’s function Ǧc, assumed
isotropic due to chaotic or diffusive scattering. We assume
that c is large enough so that charging effects can be
disregarded, and small enough so that Ǧc is spatially
homogeneous. The circuit theory is formulated in terms of
generalized matrix currents Ǐj in spin⊗Nambu⊗Keldysh
matrix space and from the matrix current conservation
∑

j Ǐj = 0. This determines the Green’s function on
the node together with the normalization condition
Ǧ2c = 1. The matrix currents can have arbitrary struc-
ture, and allow to derive the FCS by introducing the
counting fields χn for each terminal according to [8]
Ǧn(χ) = e

iχnτ̂3τ̌1/2Ǧe−iχnτ̂3τ̌1/2. Spin-active connectors
are taken into account by spin-dependent transmission
and reflection amplitudes tnk,σ and r

n
k,σ for particles

incident on the interface n from the cavity side in channel
k with spin σ. The matrix current through a spin-active
tunnel barrier between c and Fn evaluated at the cavity
side is [16,27] Ǐn =

[

gnǦn/2+
{

gnτ̄ τ̂3, Ǧn
}

/4, Ǧc
]

.
Here, gn = gQ

∑

k,σ |tnk,σ|2 is the tunnel conductance and
gQ = e

2/h the conductance quantum. The magnetization
direction is encoded in the direction of gn, and the
conductance polarization in that quantization axis is
|gn|= gQ

∑

k(|tnk,↑|2− |tnk,↓|2). We have neglected here an
additional term related to spin-dependent phase shifts
upon reflection at the interface [16,27], as these are small
in some material combinations or can be suppressed by
a thin, non-magnetic oxide layer [28]. The matrix current

between c and S is ǏS = gS[ǦS, Ǧc]/2 [26]. We take into
account the spin structure of matrix currents Ǐn and
Green’s functions in S-F systems, and derive the CGF in
the linear response regime and for eV ≪∆, generalizing
ref. [23]: S = t0/(4e

2)
∫

dE
∑

p

√

λ2p, where {λp} is the set
of eigenvalues of the matrix M̌ defined by writing matrix
current conservation in the cavity

∑

j Ǐj ≡ [M̌, Ǧc] = 0.
The non-trivial spin matrix structure of Ǐn determines
the magnetization dependence of transport processes in
the system. Carrying out this procedure yields the FCS
for the setup in fig. 1.
In conclusion, we have investigated the elementary

charge transfer processes of a S-F entangler. Charge trans-
fers occur via two statistically independent processes,
i) Cooper pairs are transferred out of the superconductor
by Andreev reflection and ii) entangled quasiparticles are
distributed among the different ferromagnetic leads. The
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probabilities for entangled electrons to flow into spatially
separated leads are completely determined by experimen-
tally measurable conductances and polarizations. This
allows complete knowledge of the statistics of charge
transfer in the S-F entangler.
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We calculate the full counting statistics of transport in three-terminal hybrid structures with a
superconducting source and normal-metal or ferromagnet drains. We obtain the probability dis-
tribution for the transport resulting from crossed Andreev reflection and electron transfer between
the normal-metal terminals, which demonstrates how the microscopic probability for each process is
determined by the conductance parameters of the system. The cross-correlation noise has competing
contributions from crossed Andreev reflection and electron transfer, in addition to a contribution
due to the antibunching effect of the Pauli exclusion principle. In the case of spin-active connectors
that filter the electronic spins, we show how the contributions to nonlocal transport from crossed
Andreev reflection and electron transfer depends differently on the magnetization configuration, and
can be controlled by magnetizations and voltage bias.

PACS numbers: 74.40.+k 72.25.Mk 73.23.-b 74.50.+r

I. INTRODUCTION

In crossed Andreev reflection (CA), a Cooper pair in
a superconductor (S) is converted into an electron-hole
quasiparticle pair in normal-metal terminals (Nn) or vice
versa.1,2 This process has potential applications in quan-
tum information experiments since the created electron-
hole pairs in spatially separated terminals are in entan-
gled quantum states. The performance of entanglers uti-
lizing this effect is diminished by the parasitic contribu-
tion from electron transfers between the Nn terminals.
This process will be referred to as electron transfer (ET)
(also denoted electron cotunneling or elastic cotunnel-
ing).

It has been suggested that the noise properties of
crossed Andreev reflection can be used to investigate the
competition with electron transfer between the normal-
metal terminals.3 The noise properties of a mesoscopic
transport can also reveal information about the charge
carriers which would otherwise not be accessible through
current measurements. In a system with several drain
terminals, i.e. current beam splitters, noise measure-
ments can reveal correlations between the current flow
in separated terminals. The cross-correlation noise has
attained interest recently since it can be utilized to study
entanglement4 and correlated transport.

Crossed Andreev reflection in superconductor–normal-
metal systems has been experimentally studied in Refs.
5–7. In Ref. 5 the nonlocal voltage was measured in a
multilayer Al/Nb structure with tunnel contacts between
the superconducting Nb and the normal-metal Al layers.
Current was injected through one of the normal-metal–
superconductor contacts, and a nonlocal voltage mea-
sured between the superconductor and the other normal-
metal. At injection voltage below the Thouless energy
ETh = ℏD/d2 associated with the separation d between
the normal-metals, positive nonlocal voltage was mea-
sured and this was interpreted as the result of dominat-
ing ET. For voltage eV above ETh the nonlocal voltage

changed sign, which was interpreted as a consequence of
dominating CA. Subsequently, measurements reported in
Ref. 6 on nonlocal voltages in Au probes connected to a
wire of superconducting Al by transparent interfaces in-
dicated that the ET contribution is larger than the con-
tribution from CA.

The competition between CA and ET and the result-
ing sign of the nonlocal voltage has been studied theoret-
ically using various approaches8–16 including the circuit
theory of mesoscopic superconductivity utilized in this
paper.17,18 We will consider the linear response nonlo-
cal conductance Gnl. In superconductor–normal-metal
hybrid devices where transport in one normal-metal ter-
minal N1 is measured in response to an applied voltage
in another normal metal-terminal N2, this quantity is de-
fined by

∂V2
I1 = −Gnl = −(GET −GCA), (1)

where we have introduced conductances associated with
the charge transfer processes introduced above, GCA

for crossed Andreev reflection, and GET for electron
transfer.8 The sign of the nonlocal conductance deter-
mines the dominating contribution due to the competi-
tion between ET and CA. Theoretical calculations based
on second order perturbation theory in the tunneling
Hamiltonian formalism predicted that the nonlocal con-
ductance resulting from CA reflection is equivalent in
magnitude to the contribution from ET.8 Thus the in-
duced voltage in N1 in response to the bias on N2 should
vanish since CA and ET give currents with opposite sign,
in contrast to the measurements reported in Refs. 5–7.
The tunneling limit was also considered in Refs. 14,17,19,
and it has been found that the nonlocal conductance is
in fact of fourth order in the tunneling and favours ET.

Experimental investigations of crossed Andreev re-
flection in superconductor-ferromagnet (S-F) structures
have been reported in Refs. 20,21. The measurements in
Ref. 20 were modeled using the theory of Ref. 8.

Experimental studies of the CA and ET noise prop-
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erties can be used to determine the relative contribu-
tions of these processes to the nonlocal conductance. It
was shown theoretically in studies of noise correlations
that CA contributes positively to the cross correlations,
whereas ET gives a negative contribution.3 Calculations
of higher order noise correlators or the noise dependence
on spin-polarizing interfaces can reveal further informa-
tion about the CA and ET processes.

We will consider the full counting statistics (FCS)
which encompasses all statistical moments of the current
flow.22–24 The noise properties of ET and CA reflection
thus obtained can be used to study the competition be-
tween these processes and reveal information that is not
accessible in the mean currents. Our calculation also de-
termines the contribution to the noise coming from the
fermion statistics (Pauli exclusion principle). Moreover,
the charge transfer probability distribution provided by
FCS reveals information about the probability of elemen-
tary processes in the circuit.25

In this paper we calculate the FCS of multitermi-
nal superconductor-normal metal and superconductor-
ferromagnet proximity structures, and study the cur-
rents, noise and cross correlations associated with the
various transport processes. We obtain the probability
distribution for transport at one normal-metal drain, and
show that the probability associated with ET is larger
than the probability associated with CA. For spin-active
interfaces we show how spin filtering can be utilized to
control the relative magnitude of the CA and ET con-
tributions to the transport. Finally, we consider crossed
Andreev reflection for spin triplet superconductors.

The paper is organized in the following way: In Sec. II
we outline the formalism utilized to calculate the cumu-
lant generating function of the probability distributions.
In Sec. III we discuss the results in the case of normal
metals, and in Sec. IV we consider the spin-active con-
nectors. Finally, our conclusions are given in Sec. V.

II. MODEL

The systems we have in mind can be represented by
the circuit theory diagram (see Sec. II A) shown in Fig.
1. A superconducting source terminal (S) and normal
metal drain terminals (Nn) are connected by tunnel bar-
riers with conductance gn to a common scattering re-
gion which is modeled as a chaotic cavity (c). The as-
sumptions on the cavity is that the Green function is
isotropic due to diffusion or chaotic scattering at the in-
terfaces, and that charging effects and dephasing can be
disregarded. We consider that the tunnel barrier inter-
faces can be spin-active with spin polarization gMRn/gn.
We consider elastic transport at zero temperature. The
superconducting terminal is grounded, and biases Vn

are applied to the normal terminals. We assume that
Vn ≪ ∆0, where ∆0 is the gap of the superconducting
terminal. In addition to the ET and CA processes de-
scribed above, there can also be direct Andreev (DA)

S

N1 N2

gS

g1

gMR1

g2

gMR2c

FIG. 1: Circuit theory representation of the considered beam-
splitter where supercurrent flows from a superconducting
reservoir (S) into normal metal drains (Nn). Tunnel barriers
between cavity (c) and the drains can be spin-active, and are
characterized by the conductances gn and spin polarizations
gMRn/gn.

reflection between the superconductor and one normal-
metal terminal, where both particles of the Andreev re-
flected pair are transferred into Nn. Semiclassical prob-
ability arguments show that the subgap charge current
in the connector between N1 and c in the three terminal
network in Fig. 1 has the following structure,8,17

I1(E) = GCA(V1 + V2)−GET(V2 − V1) + 2GDA1V1,
(2)

where we have introduced the conductance GDA1 associ-
ated with direct Andreev reflection between terminal N1

and S. Eq. (2) leads to the definition of the nonlocal con-
ductance in (1) which shows that when V2 > V1, ET and
CA give competing negative and positive contributions
respectively to the current. The conductances in (2) will
be determined in the calculation below.

A. Circuit theory

The circuit theory of mesoscopic transport is reviewed
in Ref. 26 and is a suitable formalism to study proximity
effects in superconducting nanostructures. The theory is
developed from a discretization of the quasiclassical the-
ory of superconductivity,27 in combination with a theory
of boundary conditions based on scattering theory.

The circuit theory is formulated in terms of the qua-
siclassical Green functions of the terminals and nodes in
the system. Nodes can represent small islands or lat-
tice points of diffusive parts of the system. Under the
assumptions described above, the Green function of the
spin-singlet S terminal in Fig. 1 is ǦS = τ̂1 where τ̂k is a
Pauli matrix in Nambu space. The Green functions Ǧn

of normal-metal terminals Nn are given by

Ǧc(E) =

{

τ̂3τ̌3 + (τ̌1 + iτ̌2) |E| < eVn,

τ̂3τ̌3 + sgn(E)τ̂3(τ̌1 + iτ̌2) |E| ≥ eVn,
(3)

where τ̌k are Pauli matrices in Keldysh space.
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Matrix currents Ǐ describe the flow of charge, energy
and coherence between terminals and nodes through con-
nectors, and conservation of these currents are imposed
at each node. This generalized Kirchhoff law determines
the Green function of the cavity Ǧc. The balance of ma-
trix currents Ǐn flowing between each terminal n = 1, 2, S
and the cavity, including the effect of superconducting
pairing in c, can be written

∑

n

Ǐn −
[

e2ν0Vc

ℏ
∆cτ̂1, Ǧc

]

= 0. (4)

Here, ∆c is the superconducting order parameter on the
cavity, ν0 is the density of states and Vc the volume of the
cavity.18,27 Since the pairing term has the same structure
as the coupling to the superconducting terminal (see (5)),
it gives quantitative effects that are captured by renor-
malizing e2ν0Vc∆c/ℏ + gS → gS and will be omitted in
the following. Here, gS is the superconductor tunnel con-
ductance.

Spin dependent transmission and reflection is de-
scribed by tunneling amplitudes tn

k,σ
and rn

k,σ
for elec-

trons with spin σ incident from the cavity side on the
interface between the cavity and terminal n in channel
k. The matrix current Ǐn through such spin-active inter-
faces is28

Ǐn =
gn

2

[

Ǧn, Ǧc

]

+
gMRn

4

[{

mn · σ̄ τ̄3, Ǧn

}

, Ǧc

]

. (5)

Here, gn = gQ

∑

k,σ
|tn

k,σ
|2 is the tunnel conductance

where gQ = e2/h is the conductance quantum, gMRn =
gQ

∑

k
(|tn

k,↑|2−|tnk,↓|2) is the conductance polarization, σ̄

is the vector of Pauli matrices in spin space, and the unit
vector mn points in the direction of the magnetization
of the spin polarizing contact. In (5) we have neglected
an additional term related to spin dependent phase shifts
from reflection at the interface which can be suppressed
by a thin, non-magnetic oxide layer.29,30 The effects of
spin filtering by gMRn, which can be obtained experi-
mentally using ferromagnetic terminals, will be studied
in Sec. IV.

In systems where all the connectors are tunnel barriers
described by the matrix current (5), it is possible to solve
(4) analytically and obtain the cavity Green function in
terms of the terminal Green functions and the tunneling
parameters. To this end, we note that it is possible to
write (4) as [M̌, Ǧc] = 0. Employing the normalization
condition Ǧ2

c = 1, the solution can be expressed in terms
of the matrix M̌ as31

Ǧc = M̌/
√

M̌2. (6)

This result facilitates calculation of the cumulant gener-
ating function of the charge transfer probability distribu-
tion in tunnel barrier multiterminal circuits.

B. Full counting statistics

Full counting statistics is a useful tool to compute
currents and noise in a multiterminal structure,32 and
also provides the higher statistical moments that may
become experimentally accessible in these systems. Ad-
ditionally, one can obtain information about the elemen-
tary charge transport processes by studying the proba-
bility distributions.25 The cumulant generating function
(CGF) S({χn}) of the probability distribution is directly
accessible by the Green function method, and is defined
by

e−S({χn}) =
∑

Nn

P ({Nn}; t0)e−i
P

n χnNn

P ({Nn}; t0) =
1

(2π)M

∫

π

−π

dMχ e−S({χn})+i
P

n
Nnχn .

(7)

Here, P ({Nn}; t0) is the probability to transfer
N1, N2, ..., Nn electrons into terminal N1, N2, ...,Nn in
time t0, and M is the total number of terminals in the
circuit. The CGF is a function of the set of count-
ing fields {χn} which are embedded in the Green func-
tion at each terminal by the transformation Ǧn →
eiχnτ̌K/2Ǧne−iχnτ̌K/2 where τ̌K = τ̂3τ̌1. The CGF will
be determined by the following relation,32

ie

t0

∂S({χn})
∂χn

=

∫

dE In({χn}), (8)

where In({χn}) is the particle (counting) current through
connector n in presence of the counting fields. Our task
is now to integrate this equation and obtain the CGF
S({χn}). Using the general solution to the matrix cur-
rent conservation (6), it was found in Ref. 31, that this
is possible by rewriting the counting current in terms of
a derivative of M̌ with respect to the counting fields.
Explicit derivation shows that

In({χn}) =
1

8e
Tr
{

τ̌KǏn({χn})
}

=
1

4ei
∂χn

Tr
{√

M̌2
}

.

(9)

This result is valid also in the presence of spin-active
contacts (5). Combining (9) with (8) yields S({χn})
straightforwardly.

Practical calculations of CGFs are performed by diag-
onalizing the matrix M̌ , which allows us to express the
CGF in terms of the eigenvalues of M̌ ,

S = − t0
4e2

∫

dE
∑

k

√

λ2
k
. (10)

In this equation, {λk} is the set of eigenvalues of M̌ .
We can obtain the cumulants of the transport proba-

bility distribution by successive derivatives of the CGF.24

Specifically, we obtain the mean current from

In = − ie

t0

∂S({χ})
∂χn

∣

∣

∣

∣

{χ=0}

. (11)
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The current noise power is given by

Cm,n = 2
e2

t0

∂2S({χ})
∂χm∂χn

∣

∣

∣

∣

{χ=0}

, (12)

where in the multiterminal structure, the autocorrelation
noise at terminal n is given by Cn,n. When m 6= n, (12)
gives the noise cross-correlations.

III. NORMAL METAL DRAINS

In this section, we will consider the FCS of the super-
conducting beamsplitter in Fig. 1 when the connectors
are not spin polarizing, and generalize previous works by
taking into account a difference in drain terminal voltages
V1 6= V2.

In the regime E < eV1, eV2 the only contribution to the
nonlocal conductance comes from CA since we consider
zero temperature. The resulting CGF was studied in Ref.
31 where it was assumed that V1 = V2. In the general

case V1 6= V2, the total CGF S following from (10) has
one contribution from the energy range E < eV1, eV2,
and if the voltages are different, another contribution in
the energy range eV1 ≤ E < eV2 (we assume V2 > V1),

S = − t0
4e2

∑

k

(

∫ −eV1

−eV2

+

∫

eV1

−eV1

+

∫

eV2

eV1

)

dE
√

λ2
k
(E)

= Sa(V1) + Sb(V2 − V1). (13)

There is no contribution to transport at |E| > eV2. Here,
we have defined two separate contributions to the CGF
that govern transport in the regime E < eV1, eV2 (Sa)
where only Andreev reflections (CA and DA) can occur,
and the regime eV1 ≤ E < eV2 (Sb) where in addition to
Andreev reflections, ET can take place. The contribution
Sa was calculated in Ref. 31, see (14a), where we have
defined gΣ = [g2

S + g2]1/2 and g = g1 + g2. The counting
factors e2iχS−iχm−iχn describe processes where two par-
ticles are transferred from S, and one particle is counted
at terminal Nm and at terminal Nn (m, n = 1, 2).

Sa = − t0V1√
2e

√

√

√

√g2
Σ +

√

g4
Σ + 4g2

S

∑

m,n

gmgn(e2iχS−iχm−iχn − 1), (14a)

Sb = − t0(V2 − V1)√
2e

×
√

√

√

√g2
Σ + 2g1g2(eiχ1−iχ2 − 1) +

√

g4
Σ + 4g2

S

∑

n

gng2(e2iχS−iχn−iχ2 − 1) + 4g1g2g2(eiχ1−iχ2 − 1) (14b)

EF

N2 S N1

m2 m1

∆
−|eV2|

(a)

EF

m2 m1

N2 N1c

−|eV2|

(b)

FIG. 2: Transport processes in the three terminal device when eV1 = 0: (a) Crossed Andreev reflection: A Cooper pair from S
is converted into an electron-hole pair in c by Andreev reflection, and the electron with energy +E is transferred into N1, and
the hole with energy −E is transferred into N2. Tunnel barriers between the reservoirs may be spin-active and are described by
magnetization vectors m that in this paper are considered collinear. (b) Electron transfer: A particle from N1 tunnels through
the cavity c into N2. The density of states in the cavity c is suppressed due to the proximity effect from the superconducting
terminal.

In (14b) we show the calculated Sb which has con- tributions from electron transfer. The counting factor
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eiχ1−iχ2 describes events where an electron is transferred
from N1 to N2. Compared to Sa, we see that DA events
between S and N1 that would be described by counting
factors e2iχS−2iχ1 no longer occur. This can be under-
stood from the electron-hole–nature of Cooper pairs, see
Fig. 2. Two quasiparticles, with energy +E for the elec-
tron and −E for the hole constitute the Andreev reflected
quasiparticle pairs in c. In the energy range considered
here, eV1 ≤ E < eV2, the states in N1 are occupied, pre-
cluding DA reflection into N1. A similar argument shows
that in CA processes, the electron must be transferred
into N1 and the hole into N2.

The nonlocal conductance Gnl = GET−GCA following
from (14b) is in agreement with Ref. 17 where

GET =
g1g2

2

2g2 + g2
S

[g2 + g2
S]3/2

, GCA =
g1g2

2

g2
S

[g2 + g2
S]3/2

.

(15)

The nonlocal conductance is dominated by ET and is of
order O(g4

n
).14,17 When gS/g ≫ 1, the nonlocal conduc-

tance vanishes due to equal probability for ET and CA
as we will explicitly show by inspection of the probability
distribution below.

Let us now consider cross-correlations. In general, CA
leads to a positive contribution and ET leads to a nega-
tive contribution to the cross-correlation. An additional,
negative contribution is induced by the Pauli exclusion
principle. The cross-correlation between N1 and N2 fol-
lowing from (13) is

C1,2 = 2e(V1 + V2)GCA − 2e(V2 − V1)GET (16a)

− 10eV1

gΣ
(G1 −Gnl)(G2 −Gnl) (16b)

+
4e(V2 − V1)

gΣ
[GCA(G2 + 2GDA2)−GDA2Gnl] , (16c)

where we have defined the local differential conductances
Gn = ∂nIn and the conductance for direct Andreev re-
flection into terminal n is GDAn = g2

Sg2
n
/2gΣ.17 We now

focus on the competition between CA and ET. When the
two normal-metal terminals are at equal voltage V1 = V2

the contribution from ET and also the term in (16c) van-
ishes and we are left with a positive contribution to the
cross-correlations from CA due to the correlated parti-
cle transfer into N1 and N2. An additional, negative
contribution due to the Pauli principle in (16b) van-
ishes in the limit of asymmetric conductances gS ≫ g or
g1(2) ≫ g2(1), gS due to the noisy (Poissonian) statistics
of the incoming supercurrent. A negative contribution
from ET in (16a) is induced when there is a voltage dif-
ference between the normal-metal terminals due to the
currents with opposite signs in N1 and N2 resulting from
this process. This demonstrates that it is possible to
tune the sign of cross-correlations by the voltages V1 and
V2.

3 The contribution in (16c) that appears when there
is a voltage difference vanishes in the limit of asymmetric
conductances.

It is interesting to compare Sb with the corresponding
CGF when S is in the normal state,

Sb =− t0(V2 − V1)

2e
× (17)

√

(g1 + gS + g2)2 + 4g2g1eiχ1−iχ2 + 4g2gSeiχS−iχ2 .

Here we see a contribution due to transport between
N1 and N2 that is similar to the one outside the dou-
ble square root in (14b). Superconductivity leads to the
double square root in (14b) that takes into account the
correlation of transport through c by Andreev reflections
and ET. The complicated dependence on the counting
fields in (14b) precludes a simple interpretation of Sb in
terms of the probabilities of elementary charge transfer
processes. However, when gS ≫ g or g1(2) ≫ g2(1), gS we
can expand the square roots in Sb and obtain the CGF

Sb = − t0(V2 − V1)

2g3
Σe

[

g1g2(g
2
S + 2g2)eiχ1−iχ2

+ g2
Sg1g2e

2iχS−iχ1−iχ2

+ g2
Sg

2
2e

2iχS−2iχ2

]

. (18)

In this limit the CGF describes independent CA, ET,
and DA Poisson processes. The prefactors determine the
average number of charges transferred by each process in
time t0.

To illustrate the physics described by Sb in the limit
introduced above, let us examine the probability distri-
bution obtained by the definition in (7). If we consider
the current response in N1 to a voltage in N2, we can
consider that V1 = 0 and the only contribution to the
total CGF S comes from Sb. The normalized probability
distribution for the transport at terminal N1 following
from (18) then becomes

P (N1; t0) =e−N̄1g
2

Σ
/g

2
∑

k≥|N1|
k+N1 even

×
(

N̄1
g2
S

2g2

)

k+N1

2
[

N̄1

(

g2
S

2g2
+ 1

)]

k−N1

2

×
[(

k + N1

2

)

!

(

k −N1

2

)

!

]−1

. (19)

Here we have defined the mean number of particles trans-
ferred in time t0,

N̄1 =
|I1|t0

e
=

V2t0
e

g1g2

g (1 + g2
S/g2)

3/2
. (20)

Eq. (19) describes a joint probability distribution for CA
and ET processes with Poissonian statistics, and is con-
strained such that the number of CA events described
by the weight g2

S/2g2 subtracted by the number of ET
events described by the weight g2

S/2g2 + 1, is N1 as re-
quired. When gS/g ≫ 1, the mean number of particles
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transferred vanishes according to (20) and the probabil-
ity distribution (19) is symmetric around N1 = 0. This
means that the average current vanishes, since the prob-
abilities for ET and CA are equal. In general, the proba-
bility distribution has its maximum for negative N1, i.e.
ET is more probable than CA reflection. In Fig. 3 we
have plotted the probability distribution (19) for different
values of gS/g. For small values of gS/g parameter, ET
dominates and the probability distribution is centered at
a negative value for N1. As expected, we see that the
center of the probability distribution (mean number of
particles transferred) is shifted from a negative value to-
wards zero with increasing gS/g. The width of the distri-
bution, described by the autocorrelation noise C1,1 (see
(12)), decreases with increasing gS/g.

 0

 0.1

 0.2

-30 -20 -10  0  10

P
(N

1;
t 0

)

N1

gS/g=5.00
0.05

FIG. 3: Probability distribution for transport of N1 electrons
into terminal N1, P (N1; t0) (19). We show distributions for
two different values of the parameter gS/g = 5.00 (red solid
impulses), and 0.05 (blue dotted impulses). We have chosen
the parameter α = g1g2V2t0/eg = 20, which gives the mean
value N̄1 for small gS/g, see (20).

IV. SPIN-ACTIVE CONNECTORS

Qualitatively, the effect of spin polarizing interfaces
on the competition between CA and ET processes in S-F
systems can be understood as follows. The ET process
is favoured when magnetizations of ferromagnetic leads
are parallel since the same spin must traverse both the
interfaces between c and the ferromagnets. On the other
hand, CA reflection is favoured in an antiparallel config-
uration since two particles with opposite spins must tra-
verse the interfaces. This behaviour was experimentally
observed in Refs. 20,21 where ferromagnetic Fe probes
were contacted to a superconducting Al wire.

The FCS of a beam splitter with spin-active contacts
and V1 = V2 was considered in our previous paper Ref.
25 and constitutes Sa, see (21a). In this case the only
transport processes are DA and CA reflection, and we
found that CA is enhanced in an antiparallel alignment
of the magnetizations as expected.

When V2 > V1, there can also be ET, and an addi-
tional effect is spin accumulation at the node. With
collinear magnetizations (sign of gMRn describes mag-
netization directions up (positive) or down (negative)
along the z quantization axis), we find that in the regime
eV1 < E < eV2, Sb = Sb+ + Sb− where Sbσ is given
below (21b).

Sa =− t0V√
2e

√

√

√

√

√
1 +

√

√

√

√1− 4g2
MR

g4
Σ

(g2
S + g2) +

4g2
S

g4
Σ

∑

m,n

(gmgn − gMRmgMRn) (e2iχ−iχm−iχn − 1), (21a)

Sbσ =− t0gΣ(V2 − V1)

2
√

2e

{

1 +
2

g2
Σ

(g1 + σgMR1)(g2 + σgMR2)
(

eiχ1−iχ2 − 1
)

+

[

1− 4g2
MR

g4
Σ

(g2
S + g2) +

4g2
S

g4
Σ

∑

n

(gn − σgMRn)(g2 + σgMR2)
(

e2iχS−iχn−iχ2 − 1
)

+
4(g − gMR)2

g4
Σ

(g1 + σgMR1)(g2 + σgMR2)
(

eiχ1−iχ2 − 1
)

]1/2
}1/2

. (21b)

Here we have redefined gΣ = (g2
S+g2+g2

MR)1/2 and intro- duced gMR = gMR1+gMR2. The expression for Sb reduces
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to the result for nonpolarizing contacts, Eq. (14b), in the
limit that gMRn → 0. The two terms Sbσ correspond to
the two possible directions of the spin(s) involved in the
charge transfer processes. The spin-dependent conduc-
tance for a spin up (down) is gn + (−)gMRn. In ET, one
spin must traverse the two spin-active interfaces, thus the
counting factor for spin σ is proportional to the weight
(g1 + σgMR1)(g2 + σgMR2). The two spin channels are
independent. The two opposite spins of an Andreev re-
flected quasiparticle pair can be CA reflected into termi-
nals with different polarizations gMR1 and gMR2 accord-
ing to the prefactor (g1− σgMR1)(g2 + σgMR2), and each
possibility for the directions of the two spins gives an
independent contribution to the CGF Sb.

In the limit that gS ≫ g or g1(2) ≫ g2(1), gS (gMRn ≤
gn by definition) we can expand the double square roots
and perform the summation over Sbσ which yields

Sb =− t0(V2 − V1)

2eg3
Σ

×
{[

g2
Σ + (g − gMR)2

]

(g1g2 + gMR1gMR2)e
iχ1−iχ2

+ g2
S(g1g2 − gMR1gMR2)e

2iχS−iχ1−iχ2

+g2
S(g

2
2 − g2

MR2)e
2iχS−2iχ2

}

. (22)

The nonlocal conductance following from (22) is given by

GET =(g1g2 + gMR1gMR2)

[

g2
Σ + (g − gMR)2

]

2g3
Σ

, (23a)

GCA =(g1g2 − gMR1gMR2)
g2
S

2g3
Σ

. (23b)

This immediately demonstrates that ET is favoured
in a parallel configuration of the magnetizations
(gMR1gMR2 > 0) as the same spin in this case tun-
nels through both interfaces. On the other hand,
CA reflection is favoured by antiparallel magnetizations
(gMR1gMR2 < 0) since the opposite spins of a singlet tun-
nel through different interfaces. These qualitative fea-
tures are in agreement with Ref. 8.

The cross-correlation following from (22) is

C1,2 = 2e(V2 + V1)GCA − 2e(V2 − V1)GET. (24)

The sign of C1,2 can now be tuned by two experimental
control parameters: The bias voltages through the pref-
actors in (24), and the relative magnetization direction
that determines the magnitudes of GET and GCA.

In the energy range V1 < E < V2 we are in this setup
measuring the energy of the quasiparticles involved in
crossed Andreev reflection, see Fig. 2. Since the electron-
like quasiparticle with energy +E must flow into N1,
and the −E hole-like quasiparticle must flow into N2,
this means that the entanglement in the energy degree
of freedom of Andreev reflected quasiparticle pairs has
collapsed.

A. Triplet superconductivity

Superconducting correlations with triplet pairing sym-
metry in the spin space can be induced by magnetic ex-
change fields in singlet superconductor heterostructures.
This effect has attained considerable interest, and has re-
cently been experimentally demonstrated (see Refs. 33–
35 and references within). We have studied the FCS
when S is a source of spin triplet quasiparticle pairs, and
in this subsection we summarize our results for collinear
magnetizations when V1 = V2.

The CGF for the spin triplet Cooper pairs with
Sz |Ψ〉 = 0, where Sz is the spin operator along the z-
axis and |Ψ〉 is the spin part of the Cooper pair wave
function, is identical to the CGF for conventional spin
singlet superconductors. We showed in Ref. 25 that the
CGF (21a) reveals the entangled nature of the quasipar-
ticle pairs. The Sz |Ψ〉 = 0 spin triplet states are also
one of the maximally entangled Bell states which implies
that the magnetization dependence for CA is the same
for singlet and triplet in the collinear case. This result
can be shown also straightforwardly by computing the
two-electron tunneling probability p1,2 which is propor-
tional to 〈Ψ| (g1 + gMR1σ̄3)⊗ (g2 + gMR2σ̄3) |Ψ〉+ 1 ↔ 2.

The triplet states where Sz |Ψ〉 = ±ℏ give rise to a dif-
ferent dependence on the magnetization configurations in
the CGF since the quasiparticle pairs are not in spin en-
tangled states, but rather in product states. Compared
to the singlet case (21a), we obtain a CA counting pref-
actor in the CGF that factorizes into (g1 + σgMR1)(g2 +
σgMR2) for equal-spin σ triplet Cooper pairs. This is con-
sistent with the magnetization dependence obtained by
calculating the two-particle tunneling probability p1,2 as
discussed above.

V. CONCLUSION

We have calculated the full counting statistics
of multiterminal superconductor–normal-metal and
superconductor–ferromagnet beam splitter devices, and
studied the resulting currents and cross-correlation. The
probability distribution for transport at a normal-metal
drain contact demonstrates that the probability for elec-
tron transport between two normal-metal terminals is
larger than the probability for crossed Andreev reflec-
tion. A finite voltage difference between the normal-
metal contacts introduces competing contributions to the
cross-correlations from electron transport between nor-
mal terminals and crossed Andreev reflection. Finally,
we have shown how spin-active contacts act as filters for
spin, and calculated the cumulant generating function.
The sign of the cross-correlation due to the competing
contributions from electron transport between drain ter-
minals and crossed Andreev reflection can in this case
be determined by two external control parameters, i.e.
bias voltages and the relative magnetization orientation.
Finally, we make some remarks about the counting statis-
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tics in the case of spin triplet superconductors.
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